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On behalf of the Government of Mauritius, I am pleased to present this report on the 6th Global
Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) Summit meeting held on 19-22 November, 2012, in
Mauritius, the final event of the GFMD 2012 held under the auspices of the Mauritian Chair. This
report gives an account of the approach taken by Mauritius to achieve its desired objectives and the
key deliberations that took place in the various plenary and Roundtable sessions at the Summit
meeting.
When Mauritius agreed to assume the chairmanship of the GFMD 2012, we set ourselves the
following ambitious objectives:
1. Explore concrete, achievable programs and strategies that would result in the improved wellbeing of migrants. We encouraged the development of programs around best practices that
could endure beyond the annual forum and would make a difference for migrants, diaspora,
their families, communities and participating countries.
That is why we finally settled on the overarching theme for GFMD 2012, Enhancing the
Human Development of Migrants and their Contribution to the Development of Communities
and States.
2. Place more emphasis on the development dimensions of the Global Forum.
3. Consolidate the consultation process with civil society and international organizations, and
engage the private sector and diaspora more closely in the activities and outcomes of the Forum.
4. Produce a common vision for the future of the Forum through the completion of the second
phase of the two-year internal Assessment of the GFMD.
5. Bring the Forum to Africa, and reinforce Africa’s perspectives on the development dimension
of migration. We encouraged the development of a multi-year program of policy reforms and
actions on labour mobility and skills and talent development, that could help accelerate Africa’s
growth and economic transformation in the years ahead.
In trying to meet all these objectives, Mauritius was guided by the constant need to ensure that all
activities are underpinned by wide consultations and broad consensus. We wanted a Forum which
both aimed at greater partnership and was built on greater partnership. From December 2011, when
we assumed the GFMD Chairmanship, we embarked on a broad, multi-phase, multi-stakeholder
consultation process, starting with a survey of all Friends of the Forum (FOF) in December 2011January 2012 on the possible themes for 2012. We held brainstorming meetings with governments,
civil society, private sector, diaspora and international organizations around the themes for 2012 in
Mauritius in January, June and August 2012. These were in addition to the customary consultations in
the Troika, Steering Group and FOF throughout the year.
Let me stress that these preparatory activities and the GFMD 2012 Summit were only possible thanks
to the efforts of all fellow member states and observers of the GFMD, our civil society partners and
all other stakeholders, who in one way or another contributed to its success. I am also grateful to the
valuable contributions made by the many countries and international organizations that allowed so
many delegates from Africa and other developing countries to participate in the rich discussions of the
Forum Summit.
The role of the Civil Society Coordinating Office, the International Catholic Migration Commission,
in coordinating the 2012 civil society process and successfully organizing the Civil Society Days, was
critical in reinforcing our message of closer partnership with non-state actors. Our local civil society
partners, Caritas Mauritius and the Mauritius Council of Social Services (MACOSS), were important
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interlocutors for the Chair and the Taskforce both in organizing local discussions around the Forum
and in working with the Civil Society Coordinating Office.
I am very grateful to the Troika members, the Steering Group, the FOF and Sir Peter Sutherland,
Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for International Migration and Development for
their active engagement and constant guidance throughout the year. The former Swiss Chair,
Ambassador Gnesa, warrants a special mention for his warm and substantial support from the outset.
Our first partners among the non-state players, the GMG organizations, reliably and indispensably
back-stopped the brainstorming and general preparations for the Roundtables with data, research,
good practices, authorial support and active participation in the debates. In particular, IOM Director
General Swing is to be commended and thanked for the many ways in which IOM, in Geneva and in
Mauritius, came to our assistance, well beyond the official support in the form of transport services to
developing country participants in the Summit meeting, the subject expert made available to the
Taskforce and the hosting of the Support Unit.
A special note of gratitude goes to my colleague, Ambassador Shree Servansing, who steered the
GFMD Assessment to conclusions and outcomes that will serve the GFMD well as it consolidates
itself over the coming years.
Finally, I wish to express my deepest appreciation to the members of the Mauritius National
Coordinating Committee, comprising the Prime Minister’s Office, Ministry of Finance and Economic
Development, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment,
the private sector and civil society organizations, IOM Mauritius and others, and the international
members of the GFMD Taskforce including the international advisers whose expert support to the
Chair was funded by Australia, Switzerland, IOM, UNHCR and Macarthur Foundation, and the
GFMD Support Unit, for their hard work and dedication throughout 2012.
I wish the future GFMD success in further consolidating the links between migration and
development and helping to improve the conditions of migrants and their families through smarter,
joined-up policies and programs.

Ali Mansoor
Financial Secretary
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development
GFMD 2012 Chair
Mauritius
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1.

Introduction

This Report of the Proceedings provides a summary of preparations, discussions, conclusions and
recommendations of the GFMD 2012 Summit Meeting 1 hosted by the Government of Mauritius on
November 19-22, 2012, in Pailles, Mauritius. The Mauritius GFMD 2012 Summit marked another
major achievement in the international debate on migration and development. It had as its overarching
theme “Enhancing the Human Development of Migrants and their Contribution to the
Development of Communities and States”, with the central objective of achieving concrete
outcomes that can make a difference to people’s lives. From all accounts, the organization and
substantive discussions of the Mauritius GFMD 2012 Summit were a complete success.
Mauritius was the first African nation to host such an international forum on migration and
development. Over 500 delegates, including Ministers and Vice-Ministers, from 129 States
participated in the Forum. Of the 76 ACP countries, 65 attended the GFMD 2012. Out of the 54
African Union members, 51 attended. These are record participation numbers in GFMD history, and a
reflection of the strong support for the Mauritian GFMD Chair by African and ACP countries.
The Forum was also attended by dignitaries representing several international organizations, including
the United Nations Secretary General Special Representative on Migration and Development, Sir
Peter Sutherland; the Secretary General of the ACP Group of States, Dr Mohamed Ibn Chambas; the
Director General of the International Organization for Migration, Mr William Lacy Swing; the
Managing Director of the World Bank, Mr Mahmoud Mohieldin, the Director General for Home
Affairs of the European Commission, Mr Stefano Manservisi, the Director General of the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Mr Yury Fedotov; and the African Union Commissioner for
Social Affairs, Dr Mustapha Kaloko.
For the first time also in 2012, the Global Forum was chaired by a Development Ministry (the
Mauritius Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MOFED)), highlighting the need stressed
by several governments and observers to strengthen the “D” in the “GFMD”.
Against the background of global discussions on migration and development that have been going on
from 1994 in Cairo, Egypt, to 2012 in Mauritius, and following the GFMD summits in Belgium
(2007), Philippines (2008), Greece (2009), Mexico (2010), and Switzerland (2011)), the Mauritian
Chair aimed in 2012 to move from simple dialogue to achieving some real improvements in the
conditions and prospects of people on the move and their families, not just perpetuate a process of
dialogue.
Building on the lessons of the past 6 years, and as the Forum has become the largest, most multilateral
and inclusive of all international processes dealing with migration and development, Mauritius in
2012 tried to increase the momentum by addressing some of the very specific issues that have
emerged in international policy discussions as needing global attention and better international
governance. These include (i) skills development as a key to better jobs-based growth and
development, also in the south-south context; (ii) a more integrated labour mobility and skills
development approach across Africa; and (iii) new modes of protection-oriented collaboration on
mixed flows, including and in particular refugees or migrants in distress.
Mauritius has also stimulated a debate at the margins of the Forum on possible labour mobility
options for refugees that could lift them out of a dependency spiral and help them realize their human
development potential while meeting some real labour needs in host countries. The hope was that,
beginning in 2012, we could start shifting the mindset about refugees being purely a humanitarian
problem; and possibly pave the way for some concrete pilot programs among willing partners in the
years ahead.
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Complementing the GFMD 2012 Government Days, the Civil Society Days took place two days
earlier, on November 19-20, 2012. They were coordinated by the International Catholic Migration
Commission (ICMC), upon the invitation of the Mauritius Government.
Section 2 of this Report of the proceedings provides some background on the GFMD preparatory
process. Section 3 summarizes conclusions and recommendations of the Civil Society meeting.
Section 4 on the Government meeting highlights key messages of the opening and closing
ceremonies; the highpoints of the common space panels, the key issues, outcomes and
recommendations of the Roundtable discussions; the main findings and recommendations of the
special session on the future of the Forum; and observations/ take-away messages from the working
session on the Platform for Partnerships. Section 5 concludes with lessons learned and
recommendations out of the GFMD 2012 meeting.

2.

The Preparatory Process

Consultations in preparation of Mauritius GFMD 2012 were started at the end of 2011 by the
Mauritius Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MOFED), under the leadership of Mr Ali
Mansoor, the Mauritius MOFED Financial Secretary, who chaired all preparatory meetings of the
GFMD 2012, as well as the GFMD 2012 Summit meeting.
The administrative preparations for GFMD 2012 were initiated with the creation of a GFMD 2012
National Task Force headed by Mr Mansoor, and comprising Mauritian public institutions (Ministry
of Finance and Economic Development, Prime Minister’s Office, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
International Trade and Regional Integration, Ministry of Labour, Industrial Relations and
Employment, Ministry of Social Integration and Empowerment, Ministry of Business and Enterprises,
Government Information Service, Ministry of Arts and Culture); private sector (Mauritius Joint
Economic Council, Mauritius Tourism Promotion Authority, Mauritius Employers Federation); civil
society (CARITAS Mauritius, Mauritius Council of Social Services (MACOSS), University of
Mauritius); IOM Mauritius; as well as international advisers selected for their subject knowledge and
prior GFMD experience.
Financial resources for the preparation of the Mauritius GFMD 2012 Summit Meeting were provided
by the Mauritius Government; and by some 21 other governments 2 , as well as international
organizations, and the MacArthur Foundation, that all stepped forward and offered financial
assistance amounting to around USD 2,611,000. The Mauritius Government also shouldered many of
the organizational expenses of the thematic and preparatory meetings in Mauritius (held in January,
June, and August 2012), and provided in-kind resources for the logistical support to the November
2012 Summit itself and subsequent wrap-up work. Some of the preparatory meetings were supported,
financially and in-kind, by other governments such as Switzerland and Sweden, international and
regional organizations such as IOM, the World Bank, UNDP, UNECA, ADB, civil society
organizations and other related entities.
In planning the GFMD 2012 thematic and events programs, the Mauritian Chair and Taskforce
consulted closely with the ICMC, the Civil Society Coordinating Office and with Caritas Mauritius
and the Mauritius Council of Social Services (MACOSS), which helped organize the Mauritian-based
civil society engagement with the Forum. The Chair also authorized the use of non-earmarked
international contributions to support the civil society preparations occurring in tandem with the
government process.
Substantive preparations of the Mauritius GFMD 2012 started with the Chair’s proposal of an
overarching theme and a Concept Paper shared with the Friends of the Forum. A survey of possible
GFMD 2012 themes was conducted among all Friends of the Forum in December 2011-January 2012;
2
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and consensus was reached on the proposed overarching theme, the Roundtable themes and the
related Concept Paper after many formal and informal exchanges and discussions with the GFMD
Focal Points, Friends of the Forum, Steering Group, Troika, and extended Troika 3 .
Based on the survey and ensuing consultations, three roundtables (RT) were selected and organized
around the overarching theme to form the basis of substantive discussions during the GFMD 2012
year and Summit meeting. RT 1 focused on Circulating Labour for Inclusive Development; RT 2 on
Factoring Migration into Development Planning; and RT 3 on Managing Migration and Migrant
Protection for Human Development Outcomes.
As in past GFMD meetings, under the supervision of the Mauritius Chair, the Roundtable sessions
were prepared by teams of governments and international organizations, each co-chaired by two/three
partner governments and assisted by Roundtable coordinators, drawn from among the international
advisers in the GFMD Taskforce 4 . Roundtable team members, Friends of the Forum and international
organizations also contributed with their input to the background papers. Throughout the preparatory
process, the Mauritius Chair consulted closely with Mr Peter Sutherland, the UN Secretary-General’s
Special Representative for International Migration and Development, who embodies the connection of
this informal process to the UN. Mr Sutherland contributed greatly to the efficiency of the GFMD
through his ongoing advice and support to the process, his participation in all Friends of the Forum
meetings and his chairing of the Special Session on the Future of the Forum.
The overall work agenda of GFMD 2012 also included the organization of a series of brainstorming
debates and workshops in the margins of the Forum on key migration and development themes. The
main workshops included: (i) a brainstorm thematic meeting on African labour mobility and skills
development, organized by the Mauritian Government with the AU, ADB, UNECA and IOM. (ii) a
workshop on factoring migration into development planning, organized by the Swiss Government and
UNDP, with support from Sweden; (iii) a workshop on the diaspora, organized by the World Bank,
(iv) a workshop co-organized by the Philippine Government with UN Women on migrant domestic
workers, in direct follow-up to the workshops in the Caribbean and Africa co-organized by the Swiss
Chair in 2011, and (v) a workshop organized in collaboration with UNHCR on labour mobility
options for refugees.
As another priority activity of GFMD 2012, Mauritius steered the second phase of the GFMD
Assessment process to successful conclusion through the chairmanship of the government–led GFMD
Assessment Team by Ambassador Shree Servansing of the Permanent Mission of Mauritius in
Geneva. The Consolidated Assessment Report prepared by the 16-government team (including the
Mauritian Chair) formed the basis of the Special Session on the Future of the Forum at the Summit
meeting on 22 November. The Special Session’s report and the Consolidated Assessment Report
endorsed at the Special Session form an important part of the full GFMD report to go forward to the
UN High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development in 2013.
Throughout 2012, the Mauritius Chair benefitted from the assistance of the traditional GFMD
supporting structures including: a) the GFMD Troika comprising past, present and future GFMD
Chairs (Switzerland, Mauritius, Sweden); b) the GFMD Steering Group, comprised of 37 member
states; c) the Friends of the Forum, open to all states members and observers of the United Nations,
specialized agencies of the United Nations, as well as other international organizations, international
foundations; and d) the GFMD Support Unit in Geneva which provides administrative, financial and
logistical support to the annual GFMD Chair. In line with the tradition now well established in the
GFMD, the Focal Point network was crucial for smooth communication with governments and
organizations concerned through the GFMD Support Unit.
3

The Mauritian GFMD Chair convened four Friends of the Forum meetings and four Steering Group meetings in Geneva in
February, April, June, and September 2012.
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About 17 governments from different regions, representing both developed and developing countries came forward to cochair the Roundtables. Some 50 governments and international organizations joined the Roundtable teams to work with the
co-chairs and RT coordinators.
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The Friends of the Forum were consulted on all steps in the preparatory process, including the
Roundtable themes and the GFMD agenda. The Steering Group provided conceptual and political
support, and the Troika provided valuable strategic guidance to the process. The Mauritius Chair also
worked very closely with the extended Troika, comprising all past chairs (Belgium, Philippines,
Greece, Mexico, Switzerland,) who brought tremendous value to the process and substance through
lessons learned, and the future chairs (Sweden, Turkey). The GFMD Support Unit was also
instrumental in preserving the institutional memory, helping to deliver necessary outcomes in due
time and ensuring critical liaison between stakeholders on behalf of the Chair (Focal Points, Friends
of the Forum, Steering Group, Troika and extended troika, participating governments and Observers).
Mauritius GMG partners – IOM, UNDP, World Bank, UN Women, ILO, UNDESA, UNHCR –
proved to be excellent partners for Mauritius during the GFMD 2012 year, advising and supporting
the Chair at many levels. Most Roundtables benefited from GMG research findings and evidence,
with three subject experts lent to Mauritius by IOM/the Australian Government, UNHCR and the
Swiss Government, and two international advisers expert in African matters funded by the Macarthur
Foundation. IOM Geneva provided the backstop support to the Forum’s administrative Support Unit
and IOM Mauritius undertook the travel arrangements for subsidized government participants at the
Summit meeting.
In preparing for the November 2012 concluding Summit, the Mauritian Chair urged governments and
their partners in their final preparations to keep their gaze fixed on concrete and workable policies and
programs, rather than just generate more talk about the same issues, more meetings, workshops and
research papers. The Mauritius Government also encouraged all countries participating in the GFMD
to take away from the meetings some new ideas, a business plan or a formula to try sometime at
home, in order to make a difference to migrants, diaspora, the community and the economy.

3.

The Civil Society Days (CSD)

The GFMD 2012 Civil Society Days (CSD) were organized in Mauritius in the Swami Vivekananda
International Convention Centre on 19 and 20 November, just prior to the GFMD Government
Summit. The CSD brought together 140 delegates 5 from migrant and diaspora groups, human rights,
development and labour organizations, academia and the private sector, many of them migrants
themselves and with a record number from Africa. Over 100 representatives of governments,
international organizations, media and other guests were also welcomed as participants in the GFMD
CSD program.
Consultation, partnership and self-organization
Civil society has become a key stakeholder and an essential actor in processes leading to, during and
after the annual GFMD meeting. Throughout its GFMD chairmanship in 2012, Mauritius emphasized
the importance of consulting closely and working jointly with civil society in pursuing themes and
outcomes and called for “strengthening the interaction with civil society and the Common Space
approach” (concept paper 2012). Non-state partners were consulted in the drafting of the states’
concept paper, including a preparatory brainstorming meeting in Mauritius in January 2012. Civil
society experts were also invited to participate in thematic meetings organized in Mauritius in June, as
well as to contribute to the preparation of the states’ GFMD roundtables.
The Mauritian Chair worked directly with the GFMD Civil Society Coordinating Office that has been
established under the auspices of the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC) at the
invitation of the Swiss Chair in 2011. ICMC’s Coordinating Office again assumed overall
5

The 140 civil society delegates were selected out of more than 560 applications from around the world. Following the
modalities in place for selection of civil society delegates for each GFMD since 2007, a selection was made collectively by
civil society’s GFMD International Advisory Committee (IAC), identifying applicants with positive engagement in
migration and development activity, representativity and diversity across sectors and regions
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responsibility for the preparation and organization of civil society activities, including fundraising, in
close cooperation with a broad range of civil society partners worldwide, representing migrants and
diaspora groups, human rights and labour organizations, academia and the private sector.
In Mauritius, ICMC partnered with Caritas Mauritius on logistics, meeting planning, government
relations and staff support. The Mauritius Council of Social Services (MACOSS) organized the
engagement of national Mauritius-based civil society organizations in the GFMD, which also
contributed a set of national recommendations on migration and development. Another set of
recommendations was developed at the first-ever continental Africa meeting of civil society
organizations focussed on migration and development, urging pursuit of a regional paradigm for
direct engagement of civil society actors from both Africa and the African diaspora in migration and
development, with specific attention to labour mobility, development opportunities, and migrants’
rights. 6
In aiming “to enhance trust between stakeholders and inspire new partnerships and concerted action
on migration and development” the Mauritian Chair also consulted closely with ICMC’s Coordinating
Office and its International Advisory Committee of 28 global civil society leaders on the format,
focus and speakers for the Common Space (also see section 4.2 on the Common Space).
Civil Society Days program 7 and outcomes
Over the two Civil Society Days (CSD), participants deliberated in plenary and working sessions on
the central theme Operationalizing Protection and Human Development in International Migration.
This theme reflected the priority of civil society to focus on working together with governments and
international organizations towards concrete steps and implementable mechanisms and – where
feasible - benchmarks against which success can be measured in the next years.
Speaking at the opening of the CSD, GFMD Chair Mr Ali Mansoor urged delegates to remember that
migration is “about human beings and about families; communally we need to remember that our
objective is to improve human welfare”. In a similar spirit and pointing to the emphasis in the civil
society program on identifying practical benchmarks and mechanisms, the Mauritius Minister of
Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment, Mr Shakeel Mohamed challenged civil society to come
up with workable mechanisms: “through your work millions of migrants in the world will see their
situations improved very soon. I am impatient to have your recommendations on mechanisms”.
Welcoming these remarks, Civil Society Co-Chair, Cameroonian-born Ms Clariste Soh-Moube of
Mali expressed the hope for “these messages to transcend the walls of this forum and to provide hope
and new ideas for the protection of labour migrants”. Co-Chair, Mauritian-born Mr George Joseph of
Sweden, told a story about the hope of a young Afghan woman, who fled across the world, lost
everything on the way, and is now working to rebuild her life in Europe. “We are here not for
ourselves,” Mr Joseph said, “We are here for the millions like her, to defend and protect the
fundamental rights of human beings”.
The two days of deliberations resulted in a set of working session reports and a formal civil society
statement was presented to states during the opening plenary of their GFMD Summit on 21
November. 8
Some highlights of outcomes and recommendations of the GFMD 2012 Civil Society Days include:
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National Mauritian and regional African recommendations available at: http://www.gfmdcivilsociety.org
See Annex C for the Program of GFMD 2012 Civil Society Days
8
A full narrative report of the GFMD Civil Society Days, including a report from each of the working sessions will be
published in the first quarter of 2013 by ICMC’s GFMD Civil Society Coordinating Office.
7
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1. Labour: Operationalizing a rights-based approach to labour mobility, markets and matching
a) On regulating and monitoring recruitment, placement and employment practices: Civil
society reaffirmed the call to better license, regulate and monitor recruitment actors and called for
the creation of user-led systems to promote good and reliable recruitment channels, while exposing
bad recruiters and violators. Civil society reiterated the strong call for increased ratification and
implementation of UN and ILO conventions, including the 1990 UN Migrant Workers Convention,
and ILO Conventions 181 regarding recruitment processes and 189 on domestic workers.
Governments were also urged to ensure the freedom of association and worker organizing.
b) On improving jobs, skills and education matching: Re-emphasizing the sine qua non of legal
channels of migration and pathways to permanent residence, civil society elaborated
recommendations to organize skills and credentials recognition in a better and just manner, by
harmonizing education and qualification standards and by introducing sector-specific regional and
global training and certification standards.
2. Development: Operationalizing human development in international migration
a) On engaging diaspora as entrepreneurs, social investors and policy advocates in development:
Recalling its recommendation from previous GFMD meetings to governments to include diaspora
and migrant voices in development policy formulation and implementation, civil society called for
the creation of national multi-stakeholder migration-and-development policy-making mechanisms
in origin and destination countries. Civil society also called for conducive legal and financial
frameworks to promote migrants as entrepreneurs through financial support, capacity building,
business networking, legal protection and provisions in the law for dual citizenship.
b) On forging rights-based development solutions: Moving from strictly diaspora phenomena into
broader dynamics of development and migration, civil society echoed government
recommendations of prior GFMD meetings to improve data collection and develop national-level
indicators on migration and development for monitoring purposes. Further, civil society called
forcefully for migration to be incorporated into new policy frameworks of sustainable development
goals and the post-2015 development agenda.
3. Protection: Operationalizing the protection of migrants and their families
a) On protecting vulnerable migrant workers: Civil society emphasized that the first requisite for
protection is binding national and international law, and called for translation of laws into action:
e.g. providers of essential public services should not be required to report on immigration status;
and migrant workers should not be tied to one employer. Civil society called upon international
organizations, governments and their own constituencies to map countries’ domestic compliance
with international standards and progress towards harmonizing domestic law with international
law.
b) Protecting migrants in dire humanitarian situations: Civil Society strongly suggested to make
migrants in crisis a priority area for the yearly agendas of Regional Consultative Processes (RCPs)
and to include all stakeholders in those processes. Civil society further pledged to work with
governments and international organizations towards a coordinated protection framework for
migrants trapped in dire humanitarian situations, including not only migrants stranded in situations
of conflict or disaster but also migrant victims of violence and trauma in transit.
4. On governance and the UN High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development
Civil Society presented a 5-Point Plan for Strong Civil Society Involvement in the upcoming High
Level Dialogue on Migration and Development 2013 (UN HLD), including a list of priority agenda
items for the UN HLD focusing on migrants’ protection, decent work, gender and migration, and
the post-2015 development agenda.
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4.

The Government Days

4.1.

Opening Plenary session 9

Mr Ali Mansoor, GFMD 2012 Chair, opened the Summit Meeting of the 2012 Global Forum on
Migration and Development (GFMD) by welcoming over 500 delegates representing 129 UN
Member States and 36 GFMD observer organizations to Port Louis, Mauritius. He was joined at the
podium by H.E. Dr Mohamed Ibn Chambas, Secretary General of the African, Caribbean, and
Pacific Group of States; Sir Peter Sutherland, the UNSG Special Representative for Migration and
Development; Dr the Hon Arvind Boolell, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Regional Integration &
International Trade, Republic of Mauritius; Ms Clariste Soh-Moube and Mr George Joseph, cochairs of the Civil Society Days; and Mr Yury Fedotov, Director General of the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime, representing the Global Migration Group (GMG);
The Chair invited delegates to participate in Mauritius’s month-long celebration 10 of migration on the
margins of the GFMD. He reported that the strong link between migration and development was
highlighted throughout his Chairmanship, and reminded delegates that this link affects real individuals
forced to leave their homes, and about whose improved welfare, lives and contributions the GFMD
has gathered to confer and collaborate.
Noting that the 2012 Summit meeting was the first GFMD held in Africa, H.E. Dr Mohamed Ibn
Chambas commended the Government and people of Mauritius for being "a much valued member of
the ACP family of nations and a leading example of what prudent economic management and wise
leadership could achieve in lifting a nation out of poverty and accelerating the process of economic
transformation."
The ACP Secretary General observed that in a rapidly globalizing world, migration has become an
increasingly salient issue in domestic policy as well as international political relations. From being
seen as a ‘problem’, the discourse on migration is shifting towards better appreciation of its benefits
as well as challenges. In 2011 alone, global remittances totalled US$370 billion. 80% of this amount
was contributed by developing countries’ diasporas, who have served as bridgeheads for the
mobilization of international capital for investments. Also noteworthy were the significant movements
of people from North to South and South to South due to the global economic crisis.
He affirmed that human mobility plays a vital role for the livelihood of many within the ACP Group
of States, but it is not devoid of challenges including illegal migration, kidnapping and killing of
migrants for their vital organs, lack of conditions and development prospects for young people who
comprise 25% of Africa’s population, and the impact of political conflicts and ecological catastrophes
on migratory patterns.
Calling it one of the "paradoxes of our era", he believed that the liberalization of world markets and
capital is taking place against the backdrop of more restrictions on the movement of people. He
emphasized that migration can be mutually beneficial when properly harnessed and properly
managed. He urged the GFMD to address the tension that migration can generate in local
communities, where people feel that migrants are a threat to their way of life. Recounting the story of
two Guinean stowaway children who perished inside the cargo hold of an airline in 1999, he enjoined
all delegates to forever keep in mind the fact that migrants are not abstract and faceless entities, but
real people with real fears, hopes and dreams.
Sir Peter Sutherland, UNSG Special Representative (SRSG) for Migration and Development,
addressed the GFMD 2012 Summit in the unforeseen absence 11 of UN Secretary General Ban Ki9

Please visit the GFMD web portal, www.gfmd.org to download the speeches and other presentations.
A series of cultural events were organized to link the Remembrance of Indentured Labourers coming to Mauritius on
November 2nd and International Human Rights Day on December 2nd.
11
The UN Secretary General earlier accepted the official invitation of the Government of Mauritius to attend the GFMD
2012 Summit, but he failed to attend due to the recent pressing issues in the Middle East.
10
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moon. Mr Sutherland called the GFMD "a unique success of global cooperation on an
intergovernmental level" in part due to its crucial link to the United Nations. He echoed former UN
Secretary General Kofi Annan’s belief that the other side to the globalization issue had to be the issue
of free movement of people and the opening up of opportunities long denied in the global community.
The SRSG personally thanked the Government of Mauritius, not only for its hospitality, but also for
its active chairmanship of the GFMD under the leadership of Mr Ali Mansoor. He was moved by the
fact that it was the first GFMD held in Africa, signaling a change from Africa’s role being
underestimated and underrepresented in global debates on international migration.
Mr Sutherland then read the prepared statement of UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon. The
Secretary General thanked Mauritius for hosting the Forum in a historic setting, where the fusion of
great cultures is on display everywhere. He noted the many struggles of migrants around the world,
and expressed the view that "these individuals are like migration itself with the right support they can
be a force for prosperity and progress.” He believed that the complex factors driving migration are the
same problems at the top of the global agenda – war, natural disasters, economic calamities and
climate change. By responding to migrants' needs, the wider problems facing people can also be
addressed. When empowered, migrants can drive progress for society as a whole.
Secretary Ban Ki-moon praised the GFMD for proving that it is possible to get agreements on
sensitive and often divisive topics such as migrants' rights and irregular migration, and for generating
a global awareness that no country can manage migration on its own. He commended the Global
Forum for creating a space for states to discuss problems surrounding migration and its enormous
potential to spur development. He would like the GFMD 2012 Summit to focus not on its
accomplishments after six years, but on how to commit to action on practical measures in the lead-up
to the United Nations Second High Level Dialogue (HLD) on Migration and Development in 2013.
He challenged delegates to bring concrete proposals to the HLD and engage in the process of forging
a post-2015 development agenda.
According to the Secretary General, migration can promote development with the right policies. He
gave some examples, such as portability of pensions, cross-border skills recognition, international
cooperation on training global work forces, reducing red tape and facilitating legal migration. He
lamented the fact that the costs of remittances still remain very high, and that only three countries
(including Mauritius) have so far ratified the International Labour Organization's (ILO) Domestic
Workers Convention aimed at protecting domestic migrant workers’ rights. He called on all countries
to follow the example set by Mauritius in ratifying the Domestic Workers’ convention, as well as the
International Convention on the Rights of Migrants Workers and their Families.
In closing, the UN Secretary General emphasized that virtually all countries today are at the same
time countries of origin, transit and destination. Thus the challenge is to help migrants so that they can
help the countries where they travel and the societies where they live. With the evidence and
experience gained through the years, the global community is called upon to collectively reach the
end goal of managing migration as a force for development.
The keynote was delivered by Dr the Hon Arvind Boolell, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Mauritius. Dr Boolell informed all delegates that Mauritius, in spite of being one of the
smallest nations on earth, has a vast maritime territory and has recently been ranked among the top 20
in the World Bank’s ‘Doing Business’ Index. Mauritius was motivated to undertake the Chairmanship
of the GFMD 2012 for a variety of reasons: first, the desire to reinforce Africa’s perspectives on
migration issues and engage African countries both in GFMD and other related activities; second,
Mauritius has always considered migration as an integral part of its sustainable development policies.
Migrants are a fundamental part of its history and connection with the rest of the world, as evidenced
by the fact that 11% of Mauritians live in OECD countries. As a nation of immigrants and emigrants,
Mauritius is a significant part of the South-South migration and South-North migration stories.
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Its migration history, geographical location and wealth of human resources positioned Mauritius well
to take the lead in the global debate on migration and development. Indeed, since the inception of the
GFMD in 2007, it has played an integral role in the process, offering models of its circular migration
program with Canada and France that demonstrate how a developing country and small island state
can come to the negotiating table with a business plan for shared labour rather than simply a
development aid plan. Mauritius has also shared with the GFMD its long tradition of close
partnerships between the public and private sectors, trade unions and civil society, with a view to
putting more emphasis on the development dimension of the GFMD dialogue.
In choosing the overarching theme, Enhancing the Human Development of Migrants and their
Contribution to the Development of Communities and States, Mauritius wanted to lead Africa in
developing concrete, achievable programs and strategies that would result in the improved well-being
of migrants.
During its chairmanship, Mauritius tried to consolidate the consultation process with civil society and
international organizations, particularly the Global Migration Group (GMG), and to engage the
private sector and diaspora more closely in the activities and outcomes of the Forum. The two-year
GFMD Assessment was completed, producing a Common Vision for the forum's future. The
importance of the Common Space for building consensus and connecting perspectives of all
stakeholders was also underlined. Throughout 2012, Mauritius embarked on a multi-phase
consultation process, commencing with a survey of all Friends of the Forum about the possible
themes for 2012, followed by brainstorming meetings with governments, civil society, private sector,
diaspora and international organizations to ensure that the Forum was both built on, and fostered,
greater partnership. Together, governments and partners chose the following focused themes for
GFMD 2012: labour mobility, skills and jobs across borders, diaspora engagement, integration of
migration into development planning, south-south migration, protective forms of legal migration and
global domestic workers.
Anticipating that by 2025, some 10% of Africans will work outside their country of origin, the
Foreign Affairs Minister underscored the lack of a comprehensive and integrated labour mobility
system in Africa, which could lead to stronger, job-based growth and prosperity through the
continent’s increased competitiveness and investment-worthiness in global markets. To foster greater
interaction with the continent, the Mauritius Prime Minister opened the country's visa regulations for
79 countries, including 29 additional countries from Africa, which will either be exempted entirely or
will benefit from visas upon arrival. Labour mobility issues challenge governments everywhere, and
the Minister appealed for collaboration of all stakeholders to lower migration costs and raise
development benefits through facilitated mobility, make laws work in reality and decrease the divide
between countries of origin and destination.
Co-chairs of the Civil Society Days (CSD), Ms Clariste Soh-Moube (Mali) and Mr George Joseph
(Sweden), reported on the conclusions reached during the CSD held on 19 and 20 November, 2012, 12
opening with a moment of silence in memory of migrants who have perished on land and sea
crossings. They noted the engagement of 140 civil society delegates during the Civil Society Days,
joined by some 80 representatives of governments and international organizations, as well as another
30 special guests and media representatives. Like the government days, CSD boasted the largest
number and voices of African civil society delegates and diaspora since the beginning of the GFMD.
“We are here today not for ourselves", the civil society statement emphasized, “we are here for
change”. The statement stressed changes needed to better organize labour mobility, protect migrants
and forge inclusive development. “We are co-responsible in these matters,” Civil society underscored
to governments “we commit to looking not only at what governments need to do, but at ourselves and
what we need to do, as well as what we can do together.”
12

See Annex D for the statement on the Civil Society Days. For other outcome documents of the Civil Society Days visit:
www.gfmdcivilsociety.org
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The statement presented a set of benchmarks and highlighted mechanisms directed at shared
responsibility and change. Among the many recommendations, civil society called for and committed
to better licensing, regulating and monitoring of recruitment practices, ending visa systems that tie
migrants to particular employers, and the creation of user-led systems to promote good and reliable
recruitment channels, while exposing bad recruiters and violators. Reiterating its strong call for
increased ratification and implementation of UN and ILO conventions (including the 1990 UN
Migrant Workers Convention, and the ILO Conventions 181 regarding recruitment processes and 189
on domestic workers), civil society further pledged to work with governments and international
organizations towards a coordinated protection framework for migrants trapped in dire humanitarian
situations.
The statement also presented a 5-Point Plan for Strong Civil Society Involvement in the upcoming
High Level Dialogue on Migration and Development (HLD). Omnipresent in the 5-point plan and
throughout the statement was the need to bring more development actors and development policies
into the equation, including ensuring migrants’ and migration’s rightful place on the global
development agenda, as the Millennium Development Goals approach expiration in 2015. Civil
society promised to present a civil society position paper in 2013 on migration and the post-2015
development agenda.
Addressing delegates in his role as 2012 Chair of the Global Migration Group (GMG), Mr Yuri
Fedotov reiterated the GMG’s primary objective of promoting the application of all relevant
international and regional instruments relating to migration and development by providing the
institutional structure and space for a coherent interagency voice. The GMG has achieved two
important milestones since its establishment in 2006 – the establishment of an interagency Working
Group on a) Mainstreaming Migration into Development in 2010 and b) Data and Research in 2011,
which laid the groundwork for further joint coordinated action.
In the lead-up to the 2013 HLD, the GMG recently conducted an internal review of achievements and
challenges, which resulted in a number of recommendations for the future – i.e. development and
adoption of a multiannual work plan, building on prioritized time-bound and task-specific thematic
work, and responding to GFMD priorities as appropriate, as well as new chairing arrangements
aligned with the establishment of a small administrative Secretariat for the GMG and the possibility of
a funding mechanism to support the joint delivery of results at the country level.
Mr Fedotov drew particular attention to the problems of violence, often accompanied by human rights
violations, experienced by many migrants and their families at various stages of the migration cycle.
On behalf of the GMG, he urged member states to reaffirm their commitment to improving migrants’
safety on six action points: 1) supporting universal ratification and effective implementation of related
international instruments; 2) addressing the root causes of forced migration by opening regular
migration channels; 3) strengthening government and civil society cooperation; 4) safeguarding
fundamental rights and freedoms of migrants and their families; 5) improving efforts to investigate,
prosecute and punish crimes against migrants; and 6) providing victims of crime with adequate,
efficient, gender sensitive support and protection regardless of migration status. For its part, the GMG
proposed to publish in December a thematic paper on the exploitation and abuse of international
migrants and a joint report on youth and international migration.
In closing, the GMG Chair announced that the UN Regional Commissions will take over the
Chairmanship in the New Year. He gave assurances that the GMG will continue its work and ensure
that progress so far achieved will be sustained.
Mr Ali Mansoor concluded the opening session with an appeal to use the GFMD as a platform to
strengthen dialogue between governments, private sector and civil society. Before the Common Space
and Roundtable deliberations began, he hoped the GFMD 2012 Summit would deliver practical
recommendations with real potential for cooperative implementation and broad public support for
effective change.
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4.2.

The Common Space

4.2.1.

Common Space opening plenary

Traditionally comprising three hours of interactive plenary sessions on the first morning of the GFMD
Government Days, involving a cross‐section of panellists from governments, civil society and
international organizations, the Common Space in 2012 divided into an opening plenary session, three
breakout panels and a closing plenary session, under the overarching theme of Migration and
Development: Common Ground and Partnerships in Action.
In the opening plenary, the Common Space moderator, Dr Khalid Koser, Deputy Director, Geneva
Centre for Security Policy, reminded participants that the Common Space was introduced by the
Mexican GFMD Chair in 2010, with three specific objectives: to encourage diverse discussion;
promote transparency; and develop a common agenda. It was continued in this spirit by Switzerland
in 2011 and by Mauritius in 2012. It offered a unique opportunity for debate among civil society,
government, private sector, international organizations and other stakeholders. No other global forum
brought together such a diversity of perspectives on migration and development; and it had the
potential to make a difference.
Dr Koser observed that participants had a collective responsibility to take full advantage of this
opportunity; and urged them to follow three principles in the Common Space debates:
a. conduct a truly objective discussion, based on evidence rather than on, for example, advocacy.
b. focus on practical solutions, not only on problems;
c. identify issues on which stakeholders could work together to achieve the Common Space goals..
Dr Koser introduced the three speakers to set the context and stimulate the Common Space panel
debates.
Ambassador William Lacy Swing, Director General of the International Organization for Migration,
gave the overall introduction to the Common Space. He observed that the aim of the Common Space
was to establish a common understanding of the migration phenomenon and find common ground.
Migration is an all-encompassing, all-embracing phenomenon, as old as humankind, and humankind’s
oldest poverty reduction strategy. It is likely to become and remain a mega-trend of this century. To
deal with this phenomenon in a humane, orderly and rational way, there was a need for both a wholeof-government and whole-of-society approach. He made three quick points on “common ground”:
a. The historical contribution of migrants to development depended largely on inter-state
cooperation, and governments were already combining their efforts in the context of the GFMD
to address this major transnational phenomenon jointly. There were also at least 16 or more
regional consultative processes bringing together countries of origin and destination.
b. The efforts of the GFMD to find common ground among states, civil society and other actors
were a work in progress, but had already been significant. The GFMD had proven itself as a
forum where states and civil society can come together, exchange experiences and realize how
much they had in common, while accepting their differences. A number of governments held
consultations with their civil society counterparts prior to the GFMD Summit, and for these,
civil society are not special interest groups promoting their own agendas, but organizations,
which, like governments, understand the need for constructive interaction with political
processes.
c. There was a need to explore common actions. The common space was now a permanent fixture
in the GFMD, which in itself signified major progress in creating common ground on important
issues of migration and mobility. Apart from collaborative projects that require additional
funding, stakeholders needed to work together to counter xenophobic myths that harm and
endanger migrants, and stereotypes that prevent migrants from making their positive
contribution.
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Now was the time for governments and civil society to form partnerships and promote mobility,
migration and development. While safeguarding migrant rights they also needed to reassure host
populations through concrete measures that migration is a positive force and not a threat either to
personal or national identity. Ambassador Swing exhorted participants together to find the high road
of action and partnership towards meeting the challenges of this era of unprecedented mobility, and to
promote safe and dignified migration that can benefit all players.
Mr Stefano Manservisi, Director General for Home Affairs of the European Union (EU), saw the
EU’s opportunity to participate as important for the role it sought to play as global actor and global
partner in the GFMD process. He underscored the importance of the GFMD approach in bringing
together different actors and perspectives – government, civil society, international and private sector
– which fostered inclusive, open and evidence-based discussion. The European Union and its member
states have circulated their common position on the GFMD.
Mr Manservisi observed that while migration was traditionally linked to poverty, it is now associated
more with freedom, which requires a change in approach. To achieve inclusive globalization, more
mobility was needed. Migration partners were also changing, with the tendency towards more
selective, skilled migration and an already established global competition for talent. Against this
background, he encouraged the Common Space and the GFMD to focus on two issues:
1. Migration governance, or transparent, effective policies and frameworks that create a credible
mix of development and mobility at a time of unprecedented movements and changing concepts
of borders to manage migration and enforce policy decisions in credible ways. This required
more thinking out of the box.
To build more global approaches to managing mobility, Mr Manservisi suggested to start at the
regional level, where effective forms of governance can be designed that link state and global
realities in a context of shared responsibility. The EU offered a model worth exploring: it had a
single market, free movement under the Schengen Agreement and was progressively building a
new, increasingly interactive labour market, all underpinned by common policies. The EU also
combined national and EU legislation, which is enforced as appropriate. As a result, there is no
migration among EU member states, but free movement with full rights, benefits and duties,
and no discrimination. Legal migrants from third countries were also subject to harmonized
rules for entering, staying and working in the EU space. Africa also has an agenda for regional
and sub-regional governance, and could be examined for migration policies that may work in a
wider space.
2. Actions to be taken together to build synergies. The European Development Policy was one
example of how the European Commission and EU member states can systematically address
issues of partnership and mutual accountability relevant for this debate, in regard to sustainable
growth, good governance, human rights and democracy, social protection, health and education.
The EU has also started promoting evidence-based coherent policies through migration country
profiles in partnership with, among others, IOM. In preparation for 2015, there was a need to
strengthen coherence among the many migration and development policies. Mr Manservisi saw
2015 as a test of how the migration and development discussions will be identified with
concrete MDG-like actions or mainstreamed into the MDGs.
Another example was how to approach these issues from the traditional Home Affairs
perspective. The EU paper “The Global Approach for Migration and Mobility” outlined a
partnership approach on four interlinked migration areas, including maximization of the
development impact of migration and mobility. The EU was implementing these initiatives
through regional cooperation, for example with the ACP, AU and regional communities; and in
Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and Asia, in the form of Mobility Partnerships. The
experiences gained from these will help with a more focused and effective global approach to
migration and development.
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Mr Manservisi expressed the hope that the Common Space could be turned into a common approach;
and added that the EU and its member states were willing to contribute to that.
The third speaker, Dr Mustafa Sidiki Kaloko, Commissioner for Social Affairs, African Union
(AU), representing the Chairperson of the African Union, highlighted some current migration and
development activities of the AU. Migration had made it to the top of the African agenda; and the
overarching theme of GFMD 2012 was in line with various AU policy instruments on migration and
development, notably the Migration Policy Framework and the African Common Position on
Migration and Development. The latter common position also supports close cooperation with
regional economic communities. The AU has signed framework agreements with the EU, including
the joint AU-EU Declaration on Migration and Development, to share responsibility and cooperation
for better managing migration between the two continents. AU policies open a large area for human
development and cooperation to manage migration in a comprehensive, integrated and holistic way.
Mr Sidiki Kaloko asserted that well managed migration can promote closer ties between countries,
meet existing and future labour needs, contribute to countries’ development and help achieve the
Millennium Development Goals. In the context of the AU-EU migration, mobility and employment
partnerships, and with EU financial support, the African Union Commission is establishing an African
Institute for Remittances (AIR) to strengthen capacities of AU member states, private sector and other
partners to develop and implement strategies and instruments to use remittances for poverty reduction.
The AIR will soon be operational and further foster human, community and other development in
Africa.
Information management is also an important part of the policy framework on migration and
development; and both labour and migration authorities needed to be able to collect and work with
accurate data. Finally, migration and development policies needed to include respect for and
protection of human rights of migrants, both in regular and irregular status. In 2012, the AU and EU
had organized technical meetings on the human rights of migrants, specifically domestic workers, and
on the protection of refugees, asylum seekers and internally displaced persons. In the spirit of the
Ouagadougou Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in human beings, the AU Commission’s regional
campaign against trafficking in human beings, “AU Commit”, has been launched in the African
regional processes.
Mr Sidiki Kaloko observed that effective development was not just promoted by aid and trade in
goods and services but also by expanding the exchange of experience and skills. Migration reflects the
interdependence of all countries as one of the most effective ways of promoting respect and
understanding amongst communities.
The Common Space opening plenary was followed by the three breakout panel sessions.
4.2.2. Common Space Panel 1: Diaspora alliances and partnerships for development
Coordinator: Dr Irena Omelaniuk, Senior Adviser to the GFMD Chair-in-Office
Moderator: Ms Kathleen Newland, Director, Migration Policy Institute, USA
Panelists:
1. Mr Juan José García, Vice Foreign Minister for Salvadorans Living Abroad, El Salvador
2. Mr Gibril Faal, Chair, African Foundation for Development (AFFORD) UK
3. Mr Uwe Kievelitz, Director, Migration and Diaspora, Centre for International Migration and
Development (CIM), Germany
4. Ms Millicent Odongo, Diaspora Business Center, the Netherlands
Rapporteur: Ms Carmelita S. Dimzon, DPO, Administrator, Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration, Philippines
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The GFMD has long recognized the diaspora as key actors in migration and development, and called
for public-private partnerships to engage with diaspora as central planks of any development
strategy. 13 In this panel, governments, private sector and diaspora sought answers to the following
questions:
a. What are some effective models of diaspora partnerships for development with governments,
business, NGOs and international organizations? and
b. What obstacles still remain for the diaspora to maximize their contribution to development?
And how can these obstacles be overcome?
Effective models of diaspora partnerships
In regions with large émigré populations, such as Central America, the diaspora are important both for
economic change and political stability. Central American Governments see the future of their
countries linked to the future of their diaspora; but stress that the diaspora are also important for
social, economic and political development of the country of destination, hence of mutual interest to
both countries. The Global African Diaspora Summit in Pretoria earlier in 2012 had identified
diaspora as pivotal to a pan-African agenda for development and key players in fostering African
unity.
Panelists agreed that there is no simple recipe or model for diaspora partnerships, no one size fits all.
Solutions need to be flexible and varied, as they depend on many variables such as the demographic
characteristics of the diaspora, their legal status in the host country and the impacts of emigration on
the country of origin (and destination). Where small countries like El Salvador experience large-scale
outflows, there is merit in a mixed approach combining incentives for diaspora investments and
“returns” to the home community with stay-at-home development strategies.
- El Salvador’s recently launched Diaspora Talent program involves government, international
organizations and other partners (including GIZ in Germany) in creating jobs and economic
opportunities at home. The longstanding Program for Diaspora Investment last year accounted for
investments by diaspora of up to $12M. For El Salvador, these programs are important not just for
economic reasons but also for social cohesion.
This kind of engagement is only possible through effective policies and institutional structures to
support diaspora, such as: the Philippines’ Commission on Filipinos Overseas or welfare offices in
Embassies and Consulates abroad; El Salvador’s Ministry for Salvadorans Living Abroad; Mexico’s
Institute for Mexicans Living Abroad; and Morocco’s Ministry of Moroccans Living Abroad. In host
countries, structures to support diaspora are often created by the diaspora themselves (e.g. AFFORD
in the UK).
Increasingly, as countries like Germany develop comprehensive migration and development policies,
diaspora are factored into these policies. Germany’s approach to diaspora has shifted from
development-dependent to development-partnering: Diaspora are no longer seen as just “knowledge
or cultural agents/brokers” who should be supported when interested in return to countries of origin
by placing them in organizations in the context of development cooperation programs, but more as
working and business partners to both the country of origin and destination.
- Mongolia seeks to attract back many of its qualified diaspora to work in the mineral exploration
and processing industry. Kenya encourages its diaspora to engage in the stock market and
would like to attract its aging diaspora by encouraging the construction of retirement homes.
CIM last year organized a conference in Europe on behalf of the German and Mongolian
Governments, where the Mongolian government and diaspora in 19 European states could
exchange information about their respective needs and contributions (e.g. voting rights for the
13

The moderator explained the working definition of “diaspora” broadly as encompassing any migrant living abroad,
temporarily or permanently, who has maintained ties to the country/community of origin.
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diaspora); and host countries like Germany could further develop platforms to support such
engagement.
AFFORD-UK is a non profit-making diaspora organization which supports diaspora-based business
and job creation in countries of origin through various types of partnership. As one practical example
of a partnership that delivers business services to microenterprises, AFFORD has recruited African
professionals in the UK and sent them as diaspora volunteers to Sierra Leone. In this effort, AFFORD
has worked with local business associations such as the Market Traders Association, and with the
local University (Post Graduate Institute) to train “business coaches” to support the microenterprises.
The Diaspora Business Centre in the Netherlands is a profit-making diaspora organization which
provides services via a slightly different model. The Centre match-makes between entrepreneurs (both
diaspora and non-diaspora), businesses and local governments, in this way often facilitating SouthSouth transfer of skills where there are gaps in sectors important for development (“globalized”
diaspora).
- A Kenyan diaspora business project implemented in Southern Sudan involves Dutch Government
and Kenyan diaspora investors to help support and scale up the business, also for cross-border
trade, and expertise from Poland, Kenya, Ethiopia and South Sudan. Similarly, a Somali shipbuilding project involves Sri Lankan expertise, Somali diaspora, local governments in Somalia
and Kenya (also for cooperation on security) and Dutch funding.
Governments are increasingly devising joint diaspora policies. The Africa-Middle East diaspora
policy being developed by Italy, France, Switzerland and Netherlands will foster diaspora dialogue,
exchange of experience and experts and some pilot projects between these regions, particularly at the
south-south level. This all-embracing methodology will help produce a compendium of capabilities
and facilitate the assessment of capacity building needs (of the diaspora and partner governments).
The Global African Diaspora Summit in Pretoria in May, 2012, sought to reach out to other regions
like the Caribbean and strengthen trade and tourism ties through the agency of diaspora.
Obstacles to diaspora maximizing their contribution to development; and some solutions:
a) Fear by home communities of diaspora competing for business space in the country of origin.
Solution: be innovative, find a niche, and fill a gap where no one else has an interest.
b) Mindset of dependency on government support. Solution: don’t wait for the right structures and
policies to be in place first. Just start a business, especially to fill a gap (see a) above).
c) Information/knowledge gaps among diaspora. Solutions: more awareness-raising (by
governments and diaspora); web portals; 1-stop shop migrant/diaspora resource centres. .
d) High costs of money transfers. Solution: Websites like the German “Money transfer”
(www.geldtransfair.de), which show current rates charged by MTOs and financial institutions,
as a transparent way of informing and helping diaspora select cost effective transfer modes.
e) Limited access to finances. Different solutions: Seed funds from government and other
donors/lenders; matching grant competitions such as the US’s African Diaspora Marketplace;
and more innovative solutions like the German “crowd funding” for groups of small
investments (preference for small investments by many rather than large investments by few).
f) Trust (and commitment in the sense of “confianza”) by diaspora in government programs.
Solution: governments strengthen diaspora outreach and ensure transparency of governance.
g) Lack of data on where and who the migrants/diaspora are. Solutions: diaspora surveys and
mapping (see also the RT 1.2 chapter); mainstreaming migration in development projects.
h) The socio-economic situation in countries of origin (e.g. poor infrastructure, no internet in small
villages). Solution: better governance and coherent development policies.
i) Lack of institutional coherence. Solutions: still in the making, but models of overarching
institutions like Presidential Commissions to coordinate government policies and actions could
be examined for their lessons; the links between migrant integration and diaspora engagement
still need to be fully researched and understood.
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Among the solutions offered by governments and civil society, the Philippines’ new 1-stop portal
coming on board next year will address at least two of the common obstacles: lack of information and
institutional coherence. The portal will inform and guide diaspora on where to invest. Uniquely,
Government Ministries, such as Environment, Science and Technology, Agriculture etc) will
advertise where there are investment gaps/opportunities in their field; and a poverty map will show
where the investment could affect poverty.
4.2.3.

Common Space Panel 2: Common ground and partnerships to protect migrants in distress

Coordinator: Ms Anja Klug, International Adviser to the GFMD Chair-in-Office
Moderator: Sir Peter Sutherland, Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary General on
Migration and Development
Panelists:
1. Ambassador Evan P. Garcia, Permanent Representative of the Philippines to the United Nations
and Other International Organizations in Geneva
2. Ms Catherine A. Wiesner, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Population, Refugees and
Migration, US Department of State
3. Fr Hagos Hayish, C.M., Secretary General, Ethiopian Catholic Secretariat
4. Ms Sue Lemesurier, Senior Officer Migration, International Federation of the Red Cross
Rapporteur: Mr Francois Crepeau, UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants
The purpose of this dialogue was to identify distress situations that merit specific attention and to
agree on possible future steps for collaboration and joint action, including in the context of the
upcoming UN High Level Dialogue on Migration and Development in 2013.
Panelists were asked to give short inputs into the discussion based on the following three questions:
a) Which situations give rise to particular threats to the life and dignity of migrants?
b) Which implementation gaps in the current protection systems need to be addressed most
urgently (national, regional, international)? How could operational responses be improved
through enhanced partnerships?
c) What guidance could be drawn here from existing practices and partnerships?
The panel discussed a number of different distress situations, including humanitarian crises, abuse and
crimes against Ethiopian refugees and migrants en route, including abduction, extortion, human
trafficking and organ smuggling and the situation of individuals stranded in countries of transit or
destination. The panel and participants highlighted that migrants can be trapped in different kinds of
distress situations where their life, physical integrity and dignity are seriously at risk.
The situations mentioned by the panelist were but a few examples. Each of these situations required
urgent attention, enhanced international cooperation to prevent abuses and protect the human rights of
migrants, rescue migrants in distress, punish the perpetrators and combat the criminal networks.
Better information about these threats in countries of origin helps people avoid falling victim to false
promises.
Recognizing the need to assist all migrants in distress, it was suggested, nevertheless, that a global
initiative could in a first stage most usefully focus on the specific situations of migrants who are,
through no fault of their own, caught in humanitarian crises, either because of an outbreak of conflict
in their host country or a natural disaster. A number of proposals and good practices were put forward,
based, inter alia, on experiences in the context of the Libya crisis.
Panelists emphasized the importance of preparedness for an emergency. Appropriate migration
policies, pre-established contingency plans on national level and between governments, emergency
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funds, established cooperation, partnership and dialogues between countries of origin, host countries,
international organizations, civil society and employers ensure quick action when a crisis erupts.
Registration by the authorities of countries of origin or of host countries, as well as the establishment
of a wardenship system can help to connect with migrants in times of crisis.
Model labour contracts with a series of protection clauses (access to back pay, repatriation,
compensation for losses sustained in times of crisis, prohibition of the confiscation of identity and
travel documents) have proven a useful tool to protect the rights of migrants in times of crisis. Joint
contingency plans could include transportation for the return, allocation of logistical resources, and
the creation of emergency funds (for assistance, transport, compensation for the losses of the
migrants). Destination countries can put in place, inter alia, temporary protection regimes and
systems for expedited visa processing.
Employers and recruitment agencies can contribute substantially to the protection of migrant workers
in their employ, through the use of the model labour contracts available and/or the establishment of
collective private-sector funds for financing protection and return operations during a crisis.
During the crisis, the rapid deployment of multifunctional teams by the country of origin is key.
Measures which could be taken by such teams include the provision of consular services
(identification, provision of travel documents, facilitation of travel); presence at the border,
negotiation of exit or the negotiation of temporary transit and stay with neighbouring countries. But
responses also need to be adapted to the specific type of crisis.
The difficulties experienced by migrants in irregular situations were particularly highlighted. The
need for access to services in times of crisis is increased by their reluctance to be identified for fear of
detention or deportation. Other vulnerable groups of migrants, such as women and children, also need
special attention. The IFRC and other civil society actors have assisted migrants trapped in
humanitarian crises in an exemplary way. These good practices can be used to further develop
response mechanisms.
Some participants also referred to the challenges of migrants who had to return home because of the
crisis. Programs may be needed to support them and their communities which suffer from the sudden
loss of income.
Establishment of strong partnerships with all stakeholders, including the governments concerned,
donors, employers, recruitment agencies, international organizations, such as IOM and UNHCR, and
civil society is also key. Some participants also mentioned the importance of regional cooperation.
One panelist described the way of cooperation as “One Emergency Approach”. All partners need to
contribute to ensuring an inclusive response to all migrants in need. Differentiation needs to take
place afterwards, once a safe place has been reached. Host countries also need to speak with one
voice, despite the different interests of their various administrations. Mechanisms such as regional
cooperation frameworks or the “Migration Crisis Operational Framework”, a tool developed by IOM
to enhance the organization’s responses to such emergencies, could facilitate coordination.
Next steps: It was suggested that in preparation for the High Level Dialogue 2013 a working group
composed of all the stakeholders, including civil society, be established to bring together all the
experience, expertise and good practices in terms of protecting migrants in times of crisis. This
working group could, based on good practices, produce practical guidance on how states’
responsibilities under international law could be best implemented in these situations to ensure more
systematic and predictable responses. Different international instruments and mechanisms define state
responsibility for the protection of migrants. The challenge lay in translating and linking the different
applicable legal regimes. A matrix of legal instruments could be developed, which could identify the
international instruments applicable to a specific situation, states’ responsibilities and the international
organizations responsible.
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4.2.4.
jobs

Common Space Panel 3: Labour mobility and skills development for inclusive growth and

Coordinator: Mr Chukwu-Emeka Chikezie, International Adviser to the GFMD Chair-in-Office
Moderator: Mr Constantijn van Orange Nassau, Deputy Head of Cabinet Vice President Kroes,
European Commission
Panelists:
1. Mr Arthur DeFehr, President and CEO, Palliser Furniture Ltd
2. Ms Halyna Mohylova, Foreign Worker Program Manager, Ronald A. Chisholm Ltd
3. Mr Dennis Sinyolo, Senior Coordinator for Education and Employment, Education International
4. Mr Alex Zalami, Advisor to the Minister of Labour, United Arab Emirates
Rapporteur: Ms Audrey d'Hotman de Villiers, Manager, Corporate Social Responsibility, Rogers &
Company Limited
Common Space Panel 3 explored three areas of potential collaboration between governments, civil
society, international organizations, and the private sector: regulation and monitoring of recruitment
agencies; information flows to facilitate labour mobility; and a proactive approach by businesses in
shaping immigration policy.
Regulation of recruitment
The session heard that migrant workers’ vulnerability to abuse is in an inverse proportional
relationship to their levels of skills. Where large numbers of relatively low-skilled workers (some may
be illiterate) are recruited from Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa to work in the Gulf Cooperation Council
countries (GCC), abuses often take place at the earliest stages of recruitment, in villages, where
informal and unregulated subagents will demand cash payments to help people secure employment
abroad. Thus, by the time these workers enter the formal parts of the system that are regulated, they
may already be in debt. Civil society organizations’ (CSOs’) presence at the village levels in poor
sending countries makes them a potentially important partner with governments, employers, and
recruiters in reducing or eliminating abuse.
The session discussed an example from Ghana, which has piloted a scheme involving agricultural
workers migrating to Italy. Consultation and planning involved relevant government departments
including Labour, Interior, and Foreign Affairs; development partners including the Italian
Government, the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and the European Union; as well as
the Ghana Agriculture Workers Organization. Through its affiliates in Italy, this trade union was able
to ensure protection for its members while abroad.
Another example came from Nigeria, which has encouraged self-regulation of recruitment practices
involving a code of conduct implemented by private recruitment agencies. Recruitment agencies have
organized themselves into an association and affiliated as a subgroup under the employers’
association. Trade unions are also involved. When problems emerge, the agencies first try to resolve
them themselves and only escalate such situations to the Ministry of Labour as a last resort.
In both these instances, however, informal agents operating outside the formal system of licensing and
recognition can evade regulation and control, emphasizing a potential role for CSOs to, in the first
instance, monitor malpractice and identify practical ways of eliminating abuse.
If recruitment agencies in countries of destination could identify credible agencies in countries of
origin with whom they might work, this could also help reduce abusive practices. Some sort of
government accreditation scheme for agencies based in the country of destination as well as
accreditation for foreign recruiters visiting a country of origin in search of workers would help.
Scope also exists for the private sector and governments to collaborate further to provide the right mix
of incentives for migrant workers. Efficient remittance transfer services and access to financial
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literacy training are two such examples. Furthermore, CSOs could play useful roles in providing
training and orientation at various stages of the migration lifecycle from pre-departure through to
post-return.
It was noted that a lot of this collaboration is already happening but could be scaled up for much
greater impact.
Barriers to labour mobility/information flows to facilitate labour mobility
The session also considered at some length the various barriers to mobility that affect migrant
workers. These barriers include lack of information and data that can hamper planning at
governmental level as well as information flows that can assist migrant workers to make sound
destination choices and prepare adequately. Non-recognition of qualifications can result in deskilling
of workers and/or lower pay while they acquire local accreditation of their skills, which can take
years. The session also heard the paradox that African workers appear to face more legal barriers
moving across the continent that are laid down by countries than they do moving around other
continents. The result is that countries often fail to attract the brightest and best to work in their
economies. Abuses of migrant workers’ rights and non-ratification of various ILO and UN treaties
were also cited as barriers to mobility.
The meeting mentioned how Education International is developing a web portal for migrant teachers
as a practical solution to the information gaps they face. In taking a holistic approach to providing
information at every stage of the migration lifecycle, the web portal is another example of
collaboration between civil society, employers, government bodies and others as part of the solution
to challenges revolving around labour mobility. If successful, this sort of web portal might be
extended to service migrant workers in other sectors.
Business shaping immigration policy
The session heard how businesses operating in Manitoba, Canada, had taken proactive steps to initiate
policy reforms in light of threats to their long-term survival stemming from declining population and
unfavourable demographic trends. A federal policy shift toward more talent-based immigration
worked to the disadvantage of Manitoba, one of the coldest regions on earth. In response, businesses
proposed a new provincial nominee program that emphasized permanent rather than temporary
migration and focused on families. There was a division of labour where businesses took care of most
issues except for health and security, which remained the responsibility of governments.
In selecting immigrants, business leaders placed strong emphasis on maintaining healthy diversity in
Manitoba and avoiding the emergence of ethnic enclaves. The program was relatively successful.
Immigrants hail from 137 countries around the world. Manitoba saw the fastest rate of population
growth at 170% of Canada’s growth as a whole. Some 85% of the immigrants stayed in Manitoba
even though there were no restrictions on their movement elsewhere in Canada. Unemployment in
Manitoba is below the national average, and immigrants enjoy a higher level of home ownership than
the national average (even among Canadians). There were no adverse social reactions to the program
among the host population. The program attracted support across the political spectrum, and broad
community support.
The wider implication of this case study, it was suggested, is that business has a role in shaping public
policy and not just being a receiver that then complains when the policy is unfavourable. Critical to
the success of the program, it seems, was the holistic approach to problem-solving that leaders across
the spectrum took in ensuring that resistance was understood in its proper context (for instance,
businesses provided training to one community who felt that they should receive priority attention for
employment rather than allow their opposition to derail the program).
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4.2.5.

Common Space closing plenary

Following the breakout panel discussions, Common Space participants reassembled in plenary under
the moderatorship of Dr Khalid Koser, for the outcomes of the panel discussions.
Ms Carmelita S. Dimzon, rapporteur for Common Space Panel 1 on Diaspora alliances and
partnerships for development, reported on the excellent moderatorship, panelist contributions and
broad cross-sectoral engagement in the panel discussion. The discussion had closely followed the two
agreed questions about effective models of diaspora partnerships for development and how to
overcome the remaining obstacles to diaspora maximizing their contribution to development. Ms
Dimzon outlined the key issues and outcomes of the panel discussion, as reflected in the Common
Space panel 1 report above. She was assisted in this by the session note taker, Ms Ndidi Njoku,
AFFORD-UK.
The key action items pointed to the multiplicity of models offered by some governments of countries
of origin and destination, and the private sector and non-profit-oriented diaspora organizations. The
outcomes focused mostly on legal frameworks for mobility, trust-building and transparency of
relations with diaspora, institutional frameworks to deal with diaspora and trans-border coordination,
information for diaspora and their partners, support and capacity building of diaspora and business
partners across borders, and above all the need to better define and understand diaspora, their
attributes, aspirations and needs, as a basis for improved diaspora policies and partnerships.
Mr Francois Crepeau, the rapporteur for Common Space panel 2 on Common ground and
partnerships to protect migrants in distress, reminded participants that, as stated by the panel
moderator, Mr Peter Sutherland, the object of the discussion had not been the fate of all migrants in
distress, but specifically how to respond to migrants in distress in times of crisis. As reflected in the
Common Space panel 2 report above, key actions proposed in the panel discussion covered the need
for a typology of crisis, a matrix of legal frameworks, institutional coherence within and between
governments, pre-established contingency planning and partnerships, better deployment of consular
services, closer engagement of employers and recruiters in protecting migrants, trust-based relations
among all players across borders, adequate protections of persons in irregular circumstances, and
finally a proposal for a working group to pull together the experience, expertise and good practices in
protecting migrants in distress, for the HLD 2013.
Ms Audrey d'Hotman de Villiers, the rapporteur for Common Space panel 3 on Labour mobility
and skills development for inclusive growth and jobs, identified a number of points of convergence for
joint action between governments, businesses and civil society resulting from the wide-ranging and
dynamic discussion in that session. These included a web portal to help migrants be better informed
and prepared for the destination countries, licensing and engagement of recruitment agencies towards
protecting the rights of migrant workers and their families, a multi-stakeholder forum of government,
business, civil society on migration, minimum training standards towards worldwide recognition of
qualifications and transferability of skills, harmonized human resource practices across regions
(including regional remuneration benchmarking, job exchange schemes, job-matching web portals),
and closer collaboration among governments, business and civil society on identifying country needs,
collecting data on migrants and jobs, and policies for longer term, temporary and circular migration.
In the ensuing discussion, the moderator welcomed the fact that the rapporteurs’ reports had given
prominence to business and the private sector, high on the agenda of the GFMD. However, as one
delegate pointed out, private sector was likely to have little time for engaging in forums like the
GFMD; and action-oriented discussion was more likely to achieve this.
One government reminded participants that structures and frameworks already existed to deal with
diaspora and skills development, both nationally, as in Angola, or through the migration forum in
SADC, and these just needed to be strengthened. Multi-sectoral partnerships with diaspora were
particularly important for capacity building, mentoring and monitoring. Regarding the protection of
migrants in distress, recruitment agencies also had to be part of the solution, as they are often part of
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the problem. Countries of origin and destination needed to bring them more into the conversation.
One delegate suggested that regional processes should revamp their dialogue on labour mobility and
skills development.
The proposal from breakout 2 for a working group in preparation for the HLD 2013 should pool the
experiences of civil society, international organizations and states, especially of the recent crisis in
Libya and other natural catastrophes and crises, for better planned policies in the future.
In closing, the moderator observed that delegates had succeeded in being i) objective, ii) practical and
iii) focused on collective action both in the breakout panel debates and the plenary sessions. Followup on the many good ideas out of the Common Space was now important. Since governments had
dedicated more than a quarter of their time to the Common Space, they should take some of the
ideas/inspiration from the panels forward in the ensuing Government Days’ discussions.

4.3.

The Roundtable Sessions

4.3.1. Roundtable 1 - Circulating Labour for Inclusive Development
Coordinators:
Dr Irena Omelaniuk and Dr Salomon Samen
General Rapporteur: Costa Rica (Mrs Marcela Chacon, Vice Minister for Public Secutiry)
This Roundtable focused on cross-border skills and jobs as drivers of development, and migrants and
diaspora as potential agents for socio-economic change in globalized economies. An underlying
assumption was that working abroad can accelerate human development if, in addition to assured
protection of basic human rights, mobile workers are able to acquire new skills, use their skills
productively, and return or re-invest in the development of their families and communities.
These issues were equally relevant in the South-North and South-South contexts. They called for joint
actions and the engagement and incentivization of the private sector and diaspora to partner with
governments and other civil society actors, also to ensure a wider and more inclusive distribution of
the developmental benefits of migration. The challenge for governments and private sector in both
origin and destination countries was to leverage the beneficial effects of migrant labour, skills,
earnings and other gains from migration while protecting and empowering migrants and diaspora
abroad. 14
4.3.1.1. Roundtable 1.1: Beyond-the-Border Skills and Jobs for Human Development
Co-chairs:
Sub-session moderators:

Session Rapporteur:

Mauritius (Mr Ali Mansoor) and United Arab Emirates (Mr Alex Zalami)
- Sweden (Mr Kristof Tamas)
- Costa Rica (Vice Minister Marcela Chacon)
- Philippines (Ms Carmelita S. Dimzon).
Bangladesh (Dr Md Shahidul Haque)

This session shifted the focus of earlier GFMD debates on global labour and skills mobility to the
specific issue of skills and jobs as enablers of human development. 15 It addressed a gap in policies on
labour mobility, where even if migrants’ rights are fully respected, there are often mismatches
between their skills and jobs, which can lead to brain waste, lower earning capacities, higher costs to
employers, possibly irregular migration status; and generally lower human development gains from
working abroad. These can occur both overseas and upon return home; and can be a result, inter alia,
of inadequate information, planning, institutional structures, resources and cross-border cooperation.

14

For more information, refer to the GFMD 2012 Roundtable 1.1 and 1.2 Background Papers at
http://gfmd.org/en/docs/mauritius-2012.
15
Education and income are key indicators in the UNDP’s Human Development Index: http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/hdi/
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The session divided into 3 sequential sub-sessions moderated by Sweden, Costa Rica and Philippines,
to examine migrant skills and jobs across the 3 major phases in the migration cycle: pre-departure,
employment abroad, and return and employment in the country of origin. A concluding sub-session
moderated by the co-chairs sought to draw some models and lessons from the discussions.
Issues and observations
Cross-border skills and jobs were among the most critical challenges at the interface between
migration and development today. A key question was who has the responsibility? Or who should
share the responsibilities and burden for skills development, certification and recognition across
borders? For example, training in the country of origin sometimes benefits employers in the country
of destination more than in the country of origin. How can employers, countries of destination and
countries of origin work together on skills recognition?
Effective legal frameworks are an important vehicle for clarifying such roles; and were a cross-cutting
issue throughout the session. Skills development is usually the responsibility of governments as part
of their national education, human development or skills development plans. But in countries of origin
such plans often do not take account of overseas skills/qualifications needs and standards. 16
Bilateral agreements with the country of destination can, however, effectively link the skills
development and recognition with job-matching abroad. Information was critical for preparing
workers and managing expectations. A number of websites or web portals already exist to inform
potential overseas workers about jobs, skills requirements, work conditions and remuneration. These
can play an important role in ensuring the right job-skills match. For Germany, a web portal “Make it
in Germany” is the first check for foreign workers, and German advisers are also posted abroad (India,
Indonesia and Vietnam) to provide information and advice to those wishing to go to Germany.
Responsibility for this could also be shared between countries of origin and destination, and be
included in labour agreements.
One-stop shops for information, counseling and training can be cost effective, such as the Philippine
Government offers its departing workers, also abroad in its Embassies and Consulates, or as offered
by migrant resource centres run by either governments or NGOs in destination and origin countries.
The session showcased different models for skills development and assessment in countries of origin
and destination, and between the two, for their potential to be replicated elsewhere. These included
National Qualifications Authorities (NQAs), which in countries like the United Arab Emirates and
South Africa, covered national vocational education needs, standards and quality control, including
skills and qualifications recognition, in line with the respective national human resource development
plans. For the UAE, with more than 90% of its labour force foreign, the NQA is also relevant for
overseas workers.
Some major labour source countries like Mauritius and the Philippines had national skills
development policies, which also took account of international standards and expectations. But many
if not most countries of destination and origin had neither a national qualifications framework nor a
skills development policy that accounted for international standards. Where these existed, they tended
to be modeled on the longstanding qualifications assessment schemes in traditional immigration
countries such as Australia, Canada or the UK.
A key concern was how to harmonize or complement skills requirements between countries of origin
and destination to optimize labour mobility, job matching and the attendant benefits for human and
economic development, while minimizing de-skilling or brain waste either abroad or upon return.
National Qualifications frameworks are important mechanisms that can work both in the destination
and origin countries, but are usually a long term, resource-intensive undertaking. Developed countries
16

For example, Bangladesh has major skills development, training and enhancement projects funded by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), Swiss Development Corporation, European Union, International Labour Organization and the
World Bank; but these are domestically focused, not across borders.
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of origin like Australia, Canada and the UK have taken decades to establish them. For many labour
source countries with limited resources (and an immediate need), the more practical solutions are: a)
bilateral agreements, e.g. on mutual recognition of skills; or b) burden-sharing on skills training and
recognition programs for specific sectors, involving the employers in the destination country.
Both government and private sector have key roles to play in this. For example, the Senegalese
Government sends postal workers for apprenticeship training abroad, and upon return enables them to
attain supervisory positions back home. In the Philippines, major foreign shipping companies have
invested in training facilities for seafarers whom they will employ on their vessels. The Mexican
Ministry of Education has negotiated with local education/training institutes in the USA for skills
certificates to be issued to the local Mexican workers (mostly in illegal status) that are recognized for
employment purposes. Training and skills that are recognized across borders can assure higher wages,
and as in the case of the Philippines, strengthen the case for factoring a minimum wage into overseas
work contracts. 17
The biggest challenge lies in the lower skilled sectors. A number of models exist to ensure portability
of skills recognition and effective matching of skills to jobs that could be replicated or adapted
elsewhere, although these mostly relate to higher skills and professionals. For example:
1. The UAE’s National Qualifications Authority, which is based on other models (e.g. the UK)
and is relatively new, still faces the challenge of appropriate assessment tools to verify
migrants’ qualifications, because of the proliferation of individual certification systems in the
many countries of origin of its foreign contract workers.
2. Sri Lanka has a 7-step skills recognition system based on the Australian model, and all migrant
workers are now being graded on this system.
3. Sri Lanka has also set up three specialized technical colleges around destination country
qualifications requirements. Other countries like the Philippines have done the same.
4. The Philippines provides skills/occupational training to international standards (e.g. seafarers,
nurses, live-in caregivers); and makes provision in migrant worker contracts for recognition of
their skills and appropriate remuneration (e.g. for domestic workers).
5. Senegal has a professional classifications agreement with France to determine salary categories
per profession.
6. The Mauritius-France agreement on circular labour mobility includes a subsidy for skills
training.
7. Korea’s bilateral agreement with Bangladesh and many other countries combines skills
development, skills recognition, and job matching within a single process.
8. Georgia has a bilateral agreement on circular migration with Germany, via the German
Development Agency GIZ, for example in the hospitality and care sectors. And there is a
Memorandum of Understanding with higher education institutions to help train them.
Many countries of origin are not prepared for the volume of emigrating skilled migrants, and do not
have mechanisms to develop and certify migrants’ skills for recognition at destination, or to recognize
their enhanced or new skills upon return. Training should be adapted to the origin countries’ needs,
but also harmonized with destination countries’ systems, to minimize brain waste or de-skilling
through migration. The Philippines trains nurses for domestic needs, but also to international
standards. Bangladesh now has a policy and a program with the EU to assess and recognize the skills
of its returnees. Mali sends its students abroad for training, but selects them for labour needs back
home. With incentives and job opportunities at home, most of the students return and find work in
tourism and hotels.
Countries of origin and destination could share the costs of such training, to address potential brain
drain or waste for the country of origin. Employers in the country of destination have invested in
training and certification of the workers they would employ, as for example some European and Asian
17

Under its Labor Code, the Philippines sets a basic wage of USD400 a month for its domestic workers abroad, which is
factored into the bilateral labour agreements.
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shipping companies have done to prepare their seafarers in the Philippines. This solution combines
labour mobility objectives with some infrastructural development support in the country of origin.
Cooperation and cost-sharing between governments was paramount. An incremental approach may be
most efficient and cost effective, commencing with an agreement between countries on a few sectors
and the standards required for overseas employment in those sectors (e.g. Germany’s agreement with
Georgia focuses on the hospitality and health sectors, where Germany has a labour need).
Apprenticeships and training abroad, such as Mali and Senegal engage in, or France offers with its
“young professionals” program, and on-the-job training schemes supported by employers (and/or the
government), can also work to combine labour and development objectives.
Adequate legal frameworks can also facilitate better job-matching. An example is the Swedish,
demand-driven labour migration policy, which facilitates circular migration by allowing foreign
temporary workers to return home and re-enter Sweden without loss of status. Legal certainty for the
migrant through flexible work permits, multiple entry permits, eventual access to citizenship rights or
dual citizenship (in countries like Sweden where national immigration laws provide for such paths to
citizenship), can enable migrants to meet both short term and more structural labour market needs in
countries of origin and destination.
Bilateral agreements on labour exchange in specific sectors, such as between the Philippines and more
than 40 other countries on Filipino seafarers; between the Philippines and UK for nurses; or between
Mexico/Guatemala and Canada for seasonal farm workers, still seemed to offer one of the most
expedient solutions. Circular migration arrangements that provide for mutual recognition of
qualifications and shared funding of training can offer one of the best protections against de-skilling
and brain waste. But bilateral agreements also often failed in the implementation, for example job
quotas have remained unfilled in some bilateral programs, among others because of a lack of interest
or knowledge by the employers about the process of acquiring the foreign workers.
The question was raised: should there be a global skills rating system or agency? How could the
ILO’s International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO), which was already adapted
nationally in a number of countries, be of assistance in this? This remained open to further discussion.
Finally, it was felt that in the context of temporary or circular labour mobility, the primary
responsibility lay with the governments of countries of origin to recognize their people’s skills and
clear the way for their productive return home. There was still a large gap in the area of skills
assessment and recognition in the country of origin for returning migrants. Most productive
reintegration upon return home seems to happen at the informal level. There was a need for countries
of origin to seriously take account of skills
recognition upon return; and for this to be included in bilateral labour agreements in the future. Where
such systems already existed in the country of origin, it was suggested that they be shared with the
destination country to facilitate cross- border portability of skills.
Outcomes and recommendations
1. Models to support effective skills recognition and job matching in the context of labour
mobility include:
a. National Qualifications Authorities (e.g. in the UAE) – these are longer term, resourceintensive, and need to adjust for a myriad of other certification systems and standards.
b. Legal frameworks and demand-driven systems that facilitate employers’ hiring of the skills
they need, adapted to both short term and structural labour market needs.
c. Bilateral or circular labour agreements; including MRAs, in specific sectors (e.g. Filipino
seafarers, nurses or domestic workers, or the Mauritius-France/Canada circular migration
agreements) – these are expedient, more targeted, mutually agreeable, and cost effective.
d. Skills training cost-shared by country of origin and destination (e.g. employer-subsidized).
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e. Information, websites or web portals for potential overseas workers about jobs, skills
requirements, work conditions and remuneration.
f. One-stop shops in the country of origin (e.g. Philippines) and country of destination (e.g.
Migrant Resource Centres, such as in Tajikistan).
g. Language skills training - often overlooked, its absence can be an obstacle to skills
portability.
2. Bilateral circular labour agreements should include a country of origin responsibility for skills
recognition of workers when they return.
3. The GFMD should further develop the theme of closing the gap between skills assessment and
recognition in the country of origin for returning migrants.

4.3.1.2. Roundtable 1.2 Supporting Migrants and Diaspora as Agents of
Change

Socio-Economic

France (Ambassador Francis Hurtut)
Kenya (Mr Zaddock Madiri Syong’oh)
Morocco (Mr Mohammed Bernoussi)
El Salvador (Ambassador Eugenio Arene)
Sub-session
Rapporteurs: World Bank (Ms Sonia Plaza)
IOM (Ms Michele Klein Solomon)
Co-chairs/moderators
of the sub-sessions:

This session proceeded on the assumption that the competencies, ideas and financial resources of
migrants and diaspora can support and advance socio-economic development at home. The session
sought to identify effective strategies at the policy, legal, institutional, and programmatic levels to
strengthen the capacities of migrants and diaspora. Particular emphasis was placed on engaging the
private sector, promoting entrepreneurship and strengthening economic, trade and investment links
between countries. The focus on private sector and entrepreneurship is complementary to diasporas’
philanthropic, social and cultural contributions to their home and host countries; and is in line with the
RT 1.1 focus on skills circulation for development.
To set the context, some key findings and lessons were shared in plenary from a recent joint OECDFrench Government study of diaspora across 6 world regions. 18 The report reinforced the need to
remove obstacles to easy diaspora movement and transactions between countries. It called for
increased support for development-oriented initiatives by diaspora that built on diaspora social
networks. Among the key policy areas for further action were: more detailed data about
migrants/diaspora and their skills and needs; the institutional mechanisms to follow up and support
diaspora abroad; and full integration of diaspora in the labour markets of destination countries as a
prerequisite to investment in countries of origin (integration and development impact are two sides of
the same coin). Policies aimed at business/private sector partnerships needed to be different for those
diaspora returning and those who do not return.
Breakout 1: Partnerships
(Moderator: France)
This sub-session showcased a range of partnerships variously involving governments, migrants,
diaspora, private sector, international organizations, civil society and regional processes. Of note was
the predominance of development, diaspora and business-oriented participants in the debate.
An increasing number of countries today include diaspora strategies in their broader development or
migration and development programs and partnerships. Spain works with Togo to strengthen its
18
The OECD/AFD publication on Connecting with Emigrants: Global Profile of Diaspora offers 140 country notes on
diaspora across 6 regions, and some key lessons about the behavior of diaspora and appropriate policies.
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institutional capacities for “diaspora management” in the context of a larger program with ECOWAS
on poverty reduction. The Netherlands, a pioneer in migration and development policy, 19 finances
programs that strengthen diaspora organizations (including the European Network of Diaspora
Organizations) to contribute to development, assess the impacts of remittances on country of origin
and development and enhance the capacity of African governments to interact with their diaspora.
Also at the regional levels diaspora are being integrated more into development planning. 20
Some countries increasingly focus their development support in this area on business and investment
between countries. Germany, for example, has tools and programs to support diaspora as bridge
builders and drivers of SME partnerships between countries; and has placed “development scouts” in
Chambers of Commerce to this end. France supports a platform of migrant and diaspora organizations
(FORIM), and increasingly has shifted the focus from social projects with the country of origin to
business development and productive investment by diaspora in the home country. Support to
diaspora as an aid effectiveness strategy stimulated a debate about how much development aid should
support private sector initiatives. USAID supports a business plan competition for diaspora from Sub
Saharan Africa (African Diaspora Marketplace), which has been evaluated for its effectiveness, and in
El Salvador provides remittance-backed housing loans to labour migrant families back home.
A wide range of models were demonstrated by governments, diaspora and private sector, which
illustrated similar objectives, methods and outcomes tied to business and entrepreneurship:
1. MITOS – a German web-based training and capacity building toolkit for diaspora entrepreneurs
and businesses (Centre for International Migration and Development (CIM))
2. SEVA Network Foundation in the Netherlands - supports diaspora enterprises in developing
countries.
3. Diaspora Business Centre (DBC) – a profit-making diaspora entity based in the Netherlands,
with outposts in Ghana, Kenya and Somalia, provides services, equipment, office space,
training and funding support to diaspora for business creation and SME partnerships. The DBC
is now using the German MITOS toolkit for this.
4. African Diaspora Marketplace (ADM) - a US-based business plan competition for Sub-Saharan
Africa diaspora, which funds matching grant schemes.
5. Diaspora-based agricultural programs – supported by the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD) (e.g. Filipino diaspora in Italy investing in farming cooperatives back
home).
6. African Foundation for Development (AFFORD-UK) – diaspora-based NGO offering similar
support and capacity building to diaspora enterprises as the DBC.
7. EC-UN Joint Migration and Development Initiative (JMDI) – provides capacity building and
training for local authorities in support of decentralized, city-to-city cooperation.
Diaspora initiatives are likely to have the most immediate impact at the local level and between
communities across borders, e.g. USAID’s remittance-backed housing loans in countries like El
Salvador; or the well-studied GhanaCoop initiative out of Modena, Italy, where the Ghanaian diaspora
have partnered with local government and local business to set up agrarian cooperatives back home,
which in turn trade their produce with the community in Italy. When local authorities have the
relevant budgetary powers and commitment (Italy, France, Spain), there is greater scope for
sustainability of diaspora initiatives and in turn, their development impact. Local authorities can be
catalysts and enablers and can ensure that diaspora are well connected with actual needs on the
ground.
Stronger ties to, and capacity building of, local authorities are important, but have been missing from
the diaspora debate. Web-based information tools and capacity building of diaspora, relevant
19

See the 2008 Migration and Development Policy Memorandum of the Ministry of Justice, also featured in the GFMD
Platform for Partnerships: http://gfmd.org/en/pfp/practices/item/177-policy-memorandum-international-migration-anddevelopment-2008.
20
The World Summit in South Africa (2012) discussed the integration of diaspora into the region’s development agenda
highlighting the urgent need for funding and resources to implement projects in countries of origin and destination.
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government agencies and NGOs can assist (e.g. how to strategically select business initiatives and
partnerships, manage them, and advocate for them). Governments, private sector and others need to
provide incentives, technical assistance and financial support, e.g. through grant matching, to diaspora
organizations and their partners in the country of origin. Workable models exist, also with some
evaluation results (e.g. ADM).
Institutional structures were essential to coherent diaspora engagement policies: El Salvador,
Morocco, Philippines and other countries of origin today have well-functioning Government
Ministries, departments or commissions dedicated to diaspora affairs. The Guyana Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, in collaboration with IOM, is seeking to formalize its links with the diaspora and
match skills and interests, towards developing a framework/methodology to respond to the diaspora
(GUYD). Embassies, consulates and the private sector are involved in engaging the Guyanese
diaspora by documenting skills, resources and return interests and plans of those willing to support
national social and economic development by coming home to relocate or spend time there.
The compendium of good practices in the Annex of the RT 1.2 Background Paper was held by many
to be a useful GFMD reference on diaspora, which could be completed and showcased on the GFMD
website.
Breakout 2: Financial services
(Moderator: Kenya)
This sub-session looked at how to incentivize diaspora as catalysts for development of capital markets
and private businesses.
It was agreed that investment must be based on a political and social platform that governments and
other partners needed to create. This required appropriate mechanisms to manage financial and
security aspects of transactions balanced against sufficient social services and support to allow
migrants to continuously invest/give remittances. Access to credit could complement capital
investments. For example, Morocco imposed a 15% capital investment requirement, but combined
this with the creation of a fund linked to the central bank, to provide credit and encourage diaspora
investment in housing.
How to ensure continuous engagement during economic downturns? Tax concessions and portability
of benefits can incentivize retirees considering return to the country of origin to firm up their plans.
Another incentive relates to affordable and available housing for returning diaspora. For example,
private sector housing companies in Kenya are partnering with the government to provide housing
and loan facilities to diaspora when they come home. The Kenyan Central Bank has been key to
creating incentives for diaspora engagement. Toolkits can prepare migrants to depart and return and
deal with economic downturns. The GFMD could offer a platform of good practices to support
diaspora strategies.
Lowering the cost of remittance transfers and easing the transaction process of remittance transfers
can also leverage the use of migrant earnings for development purposes back home.
The Kenyan program, M-PESA (“mobile money”; http://www.safaricom.co.ke), enables money
transfers via mobile phones without the rigidities of formal banking systems. M-PESA has reached
previously inaccessible rural communities, ensured their financial inclusion and created local jobs.
The program was set up by the private sector (Safaricom), which now partners with the Central Bank
for greater regulatory control and consumer protection. 21 85% of Kenyans engaged in mobile banking
today use M-PESA; and many salaries are paid via this system. The system is operational in East

21
The use of unique numbers for each transaction, a unique and secret code for each user and unique reference numbers for
the many outlets guarantees a high level of security. All service providers must be registered; and dishonest users are
‘blacklisted’.
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Africa, but will be extended to Europe, with a platform already set up in the UK. The success of MPESA has depended on the right business environment and political support.
Remittances can improve debt sustainability, sovereign ratings and access to international capital
markets. Remittances to developing countries are increasing. Top recipients include India, China,
Kenya and Nigeria. Remittances to Sub-Saharan Africa are the most expensive in the world, one of
the reasons why M-PESA is so important for Sub-Saharan Africa. By contrast, in the UAE
transactions cost $1. Lack of competition in the African context is still a major obstacle.
Diaspora can also be catalysts for the development of capital markets. Diaspora Bonds and Investment
Funds were briefly discussed as instruments for developing countries to raise capital from the
diaspora. Securitization of future exports and remittances can improve ratings on external financial
transactions. Diaspora bonds can be useful tools for tapping into the wealth of diaspora. Governments
or the private sector can issue these types of bonds. They can be used to retire foreign debt. They do
not replace remittances, which are private money; and the remitter can choose how they invest that
money. Foreign exchange from remittances could also be channeled into infrastructure development.
Countries that have successfully used diaspora bonds over a longer period include Israel and India.
India issued bonds at a moment of crisis in relation to their balance of payments. Israel issued bonds
for development projects. Kenya has issued infrastructure diaspora bonds. Ethiopia has issued
millennium bonds. Nigeria is planning to issue diaspora bonds. Diaspora funds have not been as
successful as diaspora bonds. Any instruments that are issued must be secure to generate trust and
confidence.
Institutional structures are key to delivering effective financial services to diaspora: The Government
of Ghana has established a Diaspora Support Unit within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and in
coordination with IOM, has launched a website (http://www.ghanaiandiaspora.com/) to create links
between Ghana’s three million-strong diaspora and development projects back home. The Philippines
this year established the Remittance for Development Council, a multi-stakeholder advisory and
policy body to optimize the development benefits of remittances and reduce the cost of remittances to
the World Bank’s standard.
Questions remained about marketing strategies, incentives to generate interest, management and
coordination of bonds; and the monitoring and oversight of their use in development projects back
home.
Breakout 3: Non-financial services
(Moderator: Morocco)
The third breakout group focused its discussion largely on a program between France and South
Mediterranean countries to support diaspora-based investments in countries of origin. This is a multistakeholder program based on a coalition of stakeholders supporting the many scientific and PhDtrained foreigners in France with the potential to create businesses at home. The assistance and
intervention starts in the country of destination and carries over to the home country. Key lessons are
that entrepreneurship is long-term and requires investment over a more sustained period; expectations
need to be managed; and persons not naturally inclined to do business may require coaching and
assistance. The success of the program was dependent on a strong country of origin counterpart and
network.
Among the many challenges facing diaspora is the need to adapt to the home culture, which can be
quite alien also in terms of the perceptions of diaspora by those who did not migrate. Returning
diaspora often face the perception that they are only returning home because they failed abroad. The
local regulatory, business and cultural environment may also be unfamiliar and foreign for long term
residents returning
Building capacities of diaspora is the responsibility of both country of origin and destination. The
country of origin needs to minimize the brain drain or waste through smart policies that allow the
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mobility of their skilled people, while recruiting back those that can help with development back
home. This requires a better matching of skills training and employment opportunities. It also requires
migration policy measures to facilitate mobility, including dual citizenship, multi-entry visas to allay
migrants’ fear of loss of status while absent from country of destination, and inclusive integration and
reintegration measures.
Outcomes and recommendations
1. Following were identified as key elements of a comprehensive diaspora support strategy:
a. Comprehensive diaspora surveys and mapping – beyond demographic data to include
information on, e.g., investment profiles and history, savings profiles and history, age and
risk tolerance, terms under which diaspora would invest, etc. These will assist in the
creation of targeted marketing strategies. (Note that Malaysia, Jamaica and Kenya may be
mapping diaspora profiles and organizations as well as existing obstacles to investment.)
b. Support mechanisms for the diaspora to build bridges, networks and partnerships across
borders (e.g. MITOS); and appropriate training and capacity building.
c. Create the conditions and incentives to stimulate investments back home, including
accessible financial instruments through banks, micro-finance institutions and others.
d. Migration mainstreaming at the national and local levels to ensure that policy makers
understand how migration supports initiatives at all levels. Capacity building of local
authorities.
e. Improve communication and coordination among all stakeholders, including central and
local governments, businesses and financial institutions, chambers of commerce and
diaspora organizations.
f. Improve diaspora outreach: train Embassies and foreign services in diaspora engagement
and services.
g. Local diaspora-focused grant matching competitions such as the African Diaspora
Marketplace.
2. Complete and showcase on the GFMD website (PfP) the compendium of good practices in the
Annex of the RT 1.2 Background Paper (held by governments and partners to be a useful
reference on diaspora).

4.3.2. Roundtable 2 - Factoring Migration into Development Planning
Coordinators:
Dr Rolph Jenny and Mr Viraj Ghoorah Latanraj
General Rapporteur: Nigeria (Ambassador Abdulaziz Dankano,
Immigration Affairs, Foreign Affairs)

Director,

Consular

and

In line with GFMD’s continued focus on enhancing the positive impact of migration on sustainable
development, and following earlier GFMD discussion on this topic, the first session of Roundtable 2
sought to sharpen the focus on the practical tools available to governments to design coherent and
effective programs and policies in the field of migration and development. Key tools discussed to this
effect included migration and development mainstreaming processes, extended Migration Profiles and
poverty reduction strategies, including Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs).
The second session of Roundtable 2 addressed South-South Migration and Development Policies, a
first-ever topic addressed by the GFMD in a full Roundtable session. The focus was on most recent
data reflecting the full range of human mobility in the South-South context –including related drivers
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of such migration; harnessing the development potential of labour mobility among countries of the
Global South; governance capacity gaps; and environment-induced migration. 22
4.3.2.1. RT 2.1: Supporting National Development through Migration Mainstreaming Processes,
Extended Migration Profiles and Poverty Reduction Strategies
Morocco (Ambassador Omar Hilale)
Switzerland (Ambassador Eduard Gnesa)
Session Rapporteur: Sweden (Mr Justin MacDermott)
Co-chairs:

The purpose of RT session 2.1 was to further deepen the understanding of the rationale and concepts
underlying the Mainstreaming Migration into Development Planning tool, Extended Migration
Profiles, and other migration-related development strategies, including Poverty Reduction Strategy
Papers (PRSPs). The session took stock of concrete progress made by governments and other actors in
implementing the above planning tools in the light of their overall efforts to promote policy coherence
for development in the field of migration and development policy and practice, pursue the GFMD
focus and discussion on national capacity and related policy, program and institutional coherence to
link migration and development planning and strategies more effectively, and ensure continued
information sharing among governments and between governments and non-state actors on these
tools.
More specifically, the session addressed the question of how governments have worked, and which
lessons they have learned, in mainstreaming migration into their development planning, including
through extended Migration Profiles and PRSPs; how institutional coherence and synergies between
these mainstreaming tools can be achieved; what assistance governments need from the international
community; and how migration can effectively be integrated into the post-2015 development agenda.
Issues and observations
In his introductory remarks on the RT 2.1 Background Paper, The Swiss Co-chair reaffirmed, inter
alia, that migration is a key part of the development processes around the world. A global approach to
integrate migration policies into development agendas and perspectives is required, which should
enhance and influence development agendas as much as it would migration agendas. And
governments should also consider the various aspects of migration when planning sectoral policies,
such as education, health, employment, environment, agriculture and rural development, trade and
infrastructure.
Referring to the three planning tools that can support national development, i.e. the Migration and
Development Mainstreaming process, Extended Migration Profiles and Poverty Reduction Strategy
Papers, the Co-chair underlined their synergy and complementary nature, and stressed the significant
achievements over recent years at the global, regional and national levels in furthering the
understanding of, and implementing these tools. The GMG Migration Mainstreaming Handbook had
greatly contributed to this effort, as had the UNDP/IOM 2-year pilot project implemented by
Bangladesh, Jamaica, Moldova, and more recently Tunisia. He also reminded delegates that these
migration and development planning tools need to be considered in the various forthcoming
international development discussions, in particular the Post-2015 development agenda and the
upcoming 2013 High-level Dialogue on International Migration and Development.
Ms Toni-Shae Freckleton presented Jamaica’s process towards formulating a National Policy and
Plan of Action on International Migration and Development under which migration and development
mainstreaming has been integrated into several sector plans in ‘Vision 2030 Jamaica’. This process is
being monitored through the inter-agency National Working Group on International Migration and
22
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Development (NWGIMD). The focus was on the use of the GMG Handbook as a critical guide, inter
alia, to establish the Migration Policy Project Unit and frame the eight thematic areas of focus. Broad
stakeholder participation has been key to the process through the involvement of representatives from
all Ministries, Departments and Agencies of government; civil society, NGOs, migrant groups,
academia and development partners to facilitate greater institutional and policy coherence in
migration and development initiatives. Data, Gender and Human Rights have been identified as key
cross-cutting issues that will be integrated throughout the Policy. Extensive consultations have been
held at various levels including special population groups and sectors.
The process to complete Jamaica’s first Migration Profile was outlined including the strengths and
weaknesses. Ownership of the Migration Profile resides with the country’s policy planning and
statistical institutes. Several lessons from the overall process were shared emphasizing that
mainstreaming migration is not an event but a process which requires strong political will and
commitment; and partnerships with experts in the field to provide technical guidance and support.
Mainstreaming migration can be effectively achieved if migration is integrated into national
development frameworks with a dedicated institutional focal point.
Ms Daniela Morari presented Moldova’s current migration policy. Some 25% of Moldova’s labour
force resided outside the country, which has a significant impact on Moldova’s development,
including high negative social costs on families, children and elderly left behind. Remittances
represent some 30% of the GDP. She stated, inter alia, that under the EU-Moldova Mobility
Partnership, the government’s migration priorities were defined in terms of funding, coordination,
strengthened policy coherence, investment in human resources, more targeted initiatives for
cooperation, etc. Extended Migration Profiles (EMPs) represent an integral part of Moldova’s
migration policy, implemented within the EU-Moldova Mobility Partnership.
A national coordination team was set up in Moldova, including an Inter-agency Technical Working
Group involving all relevant institutions and authorities, and the National Commission for Population
and Development. An EMP Template with a list of indicators and a set of definitions was approved by
the Government on 25 August 2012. The Bureau for Migration and Asylum (Ministry of Interior of
the Republic of Moldova) was designated as the coordinating authority responsible for the future
development and annual update of the Moldovan EMP. The first EMP Report for Moldova will be
published in early 2013.
For the Philippines, Cabinet-level Secretary Imelda Nicolas explained how Philippine President
Benigno S. Aquino III had articulated the transformational character of his Government’s migration
policy in his 16-point contract with the Filipino people, as follows: “From a government that treats its
people as an export commodity and a means to earn foreign exchange, disregarding the social cost to
Filipino families ... to a government that creates jobs at home, so that working abroad will be a choice
rather than a necessity and where its clients choose to become Overseas Filipino Workers, their
welfare and protection will still be the government’s priority.” She said the Government and other
significant stakeholders need to get their act together, know the planning process, what stage of the
development planning process the country or the local government unit is in, and harness the
opportunities made available to influence the planning process, so that the strategy for mainstreaming
can be adjusted.
She reaffirmed that the ingredients for a successful mainstreaming of migration and development are
the political will of both national and local leaders, capacity building of the planning offices (both
national and local), and evidence-based policy planning and need for migration and development data,
both national and local. Development planning must thus lead to investment and funding plans and
continuous monitoring of the implementation and mid-term review of any plan, including that of
migration and development.
In the ensuing discussion, presided over by the Moroccan Co-chair, participants highlighted a number
of lessons learned: M&D mainstreaming processes –including extended migration profiles- help
identify gaps in national policy and legislative frameworks, and facilitate prioritization of migration34

related objectives and their linkage with national development planning. These processes should also
cover internal and intra-regional migration, in particular in the context of South-South migration and
its relevance for related development and economic strategies.
Delegates also stressed that mainstreaming processes must consider the social costs of migration
(“migrants are not commodities, but human beings”), that such processes offer opportunities to
enhance dialogue with destination countries, that destination countries should also develop such
processes (including for successful integration), and that mainstreaming involves longer-term and
continuous activity. In a few cases, M&D mainstreaming has resulted in integrating migration into
key planning documents, including PRSPs.
Concerning institutional coherence and synergies between the different planning tools, participants
remarked that political will and ‘buy-in’ at the political level is essential to ensure broad national
ownership and sustainability, including by means of a dedicated national coordinating entity that can
act across concerned ministries and departments. Consultations with civil society, diasporas, migrant
organizations, employers and trade unions are important. Action by local government is also essential.
The synergetic use of the different tools can be relevant, for example relying on extended migration
profiles to launch a broader mainstreaming process. Ultimately, to be effective, migration needs to be
mainstreamed into countries’ key long term development planning documents.
In terms of assistance required by governments, participants reaffirmed the need for sustained support
to building capacity at the national level, sub-regional and regional levels, including in areas such as
structural support, skills requirement mapping and skills recognition, inclusion of migration data in
development surveys, and enhancing access to labour markets, e.g. through bilateral labour
agreements or other enabling legal frameworks by countries of destination. Key development agencies
and partners also need to factor the contribution of migration to development in their strategies. This
includes the UN Country Teams (UNCTs) which may need to enhance their own capacity.
Integrating migration into the Post-2015 Development Agenda was recognized by all as a key priority
action, stressing the unique opportunity offered by the 2013 UN High Level Dialogue on International
Migration and Development, and the deliberations leading up to the Post-2015 Development Agenda.
Expressing regret that the current Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) failed to include
migration factors, delegates considered that action should be fast since the Post-2015 deliberations are
already underway. Also, indicators to measure and monitor the concrete effects of migration on
specific development outcomes need to be developed. Suggested entry points for inserting migration
into the Post-2015 Development Agenda included the on-going Global Consultations on Population
Dynamics, focusing on mainstreaming migration under the inclusive social and economic dimensions
of development as well as into the follow-up to the current Global Partnerships found in MDG 8.
Outcomes and recommendations
1. Promote continued planning and implementation of migration and development mainstreaming
processes (including Extended Migration Profiles and appropriate monitoring) by governments
in all regions and with the support of relevant international and national actors.
2. Develop effective and coherent institutional arrangements to implement such processes, within
government and between government and non-state stakeholders.
3. Integrate migration into the post-2015 development agenda, recognizing the unique opportunity
offered for such action by the 2013 UN High Level Dialogue on International Migration and
Development, and the deliberations leading up to the Post-2015 Development Agenda.
4. Include migration data in development surveys.
5. Factor the contribution of migration to development outcomes into development strategies by
development agencies, including multilateral organizations.
6. Enhance legal access to labour markets, e.g. through bilateral labour agreements or other
enabling legal frameworks.
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4.3.2.2. Roundtable 2.2: Addressing South-South Migration and Development Policies
Bangladesh (Dr Md. Shahidul Haque)
Ghana (Dr Prosper Asima)
Session Rapporteur: Argentina (Mr Paulo Cavaleri)
Co-chairs:

This first-ever GFMD Roundtable session focused specifically on migration and development issues
and policies in the Global South built on a series of earlier regional workshops and conferences on
migration and development in developing countries. The session sought to deepen the understanding
of migration patterns in the Global South and examine the impacts of human mobility between
developing countries on sustainable development. Key objectives were to provide latest available and
comprehensive data on migration in the Global South, discuss possible policy options to harness the
development potential of South-South labour mobility, offer an overview of latest developments in
the context of climate change and environment-induced migration, and address capacity gaps with
regard to the collection and analysis of data, migration and development mainstreaming processes and
migration governance.
In his introductory remarks, the Ghanaian Co-chair recalled the absence of a universally accepted
definition of the ‘Global South’ and that the estimated number of international migrants living in
developing countries depends on the definition applied (i.e. by UN/DESA, World Bank and the
UNDP Human Development Report). Much of South-South migration is across borders of
neighbouring countries, is often irregular, involves primarily young and lower-skilled migrants, and is
mainly intra-regional. While many countries lack effective migration policies or face difficulties in
implementing existing policies, he stressed that migration and development realities in the South –
including in terms of migration policy development- differ considerably between regions.
A major challenge was the social and legal protection of migrants’ rights, in particular youth and other
vulnerable groups. In some regions, availability of reliable and comprehensive migration data is
scarce, and building capacity to develop and analyze such data is a key challenge for many countries
in the South. Also, in some developing countries remittances sent from other developing countries are
as important as remittances sent from the North. Finally, the Co-chair stressed the high number of
refugees and forcibly displaced persons living in the South.
Recalling the different definitions applied to determine migrant stock in the Global South, Mr Bela
Hovy (UNDESA) mentioned that migrants residing in developing countries account for 40% (UN
definition); 44% (UNDP Human Development definition); and 36% (WB definition) of international
migrants. South-South migration has increased, but slightly less so than South-North migration. Most
S/S migrants move within their region, i.e. Africa with 81%, Asia 75% and Latin America 60%, and
most young migrants (under age 20) live in developing countries. Of the worldwide 33.3 million
young international migrants, 20 million (60%) live in the less developed regions. Asia hosts the
largest number of migrants under age 20, with 13.1 million or 39.3% of all young international
migrants. Europe hosts the second largest number of international migrants under age 20 (7.5million,
or 22.7%), and Africa follows with 5.5 million or 16.5%. Also, migration has little impact on
population growth in most developing countries.
Stressing the importance of remittance flows between developing countries the Co-chair mentioned
that costs of transferring remittances have been declining over recent years, but remain considerable.
Finally, he proposed the following steps to strengthen data collection on international migration in the
Global South: 1) Ask basic questions, and tabulate the answers; 2) exploit administrative data sources;
3) leverage existing surveys; 4) provide access to micro-data; and 5) build capacity for collection and
dissemination.
Prof David Thomas (Foresight/UK), referring to the relationship between migration, development and
environmental change, emphasized the need to better understand how environmental change
influences decisions to move and the drivers of migration. Environmental change, which includes
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climate change, interacts with a number of migration drivers that often underpin South-South
migration, including economic drivers, such as employment opportunities and wages, and social
drivers, such as access to education and family obligations. It is important that the GFMD grasps this
debate, building on the discussions at the Mexico 2010 GFMD, to ensure it is informed by a nuanced
understanding of the synergies between migration and development. 23
Issues and observations
Enhancing capacities to collect better data
In the ensuing discussion, delegates first addressed the capacities needed to collect better data on
South-South migration, stressing again that definitions matter since the variations resulting from
existing definitions are considerable. For example, Gulf Cooperation Council countries are difficult to
categorize as ‘North’ or ‘South’. The UN definition of international migrants (1998) is not well
known in many countries and often not applicable in the South-South migration context since short
term cross-border movements, including informal labour migration and seasonal migration, are not
captured under this definition. The definition may need to be reviewed.
It is also necessary to rely on censuses and sectoral surveys to collect better South-South migration
data and ensure financial and procedural capacities for such data collection and analysis. The 2010
census round is slow in producing South-South data due to financial and procedural constraints. Data
also need to be disaggregated by gender and age. Political will to conduct such local censuses and
sectoral surveys is essential, and the ‘Migrants Count’ guide was mentioned as an effective tool for
comprehensive data collection, including for data analysis and dissemination.
Some participants suggested a GFMD-led discussion on South-South migration data surveys, to be
held at a future GFMD summit meeting. More reliable and comprehensive data are also essential in
the context of the Post-2015 Development Agenda. Data on transit and return migration in the Global
South are of great significance (for example in the Libya crisis), and new emerging migration trends
(such as Africans in China and South America, Chinese in Latin America and Africa, and Latin
Americans in Africa) also need to be considered. Some delegates further mentioned existing
knowledge gaps on environment-induced migration and displacement in the Global South.
South-South labour mobility and its effects on development
Participants first stressed the financial and economic crisis’ negative impact on labour migration that
seriously affects a number of countries in the Global South. Delegates also recognized the growing
labour market differences within and across regions of the South.
Main drivers of migration between developing countries are the search for employment and lack of
economic and social prospects in source countries. Much of such migration is irregular, for example
in Africa, and jobs are usually only available in the informal labour market, which exposes many
migrants to abuse and violation of their basic rights. Restrictive immigration policies are in part
responsible for why people choose to move in an irregular manner. Lower-skilled migrants account
for the majority of South-South movements, primarily across borders of neighbouring countries as
less distance makes mobility less costly, is more accessible and often includes short-term seasonal
migration. However, a number of delegates mentioned the growing number of highly-skilled migrants
moving between countries in the South and whose contribution to economic development can be
significant.
Some participants considered that the contribution of both low and highly-skilled migration to
development can be significant if it is managed effectively, takes account of actual labour market
needs and offers appropriate legal and social protection. South-South migration could also bring
larger poverty alleviation gains through increased remittances and lower transfer costs, but delegates
23
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the 2011 Foresight report ‘Migration and Global Environmental Change’.
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recognized that remittance flows to the South, from developing and developed countries, are often not
registered and cannot be leveraged for such development gains.
In view of the high degree of labour market informality and lack of formal jobs, delegates agreed that
many labour migrants in the South, in particular lower-skilled migrants, face major challenges in
terms of human security and social protection. Governments should thus provide an enabling socioeconomic, political and legal environment to leverage the human development impact of South-South
migration.
Influence of environmental change on migration in developing countries
Participants recognized environmental change and its impact on migration and development as an
issue of growing importance. They noted the need to focus not only on directly affected populations
able to move away from environmental threats, but also on those who do not have the means to leave
these areas or move towards other environmentally hazardous areas. Some delegates considered that
governments, and the GFMD, should also address the issues of internal environment-induced
migration and its impact on cities and the growing urbanization in many countries of the Global
South, in particular in low-lying coastal areas in Asia and Africa affected by extreme weather events.
Environmental migration will place additional burdens on cities that are already faced with major
challenges of infrastructure and urban planning. Strategies to prevent displacements should also be
encouraged, since adaptation to environmental change with populations remaining in affected areas
and building resilience should also be considered an option in certain situations.
Some participants also referred to the need to build on the lessons learned from National Adaptation
Programmes of Action (NAPAs) which should more consistently include references to the impact of
environmental change on population movements, and highlight the role of migration as an adaptive
strategy, promote risk assessments and resilience building, enhance preparedness and response
capacities, and integrate migration into the NAPAs as part of national development strategies.
Participants further recognized that the challenge goes beyond migration, and that development,
environment and migration experts and policy-makers should gather to address environmental
migration in an integrated approach. Practical tools and approaches reflected in the recent
Foresight/UK report were considered useful guides in this regard, including for awareness raising and
training. Such discussions should also take account of the Cancun Adaptation Framework of the UN
Framework Convention for Climate Change, and the UN Conference on Sustainable Development
Rio+20.
Finally, some delegates suggested to create an ‘environmental observatory on migration’, while others
referred to the recent Nansen Initiative launched by Norway and Switzerland, which addresses key
principles on protection of people affected by natural disasters, including those caused by climate
change.
The current and emerging challenges require greater policy attention and governance capacity.
Recognizing the scale and complexity of South-South migration and its links with development,
participants agreed that the current and emerging challenges require greater governance capacity and
policy attention. Many governments in developing countries lack the necessary knowledge, skills and
resources to manage South-South migration effectively and benefit from its development potential.
Concerning migration data, while some information on South-South migration exists, available data
are limited, scattered between different sources and often not reliable. There are large inconsistencies
among existing databases; and many governments lack the structural and technical capacity to gather
and analyze data in any comprehensive manner. No comprehensive databases on migration and wellestablished statistical infrastructures generating in-depth migration information are in place in the
global South, and participants agreed that reliable and up-to-date data are crucial to understand, and
harness, the impact of South-South migration on development.
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The ACP Observatory on Migration, focusing on South-South migration research and capacity
building for migration data collection through migration data assessment tools, was recognized as a
useful initiative to support governments in African, Caribbean and Pacific countries in their efforts to
develop such reliable and up-to-date data. The support of other relevant international agencies was
also recognized.
Addressing the lack of coherence between migration policies and development goals, some delegates
referred to existing migration and development mainstreaming projects, such as those being
implemented in Bangladesh, Moldova, Jamaica and Tunisia, supported by Switzerland and led by
UNDP and IOM. Extending such mainstreaming activities to other countries in the Global South was
considered important, as was the need to share information on national migration policy development
among countries in the South. Furthermore, a number of participants stressed the need to include the
South-South migration and development linkage in the Post-2015 Development Agenda and the 2013
High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development.
Ratification of principal international legal instruments protecting migrants and their families and
ensuring their human security, in particular in Asia and Africa, was considered slow by some
delegates. Also, discussions on South-South mobility should be linked to the specific needs of
vulnerable people and linked to other development agendas, such as health, gender and youth.
Finally, in terms of building national and regional capacity for better migration governance, delegates
stressed that such actions should preferably be approached from a regional perspective, since SouthSouth migration is predominantly intra-regional, sub-regional and cross-border between neighbouring
countries. Regional dialogues and consultative processes were considered useful mechanisms to
promote capacity building, including for enhanced protection of migrants and the promotion of labour
mobility and related development.
Outcomes and recommendations
1. In view of the multiple aspects and implications of South-South migration and development
issues, the GFMD should pursue discussions on this topic, but focus on more selected issues.
2. The issue of migration, environmental change and development needs to be followed up in
future GFMD meetings.
3. The collection, analysis and sharing of timely and comprehensive data should be promoted
further, including through support of relevant global and regional organizations.
4. Regional fora, processes and dialogues are considered key mechanisms to support capacity
building for enhanced migration and development governance, including migration and
development mainstreaming processes, and the protection of migrants and their families.
5. South-South migration and development issues should be integrated into the Post-2015
Development Agenda and the 2013 High Level Dialogue on International Migration and
Development.

4.3.3. Roundtable 3 - Managing Migration and Migrant Protection for Human
Development Outcomes
Mr Chukwu-Emeka Chikezie (RT 3.1)
Ms Anja Klug ( RT 3.2)
Ms Elizabeth Adjei (RT 3.3)
General Rapporteur: United States of America (Ms Catherine Wiesner, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State, Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (PRM),
Department of State)
Coordinators:

This Roundtable explored different facets of migrant protection in three specific contexts: first, how to
manage public perceptions of migrants and migration, especially as these may influence the
protections and support given to migrants and consequently their capacity to contribute to human
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development; second, how to ensure that migration management policies and programs adequately
protect migrants and their families in vulnerable circumstances; third, how to protect migrant
domestic workers and enhance their human development potential.
The Roundtable sessions built on discussions begun in Puerto Vallarta in 2010 and taken further in the
Swiss thematic meetings in 2011, particularly in the context of mixed and/or irregular migration
flows, or forms of labour mobility inadequately protected by labour laws, which can severely hamper
the human development capacities of migrants. The sessions aimed for concrete solutions that involve
a shared responsibility of all key actors – countries of origin, transit, and destination; the media;
private sector; civil society; and migrants and diaspora themselves. 24
4.3.3.1.

Roundtable 3.1: Improving Public Perceptions of Migrants and Migration:
Challenging preconceptions and shaping perceptions

Canada (Mr Mark Davidson)
Mexico (Ambassador Ulises Canchola Gutiérrez)
Russia (Mr Ilya Malenko)
Session Rapporteur: Turkey (Mr H Onur Ariner)
Co-chairs:

In their introduction to the Roundtable, the Co-chairs remarked on the significance of public
perception for the realization of the full potential of the contribution that migrants can make to their
country of origin as well as the country of destination, with a specific emphasis on the necessity for
this need to be recognized by all players, including policy makers, the political leadership, civil
society organizations, migrants themselves and the public at large. Recognizing that the issue of
“perception” is inherently a subjective issue, the Co-chairs underlined the importance of an interactive
discussion in as many platforms as possible, thereby pointing to the usefulness of not only traditional
media outlets, but also social media and “ethnic media”, i.e. the mediums used by migrant
communities, thereby doing all that is possible to empower migrants by giving them a voice in the
public sphere.
Issues and observations
During the first theme of the discussions, the relationship between perceptions of migrants and
government policy making, delegates pointed to a scenario in which well-meaning politicians and
policy makers who face an engrained negative perception of migrants in the public opinion of host
societies find it difficult to reverse this discourse during their tenure. It was noted that perceptions of
the public and the policies of the government tended to fall into virtuous or vicious circles depending
on the starting point and existing historical and contextual relationship of countries to migration.
Canada was cited as an example where what could arguably be considered a virtuous cycle plays out,
with high support for migration among the public enabling the implementation of effective migrationfriendly policies that reinforce and promote the positive outlook on migrants. An example of a vicious
cycle, on the other hand, was given in the sense that “securitization” and “secretization” of the issue
of migration are both the cause and effect of the negative perception of migration in society. The
question of how to disrupt a vicious circle, in which public opinion that is already set against
migration and migrants, informed the rest of the discussion, starting with the way in which the issue
of migration “management” should be conceptualized, to a normative evaluation of the roles which
different stakeholders can play and the relationship between these actors, and then finally to best
practices from different experiences of countries.
Inquiring as to different methods of approaching the issue of public perception and looking at
migration management in a different light, the importance of “thinking outside the box” was
24

For more information, refer to the GFMD 2012 Roundtable 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 Background Papers at
http://gfmd.org/en/docs/mauritius-2012.
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emphasized, thereby pulling migration out of a “zero-sum” discussion whereby one area of migration
such as security is opposed to another, such as the economic gains of migration. The suggestion with
which to accomplish this task was to replace the discourse of “managing migration” with “migration
governance”, whereby the latter implied a broader and more holistic understanding of migration,
which necessarily incorporated not only data management but also sensitivity towards the “human
experience” and the realization that we are dealing with real human beings.
Nevertheless, the necessity for a clearly defined migration management plan was underscored, based
on the understanding that integration is a long-term process that can be envisaged as a continuum
involving settlement, citizenship and multiculturalism programs, policies and services, and that
countries who have proved to be successful in migration are those which have put in place managed
migration systems consisting of a suite of immigration, integration and multiculturalism policies and
programs. Such a migration management plan, it was argued, would enable a country to enter into a
virtuous circle, which would be self-reproducing in its effectiveness.
The discussion focused heavily on the stakeholders’ role and areas of action, starting with the role of
governments in the collection and utilization of empirical facts and data, the use and promotion of
correct terminology concerning the field of migration, empowering migrants, informing the media and
investing in the education of the public.
Underlining the fact that regularization experiences do not bring about a noticeable change in figures
relating to criminality and unemployment, the importance of conveying such evidence to the general
public to ensure that their perceptions are informed by healthy and correct information was stressed.
The necessity to obtain and present hard empirical data based on well understandable statistical
methodologies to break down stereotypes against migrants in general, and women migrants in
particular was noted. Another point to take into consideration is the fact that women migrants invest
heavily in human capital and are therefore of great importance to explaining the interlinkages between
migration and development. The Swedish government regularly publishes empirical evidence on the
internet to counter misinformation about migration. Swedish Universities have published a “diversity
barometer” measuring the public perception towards migrants since 2005.
A recurring theme in the discussion was the necessity to promote the usage of correct terminology in
the field of migration, as negative perceptions are frequently (mis)informed by deliberate or
unintentional errors in this field. Tendencies include the labeling of persons who had already obtained
citizenship as “migrants” for short-term political gain, while it was noted that host societies are not
knowledgeable with regard to the different types of migration, leading to the view that migrants are
impoverished and uneducated, and not noticing the fact that mixed migration flows include migration
for the purposes of family reunification and asylum. Delegates emphasized the importance of
discourse, and specifically noted the debilitating effects on society’s perception of migrants of the
term “illegal”, as opposed to “irregular” migration.
Empowering migrants and enabling them to voice their stories and complaints in the public and legal
spheres was also discussed. Approaches in this area include encouraging migrants to speak of their
experiences on air, and therefore contributing to a better understanding among the host society. It was
agreed that allowing outlets for migrants to voice their stories and concerns would be a practical way
of dissolving negative perceptions. Moreover, migrants’ access to the justice system and the resulting
ability of migrants to claim their rights against discriminatory practices was deemed to be paramount.
The relationship of the government with the media, in all its forms, was stressed numerous times in
the discussion, not least because it was noted that the media has a large role in influencing the public’s
perception of migrants and the potential it has of carrying migrants’ voices to the public sphere.
Acknowledging the fact that a new and more “pragmatic” approach to the media was necessary,
especially taking into consideration and accepting that the media cannot be manipulated and has a
tendency to, and interest in, publishing human interest stories rather than focusing on dry empirical
data, a general agreement was reached in trying to find ways to correctly inform the media and form a
constructive relationship with it regarding the reporting of issues related to migrants and migration.
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The UN Alliance for Civilizations mentioned two projects regarding media perceptions and prejudices
towards migration in five European countries and a dialogue with media professionals in the
framework of which 30 chief editors have been invited to a seminar in which they were provided
information and knowledge on the issue. Australia also issues rapid rebuttals to migration
misinformation via a Twitter account that has proven to be effective.
The education of the public, especially the youth, was also deemed to be of high importance, with
special endeavors to target children of host societies and their values regarding diversity and
inclusiveness, and creating platforms on which the youth of host societies and migrants can interact
and understand one another. Sweden is considering proposals to widen the scope of the issues with
which the Equality Ombudsman is dealing in order to encompass the rights of migrants, as well as
efforts to train teachers to combat xenophobia and racism in schools.
Approaches to prevent migrant-host community isolation start prior to entry to the country and
continue during migrants’ stay. The Philippines shared their experience, pointing to their three-tier
training program for emigrants, starting from a general seminar informing potential emigrants of the
pluses and minuses of working overseas, to pre-departure training following the signing of a contract,
whereby migrants are informed of the specifics of the country they are to travel to, and finally postarrival seminars conducted by labour attaches in foreign missions or other embassy personnel. The
characteristic of “integration” was portrayed as a “two-way street”, whereby both the host societies
and the migrants are responsible for a harmonized way of living. An emphasis was made, however, on
the necessity to tailor such integration methods and apply them locally, thereby ensuring that local
communities engage and learn how to best apply such policies for maximum effectiveness. Language
training was put forward as necessary to prepare migrants for jobs, schooling and community life in
general.
The important contribution of civil society to the perception of migrants in host societies was also
discussed in the Roundtable, underlining that civil society’s rightful advocacy for migrants’ human
rights should be coupled with an endeavor to understand the government’s position vis-à-vis public
opinion and other pragmatic issues (such as finance, infrastructural capacity, etc.) and thus take on a
constructive approach based on the promotion of fresh ideas. The IFRC noted several projects that
aim to inform young people regarding the life experiences of asylum seekers and migrants, providing
the example of a computer game that is to be launched in Australia on the issue.
Last but not least, the role of the private sector was also considered in the framework of “pragmatic”
thinking to influence both public opinion and policy change. Noting the “underwhelming involvement
of the private sector for immigration reform,” the necessity to pull in the private sector and encourage
them to voice their views on the matter was underscored. Best practices included the Canadian
banking sector which specifically catered for the needs of new citizens or permanent residents and
marketed themselves in a very positive way.
Outcomes and recommendations
1. The backdrop to consideration of perception of migrants and migration must recognize the
human rights and human development dimension of the individuals involved.
2. Tackling the issue of perceptions of migration will often benefit from being informed by a
vision of integration as a long-term process that can be envisaged as a continuum involving
settlement, citizenship and multiculturalism programs, policies and services.
3. Some of the countries that have proved to be successful in migration are those that have put in
place managed migration systems consisting of a suite of immigration, integration, and
multiculturalism policies and programs. Notwithstanding the value of an effective approach to
managed migration, this may usefully be set in a broader context of the governance of
migration.
4. Such an approach can help countries avoid falling into a vicious cycle of negative public
perceptions constraining public policy which further feed negative perceptions. Shifting
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5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

negative perceptions under these conditions is extremely difficult. The alternative is to aim for a
virtuous cycle in which public understanding paves the way for more enlightened policymaking.
As a concrete action, it was considered that information, research and data are important to
assist the public to understand better migrants and migration. The importance of genderdisaggregated data was emphasized to help counter discrimination and prejudice against
women. The research agenda would include understanding the nature of migrant flows - which
are often more varied and complex than the public appreciate - and how they contribute to the
societies of destination and origin.
Effective engagement with and through the media was identified as key to building and
sustaining the essential public support for effective migration policies. Strategies include
working with editors, rapid rebuttals using new social media tools, such as Twitter (as was
piloted through this roundtable in this year's GFMD).
In the areas where public perceptions need to be changed, the urgent need to look at root causes
of some perceptions, combat racism and xenophobia was emphasized. Teachers and
educators play a major role in this regard, especially in shaping young people's outlook.
The roundtable noted the need for a more amplified voice of the private sector, which to date
has been muted, in public debates that could shape perceptions of migration.
While information and data play a relevant role, the human experience needs to be known and
shared. It is important to give migrants a voice, including access to the justice system. Media
could provide an additional channel, including ethnic media.

4.3.3.2.

Roundtable 3.2 – Migrant Protection as Integral to Migration Management

Co-chairs:
Chairs of
break-out
sessions:

Australia (Ms Kate O’Malley)
Ethiopia (Amb M. A. Getahun)
USA (Ms Catherine A. Wiesner) supported by Ms Pia Oberoi, OHCHR;
Indonesia (Mr Dindin Wahyudin) supported by Ms Anja Klug, GFMD Task Force;
Philippines (Mr Eduardo M.R. Meñez) supported by Mr Gervais Appave, IOM;
Ethiopia (Amb M. A. Getahun) supported by Mr Ryszard Cholewinski, ILO

The Roundtable focused on the important challenge for states in designing migration management
strategies which take into account the needs of migrants and at the same time meet migration control
and law enforcement objectives. Using case studies in break-out sessions, participants explored ideas
of how to best develop protection-sensitive responses for different migration situations which render
people particularly vulnerable. The scenarios included unaccompanied and separated children on the
move, migrants in distress at sea, migrants and their families in humanitarian crises and labour
exploitation and human trafficking.
Issues and observations
Experience shows that integrating protection-sensitive approaches into migration management
policies and processes is an effective approach for strengthening migration management. In his
keynote address, Dr Khalid Koser outlined ten reasons why effective migration management depends
on migrant protection. Among these are that rights based policies reduce incentives for irregularity
and thus contribute to public security; they can win public confidence and the support of civil society,
thereby setting the basis for an evidence-based debate; protecting the rights of migrants and enhancing
their well-being empowers them to contribute to economic growth and development; and in the case
of return, protection-sensitive approaches ensure they are sustainable.
The breakout sessions showed that the protection of migrants’ rights is a key consideration for all
groups of migrants throughout the migration cycle. Discussions drew attention to applicable
international law and other tools that provide guidance on how to best protect people on the move
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(these are all documented in the Background paper to this Roundtable). Examples of good practice at
the national and regional level were shared. As international migration is by definition a transnational
phenomenon, triggering protection responsibilities by more than one state, opportunities for greater
coordination and cooperation, including through capacity building and sharing of best practice, were
raised.
Border management and the protection of unaccompanied and/or separated children
This session used the case of two boys apprehended at the border without documentation. Discussion
focused on how best to identify children who migrate irregularly without their families and the
specific protection and assistance measures required to address their needs. The session also discussed
how to set in place differentiated approaches to address these needs, including refugee protection
needs.
Outcomes and recommendations:
1. The protection of migrant children is best ensured if policies and practices are in place to ensure
they are treated first and foremost as children. This includes access to child protection systems
designed to respond to the specific needs of children.
2. Unaccompanied/separated children should be identified as soon as possible upon arrival.
Identification can be challenging and immigration officials need specialized training.
Immigration officials should refer children to specialized medical, psychological and social
services where appropriate. One participant noted their government’s policy to involve child
experts in immigration interviews once it becomes apparent that the interviewee is a child.
3. Specialized training is necessary to enable immigration officials to identify child asylum
seekers and refer them to the asylum authorities.
4. Detention of children should be avoided. Where restrictions on freedom of movement are
necessary, alternatives to detention should be explored. Where children are detained, they
should be held separately from adults.
5. Relevant processes and procedures to assist unaccompanied/separated children can include
mechanisms to address the child’s immediate needs; the appointment of a legal representative
and/or guardian, family tracing; assessment of refugee protection needs and identification of
solutions in the best interest of the child.
6. It was proposed that considerations of the best interests of the child should inform all policy and
procedure for decision-making processes regarding children. In addition, strengthening of
referral systems between these different processes ensures that the needs of children are
comprehensively addressed.
Rescue at Sea – managing sea borders while ensuring the protection of migrants and refugees in
distress at sea
The session reviewed a complex rescue at sea scenario involving a mixed group of undocumented
migrants and refugees implicating the responsibilities of different States. Participants found that this
case study well represented the challenges with which they are struggling. These included the need for
adequate search and rescue capacities, clarification of responsibilities for disembarkation and followup after rescue and the need to find solutions for a mixed group of rescuees. In addition to distress
situations, attacks by pirates create additional risks for migrants at sea.
Outcomes and recommendations
The physical protection of people in distress at sea is key. All possible measures need to be
taken to rescue people in distress at sea, irrespective of their status.
2. Better cooperation and burden sharing could help to address the gaps that exist in protecting
migrants in distress at sea. Existing cooperative arrangements such as between Indonesia and
Australia (including inter alia a joint Task Force, contact points and technical cooperation);
1.
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between the U.S. and Caribbean countries; and among EU Member States are useful starting
points. Tools such as the UNHCR Model Framework for Cooperation on Rescue at Sea
Emergencies could further support states in setting up more predictable cooperation. The Model
Framework is based on the premises that different countries implicated in a rescue at sea
emergency could make different contributions. Responsibility for search and rescue may be
distinct from responsibility for disembarkation, and allowing for disembarkation may be distinct
from longer-term responsibility for the provision of solutions.
3. Existing models and tools need to be translated into regional realities. The forthcoming Bali
process workshop on irregular maritime movement, for example, could take forward
discussions on cooperative approaches in the Asia and Pacific region.
4. Responses to distress and rescue at sea are most efficient if they are part of a comprehensive
regional approach, which also tackles the root causes in countries of origin. This would also
avoid well-functioning rescue at sea arrangements becoming a pull factor.
Migrant workers and their families in humanitarian crises
Discussions revolved around a case study highlighting the predicament of a migrant worker caught up
in an outbreak of violence in his country of destination, and the obstacles he has to overcome to reach
safety. Migrant workers are frequently caught up in natural or man-made disasters, but until recently
the international community had focused almost exclusively on their evacuation from danger, without
addressing their particular needs. Recent humanitarian crises (for instance in Libya, in West Africa
and in Japan) triggered greater awareness about the needs and vulnerabilities of migrants affected by
these crises and, about the necessity of better planned responses from governments, international
organizations and other relevant stakeholders.
Outcomes and recommendations:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Protection of the human rights of migrant workers is necessary before, during and after a
humanitarian crisis.
The ability/resources of migrant worker populations to help themselves could be strengthened
through better self-organization and the provision of orientation courses or training material on
how to cope in crisis situations.
Preparedness/contingency plans should be developed by both countries of origin and countries of
destination with significant migrant worker populations. Contingency plans of countries of origin
should focus on consular protection mechanisms, the deployment of rapid response teams and
communication outreach to migrant worker populations. The latter is also an important tool for
countries of destination.
Work contracts should establish a responsibility of employers to contribute to assistance and
return operations.
Reintegration programs can assist with the social and economic re-insertion of migrant workers
within their communities of origin.

Combating labour exploitation and human trafficking while protecting victims
This session explored, on the basis of a case study involving two young women victims of human
trafficking and labour exploitation, measures states can employ to prevent these abuses and crimes
without undermining migration management objectives. It drew attention to applicable international
instruments, including international human rights law, international labour law and international
criminal law as well as the many effective practices which countries of origin and destination have
developed.
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Outcomes and recommendations:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Both countries of origin and destination have responsibilities for the protection of migrant
workers. Bilateral agreements can help to clarify these responsibilities and establish
mechanisms to ensure their implementation, such as joint committees of State party
representatives with a regular meeting schedule. They also reduce irregular migration and the
risks of abuses through the creation of legal migration channels.
A strong labour rights legislative framework in the country of destination is key for the
prevention of abuses. This includes the possibility for migrant workers to change jobs; use of a
standardized employment contract recognized in origin and destination countries; adequate
labour protection for all migrant workers, including with regard to occupational safety and
health, wages and working hours; and prevention of passport retention.
The following practices have been effectively employed by countries of origin to prevent
abuses: pre-departure preparation, including language training and information on risks relating
to migration; registration of job offers, expected wages and/or outgoing workers; prevention of
unethical recruitment practices through regulation/licensing of private employment/recruitment
agencies and the development of a system of incentives/disincentives; elimination of
“middlemen”; establishment of complaints mechanisms in countries of origin and destination;
the setting up of self-regulatory bodies; and the use of labour attachés in destination countries to
verify employers and employment contracts.
More attention needs to be given to female migrants and the gender aspects of migration.
Proposals included the elimination of outright bans or restrictions on emigration of women
based on age, occupation and pregnancy; and information on “women-friendly” migration
channels. Lower-skilled women migrant workers need special attention, especially domestic
workers.
UNODC and other international organizations have developed practical tools for implementing
the obligations states have under international law, including toolkits on best practices, a
Framework for Action for the implementation of the trafficking protocol, standard operating
procedures on identification of trafficked persons, and an interagency/multi-agency taskforce
approach.
Measures to prevent abuse and exploitation and protect victims should be complemented by a
comprehensive approach to address irregular migration.

4.3.3.3.

Roundtable 3.3: Protecting Migrant Domestic Workers - Enhancing their
Development Potential

Philippines (Ambassador Evan P. Garcia)
Turkey (Ambassador Ercumend Enc)
Session Rapporteur: Belgium (Mr Philippe Bronchain)
Co-chairs:

The Roundtable session discussed the rights of migrants, with particular focus on the rights of migrant
domestic workers. In his introduction, the Philippine Co-chair underscored the indispensable
contribution of migrant domestic workers to economic growth and human development in the
countries of origin and destination. He outlined the moral and economic case for the protection of the
rights of migrants, arguing that migrant domestic workers’ contribution was critical to the
development of the careers of women by providing care for family members and security of the
household. Bringing domestic work under the coverage of labour laws with adequate rights and
entitlements is the right thing to do and makes common sense. He urged participants to focus on
policy and practice that are urgently needed to improve the lives of people on the move, particularly
migrant domestic workers and how these changes can happen. The Turkish Co-chair urged the
speakers and participants to address the guiding questions in the background paper and ensure the
session concludes with some concrete outcomes.
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The session was divided into three parts, moderated by the Co-chairs. The first segment of the
discussions focused on the status of implementation of the ILO Convention 189 (ILOC 189), widely
acknowledged as the premier international instrument dedicated to the promotion of the protection of
domestic workers, both local and migrant, and the extent to which governments have committed to
integrating its standards into domestic policies and laws. The second segment explored some good
practice models and how they can be replicated and broadened to change the mindsets about migrant
domestic workers. The concluding segment discussed the way forward in consolidating these
protections.
Issues and observations
Ratification of the ILOC 189 and other instruments was considered a crucial benchmark for
achievement of the goals of increased protection of the rights of migrants. While only three
governments have ratified the Convention to date, many governments expressed strong commitment
and full support for the implementation of the standards, while others, South Africa, Indonesia,
Ghana, were preparing the processes for ratification.
Mauritius and Philippines shared their experiences on the road to ratification. Philippines proposed to
adopt an action plan for ratification and implementation. The plan involves the engagement of a
broad-based coalition to publicize ILOC 189 to enhance understanding and commitment for the
Convention, and address concerns and misconceptions by segments of the society. Widespread
information campaigns will sensitize stakeholders, including law makers, private sector, employers
and workers’ unions, while the new legislation is being introduced to domesticate the standards and
make implementation more effective. While national laws were considered to be in line with the
Convention, Mauritius considered additional clauses to increase labour inspections, better access to
training of domestic workers and other entitlements such as social security and medical insurance.
Both countries engaged in extensive consultations and inclusive dialogue with governments and other
stakeholders, including civil society to enhance understanding of key components of the Convention
and their implications for the labour administration and development, while working to enact new
protective national labour laws.
Philippines highlighted the benefits of ratification, noting that ratification sends an unequivocal
message of the government’s recognition of the value of the contributions of domestic work to
national and global economies and its commitment to ensure their human rights. Stressing the
importance of bilateral labour agreements (BLAs), it observed that the adoption of the standards of
the Convention provides a common language and a set of rules with which to engage in dialogue, as
well as a platform to promote bilateral agreements and regional efforts. Ratification has spurred the
launching of further initiatives to promote decent work, including better information for domestic
workers and employers and a campaign for labour inspectorates to improve compliance. Other
governments were urged to adopt action plans to ratify and implement the global standards as a way
of deepening bilateral and regional negotiations.
In the second segment, many governments showcased good practice models and promising initiatives
to support and implement increased rights and protection. The initiatives covered labour reforms,
awareness raising, labour coverage, minimum wage legislation, better enforcement and establishment
of remedial and redress mechanisms. South Africa, Ecuador, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Jamaica, Ghana
and many more have introduced very bold reforms and far reaching measures in preparation towards
ratification of ILOC 189. South Africa and Indonesia have made progress in extending legal and
social protections, including social security coverage and unemployment insurance to migrant
domestic workers. Ghana and Zambia have extended labour law coverage to domestic workers, and
are working to enact new protective legislations as well as reforms to other policy and legal regimes
to make implementation holistic.
Ecuador has recently introduced social security and medical insurance for domestic workers. In
addition to stricter enforcement of labour laws, the Government provides training and certification to
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domestic workers, as well as labour attachés and inspectors, law enforcement agents and the judiciary
to improve their knowledge of the new provisions and enable speedy resolution of violations. Trinidad
and Tobago has recently established a special register for domestic workers, to assist in identifying
them and providing support. Ghana has established a task force involving all partners, training
institutions and civil society organizations to study the current laws and propose reforms and specific
measures to deal with special cultural practices such as child fostering. These initiatives were
expected to encourage support for ratification and implementation.
The European Union welcomes the Convention as a landmark international instrument and expressed
full support for its implementation. The Convention reinforces the EU global approach to migration
and mobility and represents a clear step in mainstreaming the fundamental rights of migrants. The EU
was preparing a draft decision to encourage member states to ratify the Convention in line with
processes and expressed optimism about ratification by member states in the near future.
Key considerations
Information campaigns were recognized as essential and a key strategy in building strong partnerships
and knowledge about ratification. Philippines, Indonesia, Jamaica and Ghana are all using information
dissemination and consultations with various stakeholders as a way of publicizing and sensitizing
important stakeholders about the Convention. Nepal and Bangladesh have developed innovative ways
of providing relevant information on the rights of migrants through labour inspectors and other
officials as a way of raising their awareness and empowering migrant domestic workers. Belgium and
Austria provide crucial information to migrant domestic workers and employers within the diplomatic
community on the requirements under their respective laws. The Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
provides an entry point for crucial information to domestic workers and connecting them to NGOs for
assistance in case of need. There is a requirement for written contracts and a banking card to be
provided by the employer to the MFA as a mechanism for monitoring this process. Belgium provides
information in a flyer inserted in the passport of potential workers to make them aware of their rights
and support systems available in case of distress.
Participants called for information on recruitment costs, labour standards and conditions, minimum
wage, legal and social entitlements, new legislative initiatives as well as contracts to be packaged and
published in a user and gender-friendly language, targeting migrants. One government suggested the
development of an information kit, to include a basic handbook for migrants, with rights and
obligations, phone numbers of critical institutions including shelters, consulates and nongovernmental organizations. The International Domestic Workers’ Network, DWN, citing experience
with migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong, made a strong case to support the fact that providing
the right information empowered migrants and enabled them to take care of themselves.
The importance of education and training was stressed as critical in promoting awareness of migrant
domestic workers’ rights and protections under international instruments. Pre-departure training was
particularly crucial, and should include modules on human rights and other political and social rights.
In the Philippines and Trinidad and Tobago, training of outgoing migrants is mandatory. Basic
training in skills development, cooking and nutrition, care giving and security of the household is
provided in addition to specific training that includes modules in human rights and other social and
political rights.
Government’s role in providing institutional leadership to promote training was highlighted.
In this regard, governments were urged to improve support and capacity to labour inspectors through
specific training and tools to enforce regulations and monitor compliance. Governments were further
urged to engage strategically with other partners at the bilateral level to monitor and verify
compliance on both sides. The example of the well known Philippines comprehensive assistance
program to migrant domestic workers was shared.
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Registration and documentation of domestic workers by both origin and host countries was considered
a useful way of identifying migrants and providing them with assistance. For the EU, registration was
a necessary pre-condition for effective inspections. One government called for the registration of all
domestic workers, irrespective of status, to encourage them to come forward and as a way of reducing
abuses and exploitation.
Despite the vast array of good practice frameworks showcased by many governments to increase the
rights of migrant domestic workers; effective enforcement remained a major challenge. Many
governments consistently raised the lack of enforcement of existing laws and effective regulation of
the recruitment industry in general as a threat to protection that requires urgent attention. Private
recruiters charge excessively high fees, sometimes at both ends, which could be very costly for
migrants and subject them to bondage; and has the potential to undermine the human rights of
migrants. Regulation of recruitment practices in both origin and destination countries was
acknowledged as fundamental to the promotion of the rights of domestic workers and the consistent
application of a rights-based approach.
A number of models were advanced by participants to help countries improve confidence and trust in
recruitment agencies and other intermediaries, including the following:
- Standardization and streamlining of recruitment practices at the bilateral and regional level
could be a very important tool. Philippines, Bangladesh and Nepal have adopted robust
recruitment practices, which include registration of contractors, strict licensing and sanctions to
penalize rogue recruiters.
- Governments, particularly in sending countries ensure that migrant domestic workers are
empowered with information and full support mechanisms to deal with vulnerable situations;
and there is improved support and information to employers to facilitate compliance.
- Effective compliance and enforcement mechanisms that give effect to policies and laws
protecting migrants. South Africa, Nepal and Bangladesh have achieved this through intense
training for law enforcement officials and implementation of effective redress mechanisms with
stiff penalties as well as greater legal access to migrants.
- Intense policy advocacy by civil society groups, and working with governments and private
employment agencies, and workers’ organizations to monitor compliance levels. Monitoring of
sub-contractors at the village level was seen as crucial to this effort.
- Innovative ways to reduce or abolish the dual payment of recruitment fees in both countries of
origin and destination. A recommendation was made by participants to find such innovative
ways. It was further suggested that recruitment fees should be enshrined in bilateral agreements.
Strengthened and inclusive dialogue and cooperation between government and key social partners,
including migrant associations, as well as bilateral discussions with major receiving countries were
seen as paramount in achieving understanding among the major players. Cooperation at the bilateral
and regional levels is essential to embed protection clauses in legislation to help prevent trafficking in
persons and enhance access to social security and monitoring of employment agencies. In the
Philippines, Indonesia and Ghana, ratification efforts have been greatly enhanced by the commitment
and support from workers’ unions and other stakeholders.
Finally, the need for reforms in other policy areas such as visa regimes and immigration laws were
highlighted. The immigration sponsorship visa which ties the employee to first employer, child
fostering systems and lack of regulation for domestic violence have the potential to undermine the
prospects of ILOC 189. Zambia’s example of introducing anti-human trafficking and anti-domestic
violence laws to supplement reforms in domestic work was deemed worthy of emulation. Further,
efforts at integrating the standards of the ILOC must be underpinned by effective civil remedy
systems to address breaches, strong labour unions and greater access to legal services to migrants.
Countries of origin were urged to ensure that criminal complaints are followed through and resolved.
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Outcomes and recommendations
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

4.4.

Countries of origin and destination to adopt an action plan that prioritizes short, medium and
long term programs to ratify and implement ILOC 189 as a way of increasing the momentum
for ratification.
Governments to adopt an inclusive approach in the formulation of policies and regulations to
reflect the standard in international instruments, and develop comprehensive mechanisms for
monitoring and compliance
Gender-sensitive checklist trialled in 2011 and launched at the GFMD Summit to be posted on
the GFMD website as a guide to governments. Good and effective practical models to be
uploaded on the GFMD Platform for Partnerships (PfP) to be replicated and up-scaled by other
governments.
Governments to seek support from international organizations for training and capacity building
programs for officials and other stakeholders for the implementation of rights-based
employment standards. Civil society to take an active role in the monitoring of progress towards
implementation of agreed standards
Gender equality perspectives and women’s empowerment issues to be addressed in the context
of the UN HLD 2013. A substantive speaker on gender equality to be appointed to inform HLD
outcomes.

Working session on the Platform for Partnerships 25

The Working Session on the Platform for Partnership (PfP) was co-chaired by the Governments of
Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey, represented by Mr Kristof Tamas, Mr Christoph Graf and Mr
Kaan Baskurt, respectively.
The session, aimed at highlighting the added value of the PfP as a vehicle for knowledge
dissemination and brokering partnerships between governments and relevant stakeholders, was
structured in three parts. 26
In opening Part I - PfP Adds Value to the GFMD Process, Mr Graf, Executive Director of the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation, reminded the delegates that the PfP was established in
2010 in order to provide a space for governments and relevant stakeholders to feature migration and
development (M&D) practices, foster calls for action (M&D Calls) and facilitate networking (M&D
Networking). Recently, the PfP has also showcased products and policy tools that came out of GFMD
discussions, such as the Migration Profiles Repository, the Handbook on Engaging Diaspora for
Development, and the Mainstreaming Migration into Development Planning handbook. He likewise
underscored the important administering role of the GFMD Support Unit in maintaining the online
PfP 27 and in organizing PfP meetings.
Part II - PfP Features M&D Practices and Calls for Action was moderated by Mr Baskurt of the
Turkish Department of Migration. Four M&D practices and calls for action were presented by
different governments and their respective partners. Mauritius, represented by Mr Chukwu-Emeka
Chikezie, with the assistance of Ms Anne Sofie Olsen of the African Development Bank (AfDB),
introduced the GFMD 2012 banner project on labour mobility and skills development and called on
interested governments to join as pilot. The initiative intends to provide migrant business grants,
mobilize diaspora investment and improve human capital by examining issues of jobless growth,
barriers to talent mobility and skills development deficiencies in Africa. Three elements are needed to
move the process forward, namely, political commitment, intra-African foreign direct investments and
public-private project implementation.
25

The PfP working session was organized by the GFMD Support Unit, in coordination with the GFMD Chair’s office.
See http://www.gfmd.org/en/docs/mauritius-2012 for the PfP working session program.
27
The online PfP is integrated in the GFMD web portal. See http://gfmd.org/en/pfp.
26
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As a private sector partner, the AfDB is providing seed funding to jumpstart the pilot project. The
bank saw a way to address the mismatch between labour market needs and supply in Africa through
its human capital development strategy, as well as complementary activities like the AfDB Migration
and Development Trust Fund and the African Institute for Remittances (AIR). It also supports the
three focus areas of the labour mobility project – i.e., skills for competitive employment, value for
money and accountability in service delivery, and then building inclusive financial and social
services.
A number of delegates representing governments, an international organization and regional
economic communities commented on the presentation. Some delegates from Africa expressed
interest in the project and asked about next steps, the definition of talent and skill, and the issue of
recognition of certification of skills. Other delegates sought clarification about the link of the project
with the PfP and suggested that the GFMD should devote more resources into enhancing the PfP as a
knowledge dissemination and management vehicle. The presenters elaborated on the elements of the
pilot project and invited the African delegates to have more bilateral discussions with the Mauritian
Government and the AfDB in order to explore possible partnerships. Mr Chikezi also reaffirmed the
PfP’s potential in terms of brokering partnerships at different levels – between governments,
government and private sector, and also with the civil society. Additionally, the PfP could build up a
repository of experiences and progress in project implementation, thus, sustaining a momentum for
change in Africa.
The second presentation on ‘Mainstreaming Migration into National Development Planning’ was
made by Mr Shabarinath Nair of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation. The concept
was first introduced in GFMD 2009, followed through by the production of the GMG handbook on
mainstreaming migration in 2010, a series of focused thematic meetings under the Swiss and
Mauritian GFMD, and a pilot project in four countries -- Bangladesh, Jamaica, Moldova and Tunisia
– in 2011. In supporting these varied initiatives, Switzerland wanted to bring the practical applications
offered in the field of mainstreaming migration into the development agenda into the Global Forum
and other global discussions.
Supported jointly by IOM and UNDP, the mainstreaming pilot project aims to systematically increase
national assessments of migration and development inter-linkages, promote national institutional
coordinated structures and strengthen the UN capacity to deliver, particularly through the GMG
agencies. Phase 1 of the pilot project, which was to end in December 2012, resulted, inter alia, in the
implementation of the process beside long-term development strategies for Jamaica (2030) and
Moldova (2020), as well as an enhanced inter-agency and UN field agent collaboration within the 4
pilot countries.
Switzerland launched Phase 2 of the pilot project through the PfP in September 2012. Five new
countries have since responded and expressed their interest to mainstream migration into their own
development strategies. In this second phase, Switzerland would like to see a more dynamic
participation of bilateral partners and other relevant actors in national mainstreaming processes. A
strong government ownership, transparent and inclusive consultations, and a space for such
consultations will also be a key to ensuring its success. The principles of reciprocity and codevelopment will also be promoted in Phase 2. There is also a need to relate the mainstreaming
initiative with the various international dialogues, including the 2013 High Level Dialogue (HLD) and
ongoing global efforts to mainstream migration into the Post 2015 Development Agenda.
The ensuing open discussion clarified that existing pilot countries may still participate in Phase 2,
provided there is a continuing need to do so, e.g., if there is a need to improve the vision, framework
or implementation of the exercise. Also, pilot country Jamaica shared that it has already submitted its
request to join Phase 2, which will focus on implementation of specific aspects of the international
policy on migration and development developed under Phase 1.
Mr Kristof Tamas then moderated the rest of the session.
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A third M&D call for action to respond to the Informal Inquiry 28 on Migration Profiles
(MPs)/Extended Migration Profiles (EMPs) was launched by the Government of Morocco,
represented by Mr Mohammed Benjaber, with the assistance of Dr Frank Laczko, Head of Research
of IOM. Mr Benjaber explained that the MPs were first conceived as a concise statistical report
prepared for both countries of origin and destination that drew together data from a wide range of
sources. Over time, it has evolved into a more elaborate process involving consultation with many
different actors, in an effort to help identify and develop strategies to address data gaps, produce the
evidence required to manage migration effectively, and promote a coherent and coordinated
discussion and policy-making between ministries and other stakeholders.
To date, over 100 existing MPs/EMPs can be found in the GFMD PfP Migration Profiles
Repository. 29 The importance of developing MPs/EMPs has been repeatedly discussed in previous
GFMD meetings, but some challenges remain, such as the lack of standardization and government
endorsement. Nonetheless, MPs/EMPs enjoy broad and sustained interest from governments,
international organizations and relevant stakeholders. Thus, the Governments of Switzerland and
Morocco, co-chairs of the GFMD ad hoc Working Group on Policy Coherence, Data and Research,
have endorsed to the GFMD the informal survey developed by IOM and the ICMPD which aims to
evaluate the impact of MPs/EMPs.
Dr Laczko explained that IOM and ICMPD will jointly administer the survey which will be emailed
by the PfP to all GFMD focal points. Responses will be collected by end March 2013. Follow-up
efforts will be made, including the conduct of key informant interviews. He underlined the fact that
this survey is the first significant attempt to try to conduct an assessment of the impact of migration
profiles since they were first discussed in 2005. Its findings could potentially provide the international
community, in the lead-up to the HLD next year, with a useful reflection on the way forward. In terms
of structure, the survey has two parts -- Part 1, which is fairly descriptive, asks for information about
how the MP/EMP was carried out, the process involved, who its partners were, etc. Part 2 deals with
questions of impact and tries to determine whether or not migration profiles have been used as a tool
or for evaluation, capacity-building or monitoring purposes.
Co-chair Mr Tamas held the view that the MPs capture to a significant extent the essence of the
Global Forum discussions as they increase the evidence-base while also promoting coherence
between migration and development policies. In the same vein, Dr Laczko would like to also learn
through this initiative how GFMD governments have been using the MP Repository which was
created in the framework of the PfP. Through the survey, the PfP could help break new ground by
identifying the elements of a potentially more sophisticated MP tool in the future.
A joint presentation on the Migration European Union Expertise (MIEUX) was then made by Ms
Helene Bourgade, Director General for the Development Corporation, European Commission, and Ms
Marcela Chacon, Vice Minister for Public Security of the Republic of Costa Rica.
EU-funded and ICMPD-implemented, MIEUX is a peer-to-peer knowledge exchange approach
supporting migration-related policy development through short-term technical assistance, training,
and deployment of experts. Ms Bourgade elaborated on the project’s aim to improve the migration
governance and policies of its partner country by strengthening national systems and sharing
knowledge and best practices. It started with a focus on human trafficking, but has now included
regular and irregular migration, protection, asylum and migration for development. Government
services at national and regional levels, as well as regional organizations may submit a request for
MIEUX assistance through the EU delegation in the country or the ICMPD office in Vienna.

28

The MP/EMP informal survey questionnaire may be downloaded from http://www.gfmd.org/en/pfp/policytools/migration-profiles/repository.
29
See the PfP Policy Tool section at http://gfmd.org/en/pfp/policy-tools/migration-profiles for more information about the
MPs/EMPs. Additional MPs from the Prague Process Member States are also expected to be uploaded soon.
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Lauding the impact of MIEUX, Vice Minister Chacon explained that Costa Rica’s migration
challenges as both a transit and a destination country compelled it to seek MIEUX assistance. Since
February 2012, MIEUX has organized a trainer’s workshop and developed a training manual on
human trafficking and alien smuggling; it also held another workshop on integration policy which
brought together the public sector, the private sector, NGOs and the academics; finally, it supported
the development of Costa Rica’s National Integration Plan.
A delegate from COMESA affirmed the project’s effectiveness in the context of regional
organizations, citing MIEUX’s assistance to COMESA in organizing two workshops and a ministerial
meeting.
The working session’s Part III – “PfP Goes Forward” - focused on the future of the PfP. Co-Chair Mr
Tamas asked a provocative question to delegates about how the PfP is being utilized and how to
improve its role to better serve the GFMD process. He drew attention to some recommendations
contained in the GFMD Assessment report – 1) Governments should provide regular updates and
feedback to the Friends of the Forum on lessons learned in the implementation of the GFMD
outcomes for improved policy development; in this regard, the PfP could record and showcase GFMD
outcomes and lessons learned; 2) GFMD member states could agree on what knowledge the Forum
should deliver and disseminate and by which means, and the PfP is mentioned as a vehicle for such
information dissemination.
He acknowledged the need to enhance some of its technical aspects, as well as its communication
system by utilizing newsletters, PfP alerts and social networking tools. He believed that one key issue
is how to link the work of the PfP to that of government Roundtable teams as they prepare the RT
sessions and develop background papers for the summit meeting. In the course of their preparatory
work, these government teams identify lots of examples and good practices but very few of them
reach the GFMD website. In looking to the future, he asked delegates to be mindful of this gap so that
emerging practices from GFDM 2012 could be captured and featured through the online PfP.

4.5.

Special session on the Future of the Forum

The Session was chaired by Ambassador Shree Servansing, on behalf of the 2012 Mauritian Chair-inOffice. The main purpose of the meeting was to discuss the 2012 Consolidated Assessment Paper,
reach final agreement on this document prepared during phase 2 of the assessment and, by endorsing
the paper, conclude the 2011/2012 overall assessment process. 30
In his introductory remarks, the chair announced that, with the endorsement of the 2012 Consolidated
Assessment Paper at the Special Session, the GFMD membership will have successfully concluded
the two-year GFMD assessment process. The findings and action-oriented recommendations of this
intensive and forward-looking process should henceforth constitute a common vision of the Forum’s
future and goals, and also concretely guide its functioning in the years to come. Looking back, he
recalled the agreement reached at the 2010 Puerto Vallarta summit to conduct such an assessment,
consisting of a survey with all GFMD participating States in 2011 (phase 1), and a strategic and
political analysis, in 2012, of possible options for the future of the Forum (phase 2). Both assessment
phases were spearheaded by an Assessment Team, under the lead of the 2011 and 2012 GFMD
Chairs. 31
Turning to the phase 2 Consolidated Assessment Paper, the chair first referred to the political and
strategic vision on the Forum’s future, reflected in the paper. This overarching common vision,
building on the Forum’s achievements since 2007 and shared by all GFMD members, should support
30

The 2011 Assessment Survey Report, conducted under the 2011 Swiss Chair under phase 1 of the assessment, had already
been endorsed at the GFMD 2011 Concluding Debate in December 2011.
31
The Assessment Team was comprised of: Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, France, India, Kenya, Mexico,
Mauritius (Chair), Morocco, the Netherlands, the Philippines, Turkey, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Arab Emirates.
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a process that is consolidated, coherent and cohesive; impacts positively on migrants’ lives and on
policies of countries of origin, transit and destination; and sustains itself into the future as an informal,
non-binding, voluntary and government-led process. Three commonly agreed objectives underlie this
vision, i.e. consolidation of the Forum; enhancing the Forum’s impact on the global Migration and
Development agenda; and ensuring the Forum’s sustainability.
These three objectives also support the sixteen action areas and concrete recommendations set out in
the paper, which propose how the Forum should function in the years to come and concretely shape
its future. Highlighting some of the recommendations, he made particular reference to strengthening
the development focus of GFMD discussion and the role of the national focal points in this regard;
sharing more systematically the Forum’s thematic knowledge with the broader international
community; pursuing cooperation with international organizations, including the Global Migration
Group, and regional bodies to ensure thematic input; continued interaction with the United Nations;
further enhancing the involvement of civil society through a more interactive Common Space;
reviewing the roles of the Steering Group and Friends of the Forum; the need for efficient support
structures; and, in particular, the need for more predictable GFMD funding.
These action proposals and recommendations will also require appropriate follow-up. Referring to
section C of the Consolidated Assessment Paper, called The Way Forward, he said that the follow-up
on how to implement the recommendations could be spearheaded by the Extended Troika (all past,
present and future GFMD Chairs), in consultation with the Steering Group and the Friends of the
Forum.
Concerning the 2013 UN High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development, he
confirmed that the final Assessment Report (comprised of the 2012 Consolidated Assessment Paper,
the 2011 Assessment Survey Report, and the summary report of this Special Session) would be
presented to the HLD for information. Also, a comprehensive thematic recollection reflecting GFMD
achievements, practices and outcomes covering the period 2007 to end 2012 would be prepared in
2013 and presented to the HLD in support of the HLD discussions.
He then passed the floor to the 2011 Swiss Chair-in-Office (Ambassador Gnesa) who offered some
explanations on the 2011 GFMD Survey Report. Among other points, Ambassador Gnesa mentioned
that the 2011 Assessment Team, supported by an independent external expert, had conducted a
comprehensive survey with all GFMD members and observers, and then reflected its findings in a 73page Survey Report. 66 member states and 10 GFMD observers had completed the questionnaire
designed for this purpose. A key finding was that some 80% of responding governments expressed
great or general satisfaction with the GFMD process. An overwhelming majority of governments
considered that the GFMD offered added value compared to other fora, institutions or processes that
deal with the same issues, essentially because the Forum was considered as the only global platform
for dialogue on migration and development. Areas where improvements were needed had also been
identified and served as a basis for the analysis in the second Phase of the assessment in 2012.
Ambassador Gnesa thanked the Assessment Team and the Mauritian Chair for their successful work
in 2011 and 2012.
The Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General on International Migration and
Development, Sir Peter Sutherland, stressed the remarkable achievements and progress the Global
Forum has attained since its inception in 2007. From a rather ill-defined context in 2006/2007, the
Forum had developed into a unique and effective inter-state dialogue, built trust among governments,
increasingly involved non-state stakeholders in its deliberations, and created a wealth of in-depth
knowledge on policies and practices in the field of migration and development.
Highlighting in particular the now well-established involvement and partnership with civil society including the Common government/civil society Space- and the Forum’s sustained focus on the
human rights of migrants - Mr Sutherland underlined the need for continued dialogue and cooperation
among all concerned actors on the multiple and growing challenges, and opportunities, resulting from
migration and its impact on development. Migration and development policies today represent a
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critical part of the global agenda. However, as the assessment has shown, the Forum also needs to
improve further its way of operating. Predictable funding, a more solid support structure, increased
involvement of national focal points in the context of intra-governmental coordination and coherence,
and a more concrete and stronger focus on development are required. Concerning the current link with
the United Nations, he stressed the UN Secretary-General’s sustained interest in the Forum’s
activities, and mentioned his own ongoing consultations with various UN bodies and the continued
strong support the Forum receives from the Global Migration Group.
In the ensuing discussion, a large majority of delegates expressed their agreement to the 2012
Consolidated Assessment Paper. The paper offered a comprehensive analysis of the Forum’s role,
goals and government-led status, provided a series of concrete action recommendations to enhance its
way of operating, and set out a forward-looking and common perspective and vision for its future.
Many delegates referred to the critical need to develop a mechanism to ensure longer-term and
predictable funding, the need to strengthen the Support Unit and also stressed the need to strengthen
the development focus of GFMD discussion –including through increased involvement of
development officials- which constitutes a key priority in view of the Post-2015 Development Agenda
and its preparatory process.
A number of delegates also commented positively on the stronger and more constructive involvement
of civil society, recognizing their value in policy discussions on migration and development, at the
national, regional and global levels. Consultation with civil society at the national level was
encouraged. Concerning the Roundtables, some delegates pointed to the need to focus on concrete
issues and have smaller breakout groups to ensure more in-depth discussion.
Some delegates stressed the need to pursue GFMD discussions that put the migrant at the centre of all
policy considerations, welcomed the ongoing focus on migration and development mainstreaming
tools and capacity building processes, but also called for more concrete action as a result of such
discussions. Furthermore, knowledge on practices and policies acquired in GFMD debates should be
shared more consistently with the international community, and the Forum should also develop links
with other global fora, such as those dealing with climate change. One delegate suggested that this
Special Session Report should also be shared with Permanent Missions in New York.
Concerning the frequency of GFMD summits, some welcomed the possibility to space out these
meetings and to organize smaller thematic workshops in between. A few delegates suggested that
working groups should be limited to no more than one, and limited in time to coincide with one
Chairmanship. A few delegates suggested that GFMD outcomes should be of a binding nature, and
one said that there should be sanctions against governments that do not respect the rights of migrants.
Another proposed negotiated GFMD outcomes, questioned the real benefits the Forum can bring to
migrants and said the Forum should be part of the United Nations, referring to a specific declaration
made by the South American Conference on Migration. Other delegates welcomed the Forum’s focus
on South-South Migration, suggesting continued and more in-depth debate on migration’s impact on
development in this context. Parliamentarians should also be invited.
Concerning follow-up to the assessment, delegates agreed with the need to ensure such follow-up,
including the proposal to develop a comprehensive thematic recollection of GFMD substantive
achievements since 2007, for presentation to and in support of the 2013 High Level Dialogue. Some
delegates questioned the need for the Extended Troika to spearhead the follow-up to the various
recommendations listed in the assessment paper, arguing that this may overlap with the role of the
Steering Group and Friends of the Forum. One delegate suggested that there should be an actionoriented follow-up road map, but that the Extended Troika should include other interested
governments to reflect a greater representation of governments that had actively supported the GFMD
process.
The incoming Chair (2013/2014), Sweden (Ambassador Eva Åkerman Börje), opened by welcoming
the Consolidated Assessment paper and supporting its adoption. Ambassador Åkerman Börje
explained that she is keen to hear other states’ views and ambitions as Sweden will make its utmost to
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accommodate these wishes during its Chairmanship. In Sweden’s view, the greatest value added by
the Forum is the constructive dialogue on migration and development, made possible thanks to the
state-led, informal and non-binding nature of the GFMD. This nature of the forum should be
cherished and nurtured. As highlighted in the Assessment Paper, the forum also needs to be
consolidated, made more sustainable and increase its impact.
Sweden believes that the impact on the global migration and development agenda can be enhanced by
strengthening the development dimension of the GFMD and by better engaging development actors in
the Forum. Making progress on integrating migration into the Post-2015 Development Agenda was
highlighted as a key priority for sustained attention to migration and development including on the
UN agenda. The impact of the Forum could also be enhanced by using the Platform for Partnerships
more systematically to showcase and share lessons learned in the Forum. As the Government Team
consultations that take place between Summit Meetings lie at the heart of the GFMD process,
strengthened government engagement in, and ownership of, these consultations is key to
consolidation of the forum. Sweden suggested that this could be done by drawing on a wider network
of national and other experts. Other aspects that could further consolidate the forum include
establishing a multi-year agenda, revitalising the Friends of the Forum, improving the dialogue with
civil society through the common space and engaging the private sector as a distinct stakeholder
group. More predictable funding was highlighted as a prerequisite for further consolidation and
sustainability of the GFMD. Ways of implementing the proposal by the Swiss Chair and SRSG, based
on early funding pledges and a broader donor base, should be explored. A better resourced Support
Unit was also highlighted as crucial for an efficient GFMD.
On the way forward, Sweden, as the incoming Chair, will prepare a concept paper in close
cooperation with the Troika, Steering Group and Friends of the Forum. This may offer guidance on
how to deliver on some of the more straightforward issues arising from the Assessment Report. For
more complex issues, Sweden will have dedicated consultations with the relevant bodies of the Forum
before presenting proposed actions.
Finally, Sweden welcomed the proposed “synthesis recollection” paper of the achievements, practices
and thematic outcomes of the GFMD for presentation to the HLD, and clarified that it would call a
meeting with the past, present and future Chairs of the GFMD, to discuss how such a paper could be
prepared.
Ambassador Servansing briefly summed up the 3-hour debate by welcoming the overwhelming
support delegates had expressed for the 2012 Consolidated Assessment Paper. He also noted the large
consensus among delegates on some of the specific action recommendations reflected in the paper.
Concerning the proposed follow-up to the assessment, and the possible role of the Extended Troika,
he noted that this needed more reflection and therefore called upon the incoming chair to continue
consultations. Sir Peter Sutherland congratulated delegates for the good discussion, recalling again the
significant progress the Forum had made since its inception. Ambassador Gnesa, in the context of
civil society, stressed the importance of the increased involvement of the private sector as a key nonstate stakeholder in all matters pertaining to migration and development.
UNDESA’S Assistant Secretary-General then provided comments on the preparations of the 2013
High Level Dialogue, stating that the modalities for this meeting were currently being discussed and
negotiated in New York. Possible agenda items could include diasporas and migration and
development mainstreaming, et alia. Of key interest in the present negotiations of the HLD modalities
resolution was the question whether the HLD outcomes should be reflected in a Chair’s summary, as
in 2006, or whether there should be a negotiated outcome report. He also underlined the
complementary and mutually reinforcing role of the HLD and the Global Forum.
Ambassador Servansing then closed the Special Session.
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4.6.

Closing plenary session

The GFMD 2012 closing plenary started with the General Rapporteurs’ reports 32 from the three
Roundtable sessions, followed by comments from the World Bank Managing Director, Mr
Mahmoud Mohieldin, the report on the special session of the Future of the Forum by Ambassador
Shree Servansing, Permanent Representative of Mauritius to the UN in Geneva, and comments by
UNSG Special Representative Sir Peter Sutherland. GFMD 2012 Chair Ali Mansoor then shared
his conclusions on the GFMD 2012 Summit before formally handing over the Chairmanship to
Ambassador Eva Åkerman Börje, representing incoming GFMD Chair Sweden. Concluding
remarks were offered by Mr S. Ragen, Permanent Secretary of the Mauritius Ministry of Labour,
Industrial Relations and Employment.
The report on Roundtable 1, Circulating Labour for Inclusive Development, was presented by Mrs
Marcela Chacon, Vice Minister of Public Security, Republic of Costa Rica. Roundtable 2, Factoring
Migration into Development Planning, was presented by Amb. Abdulaziz Musa Dankano, Director
in Charge of Migration and Consular Matters, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Nigeria, and Roundtable 3,
Managing Migration and Perceptions of Migration for Development Outcomes, was presented by
Ms Catherine Wiesner, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of Population, Refugees and
Migration, US Department of State.
In his comments, Mr Mahmoud Mohieldin, praised the GFMD’s rich discussions and increased
focus on the potential of migration to spur development. He believed that progress will only be
possible through sustained partnership with governments from countries of origin, destination and
transit, migrants, multilateral organizations, development partners, civil society and other
stakeholders. To this end, he reaffirmed the World Bank’s commitment to strengthen partnerships by
introducing the Global Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development (KNOMAD) initiative
to be launched in December 2012. The World Bank is focused on the following work areas: 1)
improving data collection and dissemination around migration flows, remittances and diaspora
profiles; 2) mobilizing diaspora resources through technical assistance; and linking migration into the
MDGs and Post-2015 Development Agenda.
Ambassador Shree Servansing reported on the highlights of the Special Session on the Future of the
Forum, which examined the “Consolidated Assessment Paper: Phase 2 of the GFMD Assessment
Process.” The document was a result of a two-phase assessment exercise that was decided at GFMD
2010 Mexico, and carried out over a two-year period under the Swiss and Mauritian GFMD
Chairmanships. Phase 1 provided a detailed report on the structure, impact and relevance of the
Forum, while the Phase 2 Consolidated Assessment Paper set out a common vision of the future of the
GFMD and outlined some 16 action areas around three framing objectives: consolidation of the
Forum, enhancing the Forum’s impact on the migration and development agenda, and ensuring the
Forum’s sustainability.
According to Ambassador Servansing, Heads of Delegation from GFMD member states unanimously
recognized the value and importance of the GFMD as an inter-governmental process that offers a
space for governments and relevant stakeholders to exchange ideas and good practices and discuss
policies on migration in a non-binding but responsible manner. After six summit meetings, the GFMD
has built up cumulative knowledge in terms of data, policy options and good practices. To foster the
heritage of the GFMD process, the Special Session identified some areas for improvement, including:
a) communication and outreach system to increase knowledge distribution to all concerned actors; b)
mainstreaming development into the migration agenda and policies; c) establishing a coherent and
predictable funding structure; d) rationalizing and streamlining the work of the ad hoc working
groups; and e) reinforcing the GFMD’s administrative structures, including the Support Unit and the
Chair’s Taskforce.

32
Copies of the General Rapporteurs’ reports are posted on the GFMD website; and the summary of Roundtable Outcomes
and Recommendations is available at Annex E.)
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The session also explored ways to take the recommendations forward. Some items were for
governments to take forward, others for the GFMD process itself, some needed to be addressed in the
short term, others in the medium or long term. A number of options had been put on the table, and the
incoming chair would need to consult, discuss and see how best to find the most optimal option. The
options included: either to use the collective of past, present and future GFMD Chairs, or even add
other interested governments to this group; or utilize the existing GFMD structures of the Steering
Group or the Friends of the Forum. Lastly, the session discussed how the GFMD will interface with
the second UN HLD in September 2013. It was agreed that the GFMD will submit 1) an information
paper comprising the assessment reports of Phase 1 and Phase 2 and the report on the Special Session
as well as 2) a thematic recollection of all the achievements of the GFMD Summits from 2007 to date.
The Chair, Mr Ali Mansoor, looked forward to Sweden taking over and distilling all this, and pledged
collective support as they did that.
The UN Secretary General Special Representative for Migration and Development, Sir Peter
Sutherland commented that the Chair, Mr Mansoor, and Ambassador Servansing had both been
instrumental in making the Forum a success. The Forum had been a remarkable achievement since its
conception at the High Level Dialogue in 2006, a testament to the flexibility of a state-led, intergovernmental process. Delegates were invited to celebrate what in the history of the UN will go down
as a “unique, sui generis experiment that has really worked”. Fractious debates had given way to
constructive dialogue, that has bridged divides and generated operational ideas and partnerships. He
challenged the Forum to continue on its path of flexibility and partnership, and avoid politicization of
the migration and development debate, especially in the lead-up to the 2013 HLD. He believed the
HLD could offer an opportunity to begin forging a longer term agenda on the governance of
international migration The HLD could also generate a consensus around the issue of migrants in
acute crises by promoting a sense of collective responsibility among countries of origin and
destination, as well as international organizations and migrant employers. He expressed support for
efforts to mainstream migration into the Post-2015 Development Agenda.
The GFMD 2012 Chair, Mr Ali Mansoor, shared his conclusions on the Summit Meeting. The
GFMD has successfully worked toward altering perceptions of migrants, advancing the GFMD from a
platform for dialogue to one of experience-sharing, innovative approaches and rights-based
frameworks. He highlighted the Chair’s two priority goals of seeking practical outcomes that improve
migrants’ conditions and focusing on African concerns, while promoting increased African
engagement in the Forum. In accounting for progress made on both 2012 goals, Mr Mansoor noted
the participation of the highest number of African co-chairs and roundtable participants of any GFMD
to date, as well as the launching of a joint African labour mobility initiative that enjoys support from
various regional and international organizations, private sector and civil society actors.
Mr Mansoor observed that chairing the GFMD had also been transformative for his Government.
Most significantly, Mauritius has become one of 3 countries to ratify the ILO Convention on domestic
workers. Also, the Mauritian budget under debate at the time proposed to relax the visa requirements
for a large number of countries; and Mauritius has put in place legislation to improve the living
conditions and welfare of migrants, in consultation with the civil society. Conversely, the GFMD had
gained from the Mauritian Government’s strong track record and conviction about the importance of
cooperation and collaboration with the private sector and the civil society. Governments cannot act
alone. They can only make progress if they put the right frameworks in place, and work with the
private sector, civil society, and development partners to collectively implement these frameworks.
Handover from Mauritius to Sweden
Before formally handing over the GFMD Chairmanship to the incoming GFMD 2014 Chair Sweden,
Mr Ali Mansoor recognized and thanked the various individuals, organizations, advisers, service
providers, suppliers and Mauritian Government colleagues who had worked tirelessly to ensure the
success of the GFMD 2012 Summit.
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In her first statement as incoming GFMD Chair, Ambassador Eva Åkerman Börje acknowledged
that the GFMD had contributed greatly to the global policy debate on migration and development,
while helping to build trust among states and other stakeholders. The two-year assessment exercise
affirmed the states’ general satisfaction with the Forum’s activities. Nonetheless, there are areas for
improvement, as well as the challenge to translate the common vision of the future of the GFMD into
a reality. In this regard, Sweden would like to launch a new, upgraded phase of the GFMD, with three
mutually reinforcing key objectives: 1) on substance, efforts to strengthen the development
perspective will be doubled; 2) on process, the involvement and ownership by states will be reenergized, while improving outreach to other stakeholders; and 3) on the Forum’s sustainable impact
on the global debate, more stable and predictable funding will be promoted, and the accumulated
knowledge and good practice will be shared and implemented more broadly.
Sweden would like the GFMD to focus more on identifying concrete synergies between development
and migration and unlocking the potential of migration for inclusive development, through coherent
economic and social development policies that maximize the benefits and minimize the downsides of
migration. The GFMD should seize the opportunity to contribute to the ongoing global debate on how
to integrate migration into the Post-2015 Development Agenda. To strengthen the development focus,
the GFMD can set an agenda to encourage more development practitioners to become engaged in the
discussions.
Sweden will aim at an open-ended, transparent and inclusive dialogue with all stakeholders
throughout its 18-month chairmanship. This will include building a multi-year agenda together with
the 2015 Turkish Chair for increased continuity, working closely with all GFMD stakeholders,
enhancing civil society engagement especially through the common space, engaging the private sector
as a distinct stakeholder, amplifying the GFMD focal points as a crucial link between the Forum and
policymakers in capitals, and establishing a GFMD Experts Network comprised of experts from
governments, international organizations and other actors. Coordinating initiatives with the GMG and
other international organizations is also needed for improved evidence-base and follow up on GFMD
recommendations.
Finally, Ambassador Åkerman-Börje believed that the GFMD can only continue as a consolidated and
sustainable process if progress towards more stable and predictable funding is achieved. A stronger
Support Unit and Platform for Partnerships can ensure that the GFMD evidence base and outcomes
can be showcased and shared more systematically with the international community. The GFMD must
also find new avenues for enhancing the impact of the GFMD on the global migration and
development agenda. She cited the possibility of feeding the Forum’s substantive outcomes into the
HLD 2013, the 2014 follow-up of the Cairo International Conference on Population and
Development, and the debate that has started regarding the millennium development goals and the UN
development agenda beyond 2015.
Closing remarks
Closing the GFMD 2012 Summit Meeting was Mr S. Ragen, the Permanent Secretary of the
Mauritius Ministry of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment, speaking on behalf of the Hon
Shakeel Mohamed, Minister of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment. He reiterated that
Mauritius’ rich history in migration, continuing support for migrants’ rights and active participation in
the GFMD since 2007 had led to its acceptance of the GFMD Chairmanship. The Government of
Mauritius took advantage of the GFMD to revitalize the migration and development dialogue with its
African neighbours and strengthen the continent’s voice in GFMD discussions. To promote the
development agenda, Mauritius also appointed the Ministry of Finance and Economic Cooperation as
GFMD Chair.
Mr Ragen reported that GFMD 2012 had increased the GFMD momentum by addressing issues
needing global attention and stronger governance, notably skills and jobs among global mobile
workers as drivers of job-based growth, diaspora as agents of socio-economic change, integration of
migration into development planning, managing the perceptions of migration and migrants, designing
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comprehensive and protection-sensitive migration strategies; addressing the needs of migrants of
distress, ensuring that mainstream migration programs protect and empower migrants, and protecting
vulnerable mobile workers such as domestic workers.
Mauritius also takes pride in launching the multi-annual labour mobility and skills development
program for Africa which aims to improve employment opportunities within the region. The program
will be implemented through bilateral negotiations between governments, with support from the
private sector and civil society. On the margins of the Forum, GFMD 2012 also advanced some
possible labour mobility options for refugees, thus contributing to shifting the mindset about refugees
being purely a humanitarian problem and possibly paving the way for some pilot programs among
willing partners.
Finally, Mr Ragen expressed his appreciation to all delegates for sharing ideas and learning from each
other during the four-day GFMD. He expressed the hope that the cooperation and consultation model
and policy messages emanating from GFMD 2012 Mauritius have given further direction to the
preparations for the next High Level Dialogue. On behalf of the Government of Mauritius, he wished
the incoming Chair Sweden and the team of governments taking the Forum forward all success in the
search for outcomes that will benefit migrants and their families and communities in real social and
economic terms.

5.

Conclusion

Every year, the GFMD poses some old and some new challenges for the incoming Chair. Among
these are: how to make the links between migration and development; how to balance old themes with
new ones; how to be concrete and outcomes-oriented without making the GFMD “operational”; how
to engage civil society, international organizations, private sector and diaspora more closely while
preserving the state-led nature of the process; and how to remain informal, open, non-binding and
affordable within an increasingly structured process (Troika, extended Troika, Steering Group,
Friends of the Forum, working groups, Chair’s Taskforce, GFMD Focal Points, Support Unit,
Platform for Partnerships).
The Mauritius GFMD 2012 was no exception to this. Indeed, the Forum this year faced the additional
challenge of navigating Phase 2 of the GFMD assessment to an agreed conclusion, and towards some
coherent GFMD input into the UN High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development
in 2013.
How has GFMD 2012 met its challenges?
Development was a central focus for the Mauritian Chair, as demonstrated by the fact that the Forum
was chaired for the first time by a national development agency (Ministry of Finance and Economic
Development). There was also a high turnout of other Ministries and agencies dedicated to
development, diaspora, labour and other public policy agencies, beyond just migration. In recognition
of the linkage between human development and migrant rights, the protection of migrants featured
directly in two Roundtables, in regard to mixed flows and persons in distress, and to international
domestic workers.
Concrete development-related objectives were set for the Forum, and at least in Mauritius some real
policy changes occurred during the term of the GFMD 2012. As reported in the closing plenary,
Mauritius became one of the first three states to ratify Convention 189 on domestic workers and
introduced policies to improve the well-being of migrant workers in the country. Countries like
Jamaica were able to report on concrete progress with their new, coherent national Migration and
Development policy and plan of action, directly attributable to their engagement with the GFMD.
Regarding old and new themes, GFMD 2012 was able to roll out a thematic agenda for 2012 that
reflected Friends of the Forum preferences for a mix of both ongoing central GFMD concerns, like
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labour mobility, mainstreaming migration into development planning or protection of domestic
workers, and new concerns such as south-south migration and migrant protection in mixed flows,
including and particularly migrants in vulnerable or distress situations.
Mauritius also challenged participants in 2012 to go beyond dialogue to find some workable models
or plans to improve the situation of migrants, their families and communities. Mauritius initiated some
new discussions with interested African governments, the African Union, African Development Bank,
regional commissions, private sector and the EU on facilitating trans-border labour mobility and skills
development in Africa to stimulate jobs-based growth across the continent. This gave a practical
application to the labour mobility themes under discussion in the Roundtables and Common Space.
These kinds of initiatives can be operationalized by interested stakeholders outside and beyond the
life of an annual GFMD process, and offer important lessons for future Forum discussions.
Mauritius engaged with civil society in the earliest stages of preparation, benefiting from the joint
brainstorming at various preparatory events and close interaction in the Common Space. There were
strong efforts to coordinate local civil society engagement with the GFMD and with the issues under
discussion, such as labour mobility and skills, diaspora, social protection of migrant workers, and
public-private partnerships. Gratifyingly, other Forum member states had also undertaken such
domestic coordination with their civil society partners. GFMD 2012 enhanced the Common Space
through breakout panels, and broadened the participation of civil society, private sector and diaspora.
One of the Common Space panels was open to online twittering, which globalized access to the
debate. Twitter was also used in the preparation, and for the discussion, of Roundtable 3.1. Perhaps
this use of social media could be taken further by future chairs.
The African participation in preparatory events, the Roundtables and the common space was
exceptional this year, a tribute to the dedication of the GFMD Support Unit, the Mauritian Chair’s
team in Port Louis and the Mauritian Missions in Geneva, Brussels and other African countries, in
engaging African partners from governments, private sector, diaspora and regional processes. This
also took the GFMD forward to a new level of partnership with non-state actors; and to brokering
partnerships that could grow beyond the life of the annual GFMD, with the potential for feeding
lessons learned back into future Forum discussions. Mauritius also worked closely with GMG
agencies in following up on earlier GFMD outcomes and to support new flanking initiatives such as
the World Bank’s KNOMAD (Global Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development).
Following a tradition set in 2007 by the first Belgian Chair, and observed by all ensuing chairs, the
Mauritian team rigorously pursued a transparent and inclusive process in preparing the Summit
meeting and to guide Phase 2 of the GFMD Assessment. A thematic survey shared with all Friends of
the Forum and a range of non-state experts formed the basis of the broadly agreed thematic agenda for
GFMD 2012. Many colleagues from government, civil society, private sector and diaspora
participated in the brainstorming in Mauritius about the Roundtable themes for 2012 and in later focal
meetings to take some of these issues forward in broader migration and development contexts.
Mauritius is very grateful to the 2011 Swiss Chair for expanding the participation and network of
expertise by holding preparatory meetings in various global locations throughout 2011. In 2012,
Mauritius adopted a less ambitious version of this approach. The Chair’s Taskforce worked with
African government partners, the Philippines, Switzerland, Sweden, ADB, UNECA, African Union,
European Union, IOM, UNDP, UN Women and the World Bank to hold such preparatory workshops
and seminars in Africa, Asia and Europe in support of the Roundtables.
The preoccupation in 2012 with the assessment and a way forward to the UN High Level Dialogue in
2013 also expanded the locus of the Forum’s activities from the hosting country capital, and Geneva
as the venue for the governing body meetings, to include New York with its HLD preparations and
ongoing UN discussions about migration and development. This may well be a natural evolution in
the life of a global process of this kind; but can also pose increasingly demanding challenges and costs
for its member states, particularly developing countries with limited resources, to be equally present
and participative in all of these locations.
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Thus as the Forum has become more complex as a process, for example by expanding the preparatory
consultations and workshops between Summit meetings, it has placed greater resource and time
demands on member states. How to ensure equal representation and engagement among developed
and developing countries in all Forum events may well be the biggest challenge for future chairs.
GFMD 2012 has pushed the boundaries a little further, and opened up the Forum to be more inclusive,
transparent, development-focused and outcomes-oriented. We were happy to hear from both member
states and non-state participants that the Summit meeting more than met their expectations in regard
to the depth of the debates and exchange of good practices, and the broad inclusiveness and
interactivity of the Forum sessions.
While in many ways we are still grappling with some of the fundamental questions posed at the outset
of the GFMD process in Brussels in 2007, we have also narrowed down some concrete strategies at
the interface of migration and development that can make a difference to migrants and their families,
such as skills development and assessment for productive job-skills matching, and the joint
responsibilities of countries of origin and destination in this effort. The outcomes and
recommendations of the Roundtables offer elements of good practice which when consolidated could
serve as principles of good governance.
As discussed by the GFMD Assessment Team and the Friends of the Forum, the Mauritian Chair will
submit the final Assessment Report to the UN Secretary-General and the 2013 HLD, for information.
This final report includes the Phase 2 Consolidated Assessment Paper, the 2011 Assessment Survey
and the outcomes of the 2012 Special Session.
Furthermore, in line with the adopted Phase 2 Assessment Paper, the GFMD is to prepare a “thematic
recollection” in support of the High Level Dialogue, reflecting all achievements of the GFMD
summits from 2007 until 2012. Mauritius agrees with the suggestion by the incoming Swedish Chair
in the Special Session to convene a meeting of past, current and future Chairs early in 2013 to agree
on the modus of preparation of such a report. This meeting should also reflect the general
understanding reached under which Sweden would serve as Chair in 2013 and 2014 (over an 18month period), but that substantive GFMD communications to the 2013 HLD would be done
collectively by the past, current and future GFMD Chairs. This understanding was also the basis of
the GFMD assessment conducted during the Mauritian chairmanship in 2012.
Looking forward to 2013 and 2015, we begin to see more clearly now than when we first embarked
on this ambitious journey in 2007 where and how the GFMD can contribute to the broader global
debates on migration and development. The 2015 review of MDGs and plotting of a Post-2015
Development Agenda can set important markers for our work in the GFMD. As Mr Sutherland said in
the Special Session on the Future of the Forum, the MDGs provide a unique opportunity to make the
case for the migration and development nexus. The Government of Mauritius supports the incoming
Swedish Chair’s proposal to pursue the integration of migration into a Post-2015 Development
Agenda. We trust and encourage our future chairing partners to move the GFMD closer to forging a
longer term agenda for governance of migration that is beneficial for development, and development
policies that take account of migration.
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FinalAgenda
PortLouis,Mauritius21Ͳ22November2012
SwamiVivekanandaInternationalConventionCenter(SVICC)

Wednesday,November21

SCHEDULE ACTIVITY
8:15Ͳ9:15

VENUE

ArrivalofDelegates(Doorswillcloseat9:00am)

OpeningCeremony
9:30Ͳ9:35

WelcomeAddress/CalltoOrder MrAliMansoor,GFMD2012Chair
H.E.DrMohamedIbnChambas,SecretaryGeneral,
African,Caribbean,andPacificGroupofStates

9:35Ͳ9:55

OpeningSpeeches

9:55Ͳ10:05

KeyNoteSpeech

DrTheHonArvindBoolell,MinisterofForeignAffairs,
RegionalIntegration&InternationalTrade,Republicof
Mauritius

10:10Ͳ10:20

ReportoftheCivilSocietyDays

ChairpersonoftheCivilSocietyDays

10:20Ͳ10:30

ReportoftheGlobalMigration
Group

MrYuryFedotov,GlobalMigrationGroupChairand
DirectorGeneral,UnitedNationsOfficeonDrugsandCrime

SirPeterSutherland,UNSGSpecialRepresentativefor
MigrationandDevelopment
PlenaryHall



CommonSpace(CS)
OpeningPlenarySessionoftheCommonSpace–Moderator:DrKhalidKoser,DeputyDirector,GenevaCentrefor
SecurityPolicy
IntroductiontotheCommon
10:30–10:55 Space

AmbWilliamLacySwing,DirectorGeneral,International
OrganizationforMigration

StatementbytheEuropean
Union

MrStefanoManservisi,DirectorGeneralforHomeAffairs,
EuropeanCommission

StatementbytheAfricanUnion

Dr.MustaphaSidikiKaloko,CommissionerforSocialAffairs

PlenaryHall

10:55Ͳ11:00 DelegatesproceedtotheCommonSpacebreakoutsessions–Coffeewillbeservednearthebreakoutrooms
CSBreakoutsession1ͲDiasporaalliancesandpartnershipsfordevelopment
Moderator:DrKathleenNewland,Director,MigrationPolicyInstitute

PailleͲenͲqueue

CSBreakoutsession2ͲCommongroundandpartnershipstoprotectmigrantsindistress
11:00–12:30 Moderator:SirPeterSutherland,UNSGSpecialRepresentativeonInternationalMigrationand
Development

PinkPigeon

CSBreakoutsession3ͲLabourmobilityandskillsdevelopmentforinclusivegrowthandjobs
Moderator:H.E.ConstantjinvanOrangeNassau,DeputyHeadofCabinetVicePresidentKroes,
EuropeanCommission

Kestrel

12:30–12:40 DelegatesproceedtothePlenaryHall
ClosingPlenarySessionoftheCommonSpace–Moderator:DrKhalidKoser,DeputyDirector,GenevaCentrefor
SecurityPolicy
12:40–14:00

MsCarmelitaSDimzon,AdministratorofOWWA,Philippines
MrFrancoisCrépeau,UNSpecialRapporteurontheHuman
ReportsonCSBreakoutSessions RightsofMigrants
MsAudreyd'HotmandeVilliers,Manager,CorporateSocial
Responsibility,Rogers&CompanyLimited

14:00–15:30 Lunch;EndofCivilSocietyparticipationintheGovernmentMeeting

PlenaryHall

Atrium
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PortLouis,Mauritius21Ͳ22November2012
SwamiVivekanandaInternationalConventionCenter(SVICC)

RoundtableSessions(RT)
RTSession1.1ͲBeyondͲtheͲBorderSkillsandJobsforHumanDevelopment
CoͲchairs:MrAliMansoor(Mauritius);MrAlexZalami(UAE)
Rapporteur:DrMdShahidulHaque(Bangladesh)


PailleͲenͲqueue

RTSession2.1ͲSupportingNationalDevelopmentthroughMigrationMainstreaming
Processes,ExtendedMigrationProfilesandPovertyReductionStrategies
CoͲchairs:AmbOmarHilale(Morocco);AmbEduardGnesa(Switzerland)
15:30Ͳ18:30
Rapporteur:MrJustinMcDermott(Sweden)


19:00Ͳ20:30

PinkPigeon

RTSession3.1ͲImprovingPublicPerceptionsofMigrantsandMigration:Challenging
PreconceptionsandShapingPerceptions
CoͲchairs:MrMarkDavidson(Canada);AmbUlisesCancholaGutiérrez(Mexico);
Mr.IlyaMalenko(Russia)


Kestrel

WelcomeReceptionhostedbyTheHonXavierͲLucDuval,VicePrimeMinister,Ministerof
FinanceandEconomicDevelopment,RepublicofMauritius

Domaineles
Pailles


Thursday,November22

SCHEDULE

ACTIVITY

VENUE

RoundtableSessions(RT)
RTSession1.2ͲSupportingMigrantsandDiasporaasAgentsofSocioeconomicChange
CoͲchairs:AmbFrancisHurtut(France);MrZaddockMadiriSyong'oh(Kenya);MrMohammed
Bernoussi(Morocco)

9:00Ͳ12:00

RTSession2.2ͲAddressingSouthͲSouthMigrationandDevelopmentPolicies
CoͲchairs:DrMdShahidulHaque(Bangladesh);DrProsperAsima(Ghana)
Rapporteur:MrPauloCavaleri(Argentina)

RTSession3.2ͲMigrantProtectionasIntegraltoMigrationManagement
CoͲchairs:AmbM.A.Getahun(Ethiopia);MsKateO’Malley(Australia)
Rapporteur:AmbM.A.Getahun(Ethiopia)


12:00Ͳ13:30 Lunch

SpecialSessionontheFutureoftheForum(Headsofdelegationsonly)
Chair:AmbShreeServansing,PermanentRepresentativeofMauritiustotheUnitedNationsand
13:30Ͳ16:30
OtherInternationalOrganizationsinGenevaandGFMD2012AssessmentChair


16:30Ͳ17:00 CoffeeBreak

PinkPigeon

Kestrel
Atrium

RTSession3.3ͲProtectingMigrantDomesticWorkersͲEnhancingtheirDevelopmentPotential
CoͲchairs:AmbEvanGarcia(Philippines);AmbErcumendAhmetEnc(Turkey)
Rapporteur:MrPhilippeBronchain(Belgium)


WorkingSessiononthePlatformforPartnerships
CoͲchairs:MrKristofTamas(Sweden),MrChristoph
Graf(Switzerland),andMrKaanBaskurt(Turkey)


PailleͲenͲqueue

Utilizing the PfP for Sharing Knowledge
and Promoting Partnerships in
MigrationandDevelopment


Kestrel

PailleͲenͲqueue

PinkPigeon
Atrium
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ClosingPlenarySession
ReportsontheRoundtablesandSpecialSessionontheFutureoftheForum

17:00Ͳ18:00

ReportonRT1outcomes

GeneralRapporteur:MrsMarcela
Chacon,ViceMinisterofPublicSecurity,
RepublicofCostaRica

ReportonRT2outcomes

GeneralRapporteur:AmbAbdulaziz
MusaDankano,DirectorinChargeof
MigrationandConsularMatters,
MinistryofForeignAffairs,Nigeria

ReportonRT3outcomes

GeneralRapporteur:MsCatherine
Wiesner,DeputyAssistantSecretaryof
State,BureauofPopulation,Refugees
andMigration(PRM),Departmentof
State,UnitedStatesofAmerica

CommentsbytheWorldBank

MrMahmoudMohieldin,Managing
Director,WorldBank

ReportontheSpecialSessionontheFutureofthe
Forum

AmbShreeServansing,Permanent
Representative,
PermanentMissionofMauritiusIn
Geneva

CommentsbyUNSGSpecialRepresentativefor
MigrationandDevelopment

SirPeterSutherland

18:00Ͳ18:10 ConclusionsbytheGFMD2012Chair

MrAliMansoor

18:10Ͳ18:20 HandͲover/StatementbytheIncomingChairSweden

AmbEvaÅkermanͲBörje,
GovernmentOffices,Sweden

18:20Ͳ18:30 ClosingRemarks

Mr.S.Ragen,PermanentSecretary,
MinistryofLabour,IndustrialRelations
andEmploymentoftheRepublicof
Mauritius

PlenaryHall
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ANNEX B
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Republic of Mauritius extends its gratitude to the following governments and nongovernmental partners that have lent financial and in-kind support to the Mauritian GFMD Chair for
the organization of the GFMD 2012 work program.
A. Financial Contributions to the GFMD 2012 Budget
Commonwealth of Australia, Kingdom of Belgium, Canada, Kingdom of Denmark, Republic of
Ecuador, Republic of Finland, French Republic, Republic of Ghana, Hungary, Republic of India,
State of Israel, Principality of Liechtenstein, United Mexican States, Kingdom of the Netherlands,
Kingdom of Norway, Kingdom of Spain, Kingdom of Sweden, Swiss Confederation, Republic of
Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United States of America, African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of
States, International Organization for Migration, The World Bank and the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation.

B. In-Kind Contributions

OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO MAURITIUS GFMD 2012

A.

1

2

Financial
Donors
Australia
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Denmark

Amount
USD 75,000
USD 75,000
EUR 50,000
USD 40,443
DKK 750,000

Ecuador
Finland

USD 1,000
EUR 100,000

France, Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs (MAEE)
France, Ministry of Interior
Ghana
Hungary

EUR 15,000
EUR 75,000
USD 10,000
USD 10,000

India
International Organization for Migration 1
Israel
Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein
MacArthur Foundation
Mauritius 2
Mexico
Netherlands
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden - Ministry of Foreign Affairs

USD 50,000
USD 75,000
USD 5,000
CHF 23,700
CHF 6,300
USD 220,000
USD 340,700
USD 50,000
EUR 50,000
EUR 50,000
NOK 800,000
USD 79,102
SEK 1,000,000

Sweden – Ministry of Justice
Switzerland - Federal Office of Migration
Switzerland - Human Security Division
Switzerland - Human Security Division
Switzerland - Human Security Division
Switzerland - Swiss Development
Cooperation Agency
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United States of America

SEK 700,000
CHF 100,000
USD 61,866
USD 61,866
CHF 145,000
USD 181,958

United States of America

USD 65,000

Total financial contributions received
through the Support Unit

USD 2,611,030

USD 150,000
USD 150,000
USD 75,000

Purpose
Advisory Fees
Non-earmarked
GFMD Support Unit
Organizational costs
Travel of Participants from
Developing countries
Organizational costs
Travel of Participants from
Developing countries
Organizational costs
Non-earmarked
Non-earmarked
Travel of Participants from
Developing countries
Non-earmarked
Advisory Fees
Non-earmarked
Non-earmarked
GFMD Support Unit
Advisory Fees
Organizational costs
Non-earmarked
GFMD Support Unit
Organizational costs
Non-earmarked
Non-earmarked
Travel of Participants from
Developing countries
GFMD Support Unit
GFMD Support Unit
Non-earmarked
GFMD Support Unit
Advisory Fees
Contribution to GFMD 2012 Civil
Society Process
Non-earmarked
Non-earmarked
Travel of Participants from
Developing countries
GFMD Support Unit

This amount did not form part of the funds received and managed by the GFMD Support Unit.
This amount was managed directly by the Office of the Mauritian GFMD Chair.

B.

In Kind
Donors

Purpose

Georgetown University

Technical assistance

Global Migration Group (GMG)

Technical assistance

International Labour Organization (ILO)

Provision of conference rooms

International Organization for Migration (IOM)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Technical assistance
Technical assistance

United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women (UN WOMEN)
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

Technical assistance
Secondment of an expert

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)

Chairmanship of the GMG

World Bank (WB)

Organization of thematic
meeting
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ProgrammeGFMDCivilSocietyDays2012
CoͲchairs:

SwamiVivekanandaInternationalConventionCentre(SVICC,inPailles)
Mauritius,19Ͳ21November,2012
ClaristeSohMoube,CentreAmadouHampâtéBâ(CAHBA)
GeorgeJoseph,CaritasSweden

Sunday18November
19.00Ͳ21.00

WelcomegetͲtogetherinPortLouis

SunsetCafé,LeCaudanWaterfront

Monday19November
7.30Ͳ8.30
8.30Ͳ9.30

9.30Ͳ10.00

Arrivalandregistration
Atrium
OpeningCeremony
MainHallA
Ͳ AliMansoor,GFMDChairͲinͲOffice2012,FinancialSecretary,MinistryofFinance
andEconomicDevelopment,GovernmentofMauritius
Ͳ ShakeelMohamed,MinisterofLabourIndustrialRelationsandEmployment,
GovernmentofMauritius
Ͳ PatriciaAdèleFélicité,SecretaryͲGeneralCaritasMauritius
ThemeandMethodologyGFMDCivilSocietyDays2012
MainHallA
Ͳ

OperationalizingProtectionandHumanDevelopmentinInternationalMigration
Ͳ

10.00Ͳ10.20
10.20Ͳ11.30

IntroductionbyGFMDCivilSocietyCoordinatingOffice,ICMC:
o JohnK.Bingham,HeadofPolicy
o WiesM.Maas,SeniorProgrammeOfficer
Ͳ ImpressionsfromtheAfricanCivilSocietyForumonMigration,Development
andHumanRights,MilkaIsinta,PanAfricanNetworkinDefenseofMigrants
Rights
Coffeebreak
Atrium
InspirationSession
MainHallA
“Migration&DevelopmentGoals”–settingtargetsandbenchmarkstoachievegoals
inmigrationandhumandevelopment
-

11.30Ͳ12.45

ManuelaTomei,Director,LabourProtectionDepartment,InternationalLabour
Organization(ILO)
NunuKidane,Director,PriorityAfricanNetwork(PAN)
ClaristeSohMoube,Researcher,CentreAmadouHampâtéBâ(CAHBA)
GeorgeJoseph,DirectorMigrationDepartment,CaritasSweden

Inspirationfromthefloor
FutureSession

MainHallA

Towards the UN HighͲlevel Dialogue on International Migration and Development
2013(HLD)andtheFutureoftheForum
-

-

IndependentassessmentofCivilSocietyintheGFMD
o JohnSlocum,DirectorMigrationProgram,theMacArthurFoundation
o DanielleGarcia,PerformanceManagementSpecialist,SocialImpact
GFMDStates’AssessmentͲAmb.ShreeServansing,PermanentRepresentative
ofMauritiustotheUnitedNationsandOtherInternationalOrganizations
TheHLDͲThomasStelzer,UNAssistantSecretaryGeneral,Departmentof
EconomicandSocialAffairsUnitedNationas(UNDESA)
TheHLDandCivilSociety,WilliamGois,MigrantForumAsia,representativeCivil
SocietyWorkingGroupontheHLD&theglobalgovernanceofmigration

Reflectionsfromthefloor

12.45Ͳ14.30
14.30Ͳ16.00

Lunchandopenspace
(seealsosideͲeventprogramme)
[Theme1]OperationalizingaRightsͲbasedApproachtoLabour
Mobility,MarketsandMatching

Atrium
MainHallB

WorkingSession1.AͲRegulatingandMonitoringRecruitment,Placementand
EmploymentPractices
CoͲmoderators ElleneSana,CenterforMigrantAdvocacyPhillipines
ArtDeFehr,PalliserFurniture
CoͲrapporteurs BinodKhadria,JawaharalNehruUniversity
ShannonLederer,AmericanFederationofTeachers
Speakers
PhilipHunter,Verité
NeilWilkins,InstituteforHumanRightsandBusiness(IHRB)
KarlFlecker,CanadianLabourCongress
ChristianeKuptsch,InternationalLabourOrganization
[Theme2]OperationalizingHumanDevelopmentinInternational
Kestrel
Migration
WorkingSession2.AͲEngagingDiasporaasEntrepreneurs,SocialInvestorsand
PolicyAdvocates
CoͲmoderators

CoͲrapporteurs

Speakers

GibrilFaal,AFFORDUK
LeilaRispensͲNoel,InternationalNetworkofAlternative
FinancialInstitutions(INAFI)
BobvanDillen,Cordaid
JeremaiahOpiniano,InstituteforMigrationandDevelopment
Issues
EfrainJiménez,FederaciónZacatecanaA.C.
MillicentOdongo,FORFoundation/DiasporaBusinessCentre
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StatementofCivilSocietytoGovernments



PresentedbyClaristeSohͲMoubeandGeorgeJoseph,
CivilSocietyCoͲChairs,GFMD2012
21November2012,Mauritius
[final;checkagainstdelivery]





Excellencies,ladiesandgentlemen,fellowmigrantsandcolleagues:


We find ourselves here in Mauritius, civil society and governments, holding together, not separately, the
hope of a young Afghan woman: a migrant, like many, prevailing with dignity and power after years of
sacrificeandsufferinginarangeofforcedmigrationjourneysandexploitedemployment.


“What would we do at the Global Forum?”, she asked. “We come here for change,” we replied: change
that matters to migrant women and men and children and their families, to communities and countries
everywhere. “Doyouthinkwecandoit?”,weaskedher.“Yes,”shesaid.“Ifyouwantto.”


Weareheretoday—governmentsandcivilsociety—notforourselves. Wearehereforchange.


140representativesofcivilsocietyorganizationsfromaroundtheworldgatheredinMauritiusthisweekto
work on change that matters in the areas of labour migration, protection of migrants, promotion of their
rights and development.Like many of you, a majority of us are migrants; many more have at least one
familymemberwhoisamigrant.Wewereinspiredbyincreasingreminders—insomanylivesandcountries
andmovements—ofanimportanttruth:togetherwearemajorplayersandweknowit.


We were invigorated by the awareness that this is the first time that the Global Forum has been held in
Africa,andwewelcomedthelargestnumberandvoicesofAfricancivilsocietydelegatesanddiasporainthe
sixyearsoftheForumtodate.


WeopenedourCivilSocietyDayspartofthisGlobalForumtoyourfullparticipation,andappreciatethat60
representativesofgovernmentsandintergovernmentalorganizationsjoinedus,aswellasanother30special
guests and media. And we welcome once again this moment to work with you this morning. We are coͲ
responsible in these matters; we commit to looking not only at what governments need to do, but at
ourselvesandwhatweneedtodo,aswellaswhatwecandotogether.


OurstartingpointhereweretherecommendationsfrompriorGFMDmeetings—ofgovernmentsaswellas
civilsociety,andinparticularthosefromlastyear.Wenotedandbuiltuponconsiderableconvergencethat
hasalreadybeenestablished.


But beyond advancing a set of recommendations, civil society’s specific effort this year was to identify
concrete benchmarks and mechanisms for action, and to frame civil society priorities for the High Level
DialogueonMigrationandDevelopmentattheUNGeneralAssemblynextyear.

1.a.Welookedattheconspicuousneedto regulateandmonitorrecruitment,placementand
employmentpractices.

Forchange,weaffirmtheresponsibilityofnationalpoliciestopromotedecentworkathome,butnotealso
the sinequa nonof legal channels of migration, and pathways to permanence, to mitigate conditions that
foment abuse by unscrupulous private recruitment agencies. Significant upgrades are needed in public
management of recruitment activity, including strong licensing and regulating of recruitment that is
effectivelyenforced,ensuresaccountabilityandclearlyidentifiestherightsofworkersandresponsibilitiesof
allparties.


We commend a growing range of existing tools and mechanisms, but first and foremost, the rights and
practice of freedom of association, worker organizing and collective bargaining. Ratification and full
implementationofthe international human rightsand labour conventionsof the UN and ILOare essential.
CivilsocietynotesthecomingintoforceoftheILODomesticWorkersConventionsinceourlastgatheringat
the GFMD, and applauds the five ratifications to date, notably including Mauritius as well as two recent
ratifications approved by parliaments but not yet formally filed. We continue to advocate vigorously for
universalratificationandimplementationofthisimportantconvention.


MultiͲstakeholder codes of conduct and frameworks can also have value, including the ILO Multilateral
FrameworkonLabourMigration.Conventionsorframeworkshowever,neednationallegislationwithteeth:
e.g., with effective monitoring, incentives for compliance and sanctions otherwise. It is time to develop
systemsthatcollectandcompiledataaboutrecruitmentviolators.Labourattacheshave aresponsibilityto
theircitizensabroadtosharedatabothonrecruitersandoncountrypractices.


Benchmarks canmeasuresuccess,amongthem:
areductionofthenumberofbrokersandintermediariesandinstancesofillegalrecruitment.
creationofasystemtopromotegoodpracticesandexposebadpractices
increased ratification of UN and ILO conventions, including the 1990 UN migrant workers
convention, and the ILO conventions 181 regarding recruitment processes and 189 on domestic
workers.
decreasingcostsofmigration.





1.b.Welookedatimprovingjobs,skillsandeducationmatching.


For change we affirm that there is a need for harmonizing and recognizing qualifications. Countries should
investmoreintraininginordertomeetroutinestaffingneedsandreduceinternationalrecruitment.Weask
for minimum training standards across countries within industries. Employers should invest in training for
migrantsthatisdirectlyrelevanttothelabormarket.


Weneedtocreatebilateralandmultilateralagreementsbasedoninternationalstandardsandinstruments,
aswellasdomesticpolicies,usingatriͲpartiteapproach.


Theimpactofemigrationonparticularserviceprovidersincountriesoforiginshouldberecognized,e.g.on
the health sector. Among the tools and mechanisms we commend are international codes for ethical
recruitment such as the WHO Code of Nurse Recruitment and the Commonwealth Teacher Recruitment
Protocol. National immigration policies should allow options for permanent settlement and family
unification. Collective bargaining agreements, apprenticeship programs and job training should be
encouraged.Migrantsshouldbecompensatedatprevailingwages,andhealthandsafetynormsenforced.
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We recommend improvements in qualitative and quantitative data collection on migration and analysis to
ensure the production of relevant information for stakeholders, with particular emphasis on SouthͲSouth
migration.


Migrantsshouldhavethepossibilityofapplyingtoajobdirectly,withoutintermediaries.Webelievethata
reductioninvisabarriers(e.g.fees)andsimplificationofvisatypeswouldenhancedevelopment.However,
labourmigrationshouldnotbeusedtopromotefalsenotionsofdevelopment.


Weproposethefollowingbenchmarks:
increaseinvestmentinmigrantworkforceandinskillstrainingbybothgovernmentsandemployers
ensurethatmigrantscanworkinthejobstheyhavebeentrainedfor(e.g.avoiddeͲskilling).
increasethesizeoftheformalsectorrelativetotheinformalsector
increasethepossibilitiesofmigrants’affiliationtounions
creationofpublicemploymentagenciestoassistinplacementofdomesticandmigrantworkers.





2.a.WelookedattheeverͲexpandingdynamismofdiasporasindevelopment.

For change, theremust beaclearmandateformigrant participationinpolicyͲmakingincountriesoforigin
anddestinationonthefullrangeofdevelopmentplanning,withmeaningfulattentiontodiasporapriorities,
investments and other engagement, including entrepreneurial endeavours, investment guarantees, social
remittancesandknowledgeexchange,capacitybuilding,businessnetworkingandlegalprotection.


We are encouraged by the growing number of tools and mechanisms that are helping to bring about this
change,butbenchmarksforachievementinthenearͲtermshouldbe:
20 countries having consultative mechanisms that explicitly include migrants and diaspora
communitiesinpolicyͲmakingthatconcernsthem
20countrieswithprogrammes,servicesandfundingmechanismsthatsupportarangeofmigrant
anddiasporainvestment
10morecountrieswithdualnationalitylaws
5countrieswithnewlawsonrecognitionofskillsofmigrants/diasporas


Inthewidercontextofdevelopment,theissueofmigrationshouldbeincorporatedinitsownnameintothe
postͲ2015developmentagenda.




2.b. ForthefirsttimeeverinourworkattheGlobalForum,welookedbeyonddiasporadynamicsat

broader interactionsof developmentwith migration,and specificallyat rightsͲbased
developmentsolutionsandmigration.

For change, it is necessary to formulate nationalͲlevel, bilateral policies on migration and development,
promotinghumanandmigrantrightsandenablingmigrantstomeettheirpotential.


FormingandinstitutionalizingmultiͲstakeholderpartnershipsonmigrationanddevelopmentcovering
efforts to share practices is important. These should address the social costs of migration and aim at
harnessingthedevelopmentpotentialsofremittancesandmigrants’knowledge.


Originanddestinationcountriesshouldgenerateanddisseminate migrationanddevelopmentdata to
informmigrationanddevelopmentpolicies.
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We recommend multiͲstakeholder mechanisms convening government, civil society, diasporas and other
stakeholders to look at migration’s impact on development as well as development’s impact on migration.
Regionalconsultativeprocesses(RCPs)couldbeanadequatevenueforthesemechanisms.


Thereshouldbemorepolicystudiesontheimpactofremittancesondevelopment.


Benchmarks mightinclude,inthenearͲterm:


Atleast20origincountriesformulatemigrationanddevelopmentpoliciesandstrategies
Atleast20countriessetupmultiͲstakeholderprocesses/consultativemechanismsonmigrationand
development.
At least 10 origin and destination countries create relevant databases, studies and analyses on
migrationanddevelopment.
At least 10 origin countries develop nationalͲlevel indicators on migration and development for
monitoringpurposes.
By2013,civilsocietydevelopsreflectionsonmigrationandthepostͲ2015developmentagenda.



3.a.Welookedatprotectionofvulnerablemigrantworkers.


CivilsocietycallsforthefullrecognitionofthemandateoftheILOasregardslabourmigration.


For change, it is high time to challenge the security framework for migration, in particular by overhauling
systemicdefaultstodetentionanddeportation.Universalhumanrightsincludeaccesstoservicesfor
irregularmigrants.MigrantͲrelatedpoliciesofallkindsmustbetestedagainstthebestinterestsofchildren,
andshouldmainstreamgenderissues.


Many tools andmechanisms ofprotectionexist,andsomeneedfurthertobedeveloped.Indisputably,the
firstrequisiteforprotectionisbindingnationalandinternationallaw.Suchlawsmustthenbetranslatedinto
action;andfinally,enforcedfairly.


Specifically to respect the human rights of irregular migrants and to ensure access to rights and services,
government officials and service providers should not be required to report on immigration status, and
migrantsshouldnotbediscriminatedagainstinaccessingservicesandprotection.Residencypermitsmust
beprovidedtosurvivorsofhumantrafficking.


Regardless of immigration status, dataͲcollection systems regarding migrants, including in consulates, must
bebothrightsͲcenteredandprotectionͲsensitive.Migrantworkersmustbeabletoopenbankaccountsand
registertheaccounttothecentralbanktoensuretimelypayment.Circularmigrationisoftenmarketedasa
bestpractice,butshouldcriticallybereviewed.




It is time for us to be as clear and accountable as we are ambitious for this change, setting achievable
benchmarksofatleast:
the inclusion of migrant concerns like portability of pensions in bilateral agreements and
negotiations.
anewflexibilityofworkchoice:migrantworkersshouldnotbeboundtooneemployer.
mappingofcountries’domesticcompliancewithinternationalstandardsandtheirprogresstowards
theharmonizationofdomesticlawwithinternationallaw.
mappingofbestpracticesontheprotectionofvulnerablemigrantsandprogresstowardscountries’
adoptionandimplementationofthem.
makingofficialdevelopmentaidmoreavailabletodiasporaͲledprograms.
increasingthenumberofdevelopmentagenciesthatcontributeandparticipateintheGFMD.
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3.b.WelookedatProtectingmigrantsindirehumanitariansituations

Forchange,weneedtolookmoreatthemigrationconsequencesofalltypesofcrisisanddistress,together
with the underlyingvulnerabilities. Migrants’ sufferings have to be incorporatedin humanitarianprocesses
andprotectionsystems.Oneimportantissueistorealizethatthereneedstobeprotectionateverystageof
themigrationprocess,includinginsituationsofreturns.


Inordertoprovideprotectionimpartially,thereshouldbenodivisivehumanitarianism.Indeed,weneedto
go beyond a categorical approach in providing protection, which has to be driven by principles and needsͲ
first. One principle is clear: all distressed persons need access to international organizations and all
internationalorganizationsshouldbeabletohelpthem.


Butbeyondratificationofinternationalinstruments,theissueislowimplementation.Therefore,weneedto
createpoliticalwilltoimplementtheinstruments.Wealsohavetoprovidegovernmentswiththenecessary
toolstoenforceinstruments.


Thereareafairnumberoftools and mechanisms alreadyexisting.MinimumStandardsforChildProtection
inHumanitarianActionshouldbeusedtoimprovethequalityofchildprotection.Thesestandardsshouldbe
partofprogrammingofaninterventionandguidehumanitarianpreparedness.


Existing mechanisms providing tools and benchmarks should be further promoted, e.g., UNHCR’s 10ͲPoint
Plan of Actionfor Refugee Protectionand Mixed Migration; UNODC International Framework for Actionto
Implement the Smuggling of Migrants Protocol). IOM is currently in the process of developing a Crisis
MigrationFramework.


Capacities of various stakeholders differ and can be complementary. Therefore, broad collaboration and
effective coordination among all actors should be developed:  it is only through close collaboration that
protection can be achieved, from technical aspects to legal follow up. This means improving interaction
between NGOsand internationalorganizations but also with governments. It isimportant to have efficient
informationsharingandcontingencyplanning.Sucheffortsshouldalsoincludecivilsocietypartnershipsand
networkingbetweensendingandreceivingcountriestomonitorsituationsandprotectmigrants.Employers
also have a responsibility for their workers and can play a role in crisis situations, e.g., help people to go
home.


We need to create awareness among potential migrants about crisis situations and the risk they may face
and at the same time create attractive economic opportunities for people in countries of origin, especially
ruralareas(sothattheydonotneedtoleave).


Countriesoforigin,transitanddestinationhavearesponsibilitytoprotectandrespecttherightsofmigrants
and should be held accountable. States should strengthen protection of migrants in difficult situations;
consularprotectionshouldbeenhancedandextendedtopeopleindistress.


Civil society organizations should build on their strengths and networks and be proactive in suggesting
actions and solutions, for example, opening shelters and information center for migrants in distress and
providinglegalservices.


Governmentsshouldintroduceahumanrightsdimensioninbordermanagement:toolsandmechanismsat
border controls are needed to safeguard the humanrights of migrants, which imply raising awareness and
capacity building for government officials. Civil society can help in this regard (good practice: example of
Lebanon).
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Benchmarks
pilotandwidenimplementationofmultiͲstakeholderprojects,i.e.,withgovernments,international
organizationsandNGOs,buildingonthe“Lampedusamodel”andotherinitiativesanddevelopand
replicatebestpractices.
make migrantsin crisisa priority forthe yearly agendasof RegionalConsultative Processes(RCPs)
andincludeallstakeholdersinthoseprocesses.
callontheUNSpecialRapporteuronMigrantstoconceptualizeacoordinatedprotectionframework
formigrantsindirehumanitariansituations,includingguidingprinciples.




4.TheUNHighLevelDialogueonMigrationandDevelopmentin2013

Finally,ascriticalstakeholdersandpartners inbothglobalpolicyͲmakingarenasandprograms on the
ground,civilsocietyexpectstohaveacentralroleintheUNHighLevelDialoguein2013,beyondthelimited
formatofthe2006HighLevelDialogue.Wecallfor:


1. Substantivepreparatory activities attheregionalandinternationallevel;
2. Fullandactiveparticipation ofcivilsocietyintheHighLevelDialogueitself;
3. Resources, includingatrustfund,toenableaninternationalsteeringcommitteetocoordinatecivil
societyengagementintheHighLevelDialogue;
4. The2013UNHLDtofocuson:
a.Measures to promote and protect the human rights of all migrants, including migrants in
distress;irregularmigrants;andtherightsofchildreninthecontextofmigration
b. Labormigrationanddecentwork,includingimmediatepossibilitiestoaddressabuses
withintherecruitmentfield
c. Genderandmigration
d. Migrationanddevelopment,includingthepostͲ2015developmentagenda;
5. Asuccinct,negotiated outcomedocumentthatcanaddresscriticalissues ofglobalmigration
governanceandconcreteactionsforstrongHLDoutcomes.




Ladiesandgentlemen,partnersinaction,sixyearsonintheGlobalForumprocess:


/ even as governments and civil society echo one another that migration should be a choice and not a
necessity,millionsofmenwomenandchildrenbeingforcedtomigrateandforcedtoreturn;


/evenasthereiswideconvergenceamongusallthatthepositivesofinternationalmigrationfaroutweigh
the negatives, outbreaks of xenophobia, racism and discrimination are filling not only newspapers but law
books;


/ even as migrants by the hundreds of million play a foundational role in the economies and societies of
nationsthroughouttheworld,theycontinuetosufferdiscriminationinlabourrights,accesstobasichealth
servicesandjustice,andportabilityofbenefits;


/evenaswidelyratifiedinternationaltreatiesofallkindstalkoftheunequivocalrighttofamilyunityandthe
protectionofthebestinterestofthechild,millionsoffamiliesarebrokenacrossborders.


Aswetogetherexplore theintersectionsandcollisionsofmigrationanddevelopmentinthisGlobalForum
andupcomingHighLevelDialogue,wetellourselvesandmayweallremember:weareheretodaynotfor
ourselves. Wearehereforchange.


/Thankyou.
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AnnextotheCivilSocietyStatement:
Affirmation ofCivilSocietyConvergenceonrecommendationsfrompriorGFMD’s
(2007–2011)





Onthethemeof“Regulating andMonitoringRecruitment,PlacementandEmploymentPractices”,
civilsocietyreͲaffirmedthefollowingrecommendationsfrompriorGFMDCivilSocietyDays:


1.   Calls for governments to better regulate and monitor recruitment and employment practices, by
creating  sound and transparent licensing and monitoring systems, codes for ethical recruitment,
simplifiedprocedures,institutingsanctions, cappermissiblerecruitmentfees, establishingwhistleͲ
blowerprotections,portablejustice,andreportingmechanismsforabuses,andendingvisaͲsystems
thattiemigrantstospecificemployers.


2. Urges governments to work with employers, labour unions and other social actors to create more
regular and safe migration channels that address labour market and protection needs, and ensure
family(re)unification.

ͲͲͲ
Onthethemeof “Improving Jobs,Skills andEducation Matching”, civilsocietyreͲaffirmedthe
followingrecommendationsfrompriorGFMDCivilSocietyDays:


3.   Urges governments to invest together with businesses, academia and other civil society actors in
labourmarket analysis in orderto developmechanisms forthe matching of education andtraining
programs with labour market needs in both origin and destination countries and to organize skills
and credential recognition in a just and more effective way so as to address present and future
mismatchesbetweenlaboursupplyanddemandandpreventdeͲskillingandbrainwaste.


4.   Insist that matching schemes that are circular or temporary in nature, do not replace permanent
employment, and should ensure the same rights and entitlements to all workers, including equal
payment,accesstosocialsecurityandfreedomofassociation,andshouldincludetheportabilityof
pension and other security benefits related to employment, as well as pathways to permanent
residencestatusandcitizenship.

ͲͲͲ
Onthethemeof“EngagingDiasporaasEntrepreneurs,SocialInvestorsandPolicyAdvocates”, civil
societyreͲaffirmedthefollowingrecommendationsfrompriorGFMDCivilSocietyDays:


5.   Urges governments both in countries of origin and destination, foundations and other donors to
include diaspora and migrant voice and organizations in development policy formulation and
implementation and to each create a national platform for dialogue with migrant/diaspora
representatives,andtoincreasetheresourcesavailableforcapacitybuildingofdiasporaand
migrant organizations, focusing on such areas as financial literacy, development of organizational
skills,advocacyandeducation.


6. Callsuponlocal,stateandnationalgovernmentstocreateconducivelegalandfinancialframeworks
to promote migrants as entrepreneurs, provide access to credit, property rights and skill
development,andpromoteSmallandMediumEnterprises(SME)whichcanplayacriticalroleinjob
creation(e.g.bygovernmentsofcountriesoforiginprovidinglowinterestloanstomigrantsabroad
towardsincomegeneratinginvestmentsbackhome)


7. Recommends to migrant/diaspora organizations create trust relationships and partnerships among
themselves and other partners including the private sector, local authorities and “mainstream”
developmentorganizations; toshareexperiencesandknowledge,toreplicateandscaleupprojects
andbuildacommonvisiononspecificthemesthatenableadvocacywithonecohesivevoice
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On the theme of “RightsͲbasedDevelopment Solutions and Migration”,civil society reͲaffirmed the
followingrecommendationsfrompriorGFMDCivilSocietyDays:


8. Insiststogovernmentstoregardtheirprimaryresponsibilityforsustainableandhuman
development thus adopting a rightsͲbased approach to development which ensures economic and
social rights – including access to decent work and essential public services (chiefly education,
vocational and technical training programmes, and health care, that are necessary to make the
“right to remain” possible; and to abandon aid conditionality and to detach development
programmesandassistancefromtherepatriationofirregularmigrantsand(ex)asylumͲseekers).


9.   Calls for effective coordination (a) between ministries and departments Ͳ including ministries of
health, education, labor, social security and development/foreign assistance (b) “vertically” across
levels of government—national, state/provincial, and municipal; and (c) between government and
representativebodiesofcivilsocietyorganizations,includingdiasporaandmigrantorganizations.

ͲͲͲ
Onthethemeof“ProtectingVulnerable MigrantWorkers”, civilsocietyreͲaffirmedthefollowing
recommendationsfrompriorGFMDCivilSocietyDays:


10. Continuestostronglyurgegovernmentstoratify,implementandenforceconventionsprovidingfor
equaltreatmentandtheprotectionofmigrants,firstandforemosttheInternationalConventionon
the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, as well as the
othercorehumanrightsconventions;andkeyILOconventions,chieflyConventions97,143andthe
DomesticWorkersConvention(189);andstronglyencouragescivilsocietytocontinuetheirongoing
advocacyontheratificationandenforcementoftheconventionsandtocollect,shareandshowcase
successfulrelevantadvocacycampaigns.


11. Calls for the observance of all workers’ human rights and labour rights regardless of the workers’
migration status, including nonͲdiscrimination (i.e., the same treatment, working conditions, and
wages ascomparablenativeworkers),freedomofassociationandaccesstosocialsecuritybenefits,
health care, education, and legal remedies, including sanctions and prosecution of those violating
therightsofmigrantworkers.


12. Urges governments to provide for regular and safe migration channels, including regularization
mechanisms,formigrantworkers,includingmigrantdomesticworkers,andtoendthe“kafala”and
similarsponsorshipsystems;andtostopthecriminalizationofmigrantswithirregularstatus,making
them further prone to discrimination, exploitation and deͲhumanization and to pursue alternatives
to detention while never placing in detention pregnant or lactating women, children, survivors of
torture, abuse and trauma, elderly, disabled of persons with serious health conditions, or other
vulnerablegroups.


13. Callsongovernmentstoensurethatmigrantchildrenaretreatedasminorsandareabletoenjoythe
full range of rights, irrespective to theirmigratory status; to reaffirm and reinforce family rights, in
particular the right to family unity and reunification; and to acknowledge that the different needs
and experiences of women and men while migrating and thus to adopt elaborate genderͲsensitive
protectionandmigrationpolicies.

ͲͲͲ
On the theme of “ProtectingMigrantsin Dire HumanitarianSituations”, civil society affirmed the
followingrecommendation:


14. Urgesstatesandinternationalagenciestojoinusinurgentlyputtinginplaceconsistentresponsesof
assistanceandprotectiontovictimsintransit,inparticularwomenandchildren.Improved
mechanismsareneededtoensurethatmigrantsarerescuedatseawhensuchrescueisneeded,and
differentiateduponarrivalforthespecificprotectiontowhichtheyareentitledunderinternational,
regionalandnationallaw.UNHCR’s10PointPlanofActionforRefugeeProtectionandMixed
Migrationisausefulframeworkinthisdirection.
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ANNEX E

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Roundtable 1: Circulating Labour for Inclusive Development
Roundtable 1.1: Beyond-the-Border Skills and Jobs for Human Development
1. Models to support effective skills recognition and job matching in the context of
labour mobility include:
a) National Qualifications Authorities (e.g. in the UAE) – these are longer term,
resource-intensive, and need to adjust for a myriad of other certification
systems and standards.
b) Legal frameworks and demand-driven systems that facilitate employers’ hiring
of the skills they need, adapted to both short term and structural labour
market needs.
c) Bilateral or circular labour agreements; including MRAs, in specific sectors
(e.g. Filipino seafarers, nurses or domestic workers, or the MauritiusFrance/Canada circular migration agreements) – these are expedient, more
targeted, mutually agreeable, and cost effective.
d) Skills training cost-shared by country of origin and destination (e.g. employersubsidized).
e) Information, websites or web portals for potential overseas workers about jobs,
skills requirements, work conditions and remuneration.
f) One-stop shops in the country of origin (e.g. Philippines) and country of
destination (e.g. Migrant Resource Centres, such as in Tajikistan).
g) Language skills training - often overlooked, its absence can be an obstacle to
skills portability.
2. Bilateral circular labour agreements should include a country of origin responsibility
for skills recognition of workers when they return.
3. The GFMD should further develop the theme of closing the gap between skills
assessment and recognition in the country of origin for returning migrants.

Roundtable 1.2: Supporting Migrants and Diaspora as Agents of Socio-Economic
Change
1. Key elements of a comprehensive diaspora support strategy:
a) Comprehensive diaspora surveys and mapping – beyond demographic data
to include information on, e.g., investment profiles and history, savings
profiles and history, age and risk tolerance, terms under which diaspora would
invest, etc. These will assist in the creation of targeted marketing strategies.
(Note that Malaysia, Jamaica and Kenya may be mapping diaspora profiles
and organizations as well as existing obstacles to investment.)

b) Support mechanisms for the diaspora to build bridges, networks and
partnerships across borders (e.g. MITOS); and appropriate training and
capacity building.
c) Create the conditions and incentives to stimulate investments back home,
including accessible financial instruments through banks, micro-finance
institutions and others.
d) Migration mainstreaming at the national and local levels to ensure that policy
makers understand how migration supports initiatives at all levels. Capacity
building of local authorities.
e) Improve communication and coordination among all stakeholders, including
central and local governments, businesses and financial institutions,
chambers of commerce and diaspora organizations.
f) Improve diaspora outreach: train Embassies and foreign services in diaspora
engagement and services.
g) Local diaspora-focused grant matching competitions such as the African
Diaspora Marketplace.
2. Complete and showcase on the GFMD website (PfP) the compendium of good
practices in the Annex of the RT 1.2 Background Paper (held by governments and
partners to be a useful reference on diaspora).

Roundtable 2 - Factoring Migration into Development Planning
RT 2.1: Supporting National Development through Migration Mainstreaming
Processes, Extended Migration Profiles and Poverty Reduction Strategies
1. Promote continued planning and implementation of migration and development
mainstreaming processes (including Extended Migration Profiles and appropriate
monitoring) by governments in all regions and with the support of relevant
international and national actors.
2. Develop effective and coherent institutional arrangements to implement such
processes, within government and between government and non-state stakeholders.
3. Integrate migration into the post-2015 development agenda, recognizing the unique
opportunity offered for such action by the 2013 UN High Level Dialogue on
International Migration and Development, and the deliberations leading up to the
post-2015 development agenda.
4. Include migration data in development surveys.
5. Factor the contribution of migration to development outcomes into development
strategies by development agencies, including multilateral organizations.
6. Enhance legal access to labour markets, e.g. through bilateral labour agreements or
other enabling legal frameworks.
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Roundtable 2.2: Addressing South-South Migration and Development Policies
1. In view of the multiple aspects and implications of South-South migration and
development issues, the GFMD should pursue discussions on this topic, but focus on
more selected issues.
2. The issue of migration, environmental change and development needs to be followed
up in future GFMD meetings.
3. The collection, analysis and sharing of timely and comprehensive data should be
promoted further, including through support of relevant global and regional
organizations.
4. Regional fora, processes and dialogues are considered key mechanisms to support
capacity building for enhanced migration and development governance, including
migration and development mainstreaming processes, and the protection of migrants
and their families.
5. South-South migration and development issues should be integrated into the Post2015 Development Agenda and the 2013 High Level Dialogue on International
Migration and Development.

Roundtable 3:
Managing Migration and Migrant Protection for Human
Development Outcomes
Roundtable 3.1: Improving Public Perceptions of Migrants and Migration: Challenging
preconceptions and shaping perceptions
1. The backdrop to consideration of perception of migrants and migration must
recognize the human rights and human development dimension of the individuals
involved.
2. Tackling the issue of perceptions of migration will often benefit from being informed
by a vision of integration as a long-term process that can be envisaged as a
continuum involving settlement, citizenship and multiculturalism programs, policies
and services.
3. Some of the countries that have proved to be successful in migration are those that
have put in place managed migration systems consisting of a suite of immigration,
integration, and multiculturalism policies and programs. Notwithstanding the value of
an effective approach to managed migration, this may usefully be set in a broader
context of the governance of migration.
4. Such an approach can help countries avoid falling into a vicious cycle of negative
public perceptions constraining public policy which further feed negative perceptions.
Shifting negative perceptions under these conditions is extremely difficult. The
alternative is to aim for a virtuous cycle in which public understanding paves the way
for more enlightened policymaking.
5. As a concrete action, it was considered that information, research and data are
important to assist the public to understand better migrants and migration. The
importance of gender-disaggregated data was emphasized to help counter
discrimination and prejudice against women. The research agenda would include
understanding the nature of migrant flows - which are often more varied and complex
than the public appreciate - and how they contribute to the societies of destination
and origin.
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6. Effective engagement with and through the media was identified as key to building
and sustaining the essential public support for effective migration policies. Strategies
include working with editors, rapid rebuttals using new social media tools, such as
Twitter (as was piloted through this roundtable in this year's GFMD).
7. In the areas where public perceptions need to be changed, the urgent need to look at
root causes of some perceptions, combat racism and xenophobia was emphasized.
Teachers and educators play a major role in this regard, especially in shaping young
people's outlook.
8. The roundtable noted the need for a more amplified voice of the private sector, which
to date has been muted, in public debates that could shape perceptions of migration.
9. While information and data play a relevant role, the human experience needs to be
known and shared. It is important to give migrants a voice, including access to the
justice system. Media could provide an additional channel, including ethnic media.

Roundtable 3.2: Migrant Protection as Integral to Migration Management
Border management and the protection of unaccompanied and/or separated children
1. The protection of migrant children is best ensured if policies and practices are in
place to ensure they are treated first and foremost as children. This includes access
to child protection systems designed to respond to the specific needs of children.
2. Unaccompanied/separated children should be identified as soon as possible upon
arrival. Identification can be challenging and immigration officials need specialized
training. Immigration officials should refer children to specialized medical,
psychological and social services where appropriate. One participant noted their
government’s policy to involve child experts in immigration interviews once it
becomes apparent that the interviewee is a child.
3. Specialized training is necessary to enable immigration officials to identify child
asylum seekers and refer them to the asylum authorities.
4. Detention of children should be avoided. Where restrictions on freedom of movement
are necessary, alternatives to detention should be explored. Where children are
detained, they should be held separately from adults.
5. Relevant processes and procedures to assist unaccompanied/separated children can
include mechanisms to address the child’s immediate needs; the appointment of a
legal representative and/or guardian, family tracing; assessment of refugee
protection needs and identification of solutions in the best interest of the child.
6. It was proposed that considerations of the best interests of the child should inform all
policy and procedure for decision-making processes regarding children. In addition,
strengthening of referral systems between these different processes ensures that the
needs of children are comprehensively addressed.

Rescue at Sea – managing sea borders while ensuring the protection of migrants and
refugees in distress at sea
1. The physical protection of people in distress at sea is key. All possible measures
need to be taken to rescue people in distress at sea, irrespective of their status.
2. Better cooperation and burden sharing could help to address the gaps that exist in
protecting migrants in distress at sea. Existing cooperative arrangements such as
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between Indonesia and Australia (including inter alia a joint Task Force, contact
points and technical cooperation); between the U.S. and Caribbean countries; and
among EU Member States are useful starting points. Tools such as the UNHCR
Model Framework for Cooperation on Rescue at Sea Emergencies could further
support states in setting up more predictable cooperation. The Model Framework is
based on the premises that different countries implicated in a rescue at sea
emergency could make different contributions. Responsibility for search and rescue
may be distinct from responsibility for disembarkation, and allowing for
disembarkation may be distinct from longer-term responsibility for the provision of
solutions.
3. Existing models and tools need to be translated into regional realities. The
forthcoming Bali process workshop on irregular maritime movement, for example,
could take forward discussions on cooperative approaches in the Asia and Pacific
region.
4. Responses to distress and rescue at sea are most efficient if they are part of a
comprehensive regional approach, which also tackles the root causes in countries of
origin. This would also avoid well-functioning rescue at sea arrangements becoming
a pull factor.

Migrant workers and their families in humanitarian crises
1. Protection of the human rights of migrant workers is necessary before, during and
after a humanitarian crisis.
2. The ability/resources of migrant worker populations to help themselves could be
strengthened through better self-organization and the provision of orientation courses
or training material on how to cope in crisis situations.
3. Preparedness/contingency plans should be developed by both countries of origin and
countries of destination with significant migrant worker populations. Contingency
plans of countries of origin should focus on consular protection mechanisms, the
deployment of rapid response teams and communication outreach to migrant worker
populations. The latter is also an important tool for countries of destination.
4. Work contracts should establish a responsibility of employers to contribute to
assistance and return operations.
5. Reintegration programs can assist with the social and economic re-insertion of
migrant workers within their communities of origin.

Combating labour exploitation and human trafficking while protecting victims
1. Both countries of origin and destination have responsibilities for the protection of
migrant workers. Bilateral agreements can help to clarify these responsibilities and
establish mechanisms to ensure their implementation, such as joint committees of
State party representatives with a regular meeting schedule. They also reduce
irregular migration and the risks of abuses through the creation of legal migration
channels.
2. A strong labour rights legislative framework in the country of destination is key for the
prevention of abuses. This includes the possibility for migrant workers to change
jobs; use of a standardized employment contract recognized in origin and destination
countries; adequate labour protection for all migrant workers, including with regard to
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occupational safety and health, wages and working hours; and prevention of
passport retention.
3. The following practices have been effectively employed by countries of origin to
prevent abuses: pre-departure preparation, including language training and
information on risks relating to migration; registration of job offers, expected wages
and/or outgoing workers; prevention of unethical recruitment practices through
regulation/licensing of private employment/recruitment agencies and the
development of a system of incentives/disincentives; elimination of “middlemen”;
establishment of complaints mechanisms in countries of origin and destination; the
setting up of self-regulatory bodies; and the use of labour attachés in destination
countries to verify employers and employment contracts.
4. More attention needs to be given to female migrants and the gender aspects of
migration. Proposals included the elimination of outright bans or restrictions on
emigration of women based on age, occupation and pregnancy; and information on
“women-friendly” migration channels. Lower-skilled women migrant workers need
special attention, especially domestic workers.
5. UNODC and other international organizations have developed practical tools for
implementing the obligations states have under international law, including toolkits on
best practices, a Framework for Action for the implementation of the trafficking
protocol, standard operating procedures on identification of trafficked persons, and
an interagency/multi-agency taskforce approach.
6. Measures to prevent abuse and exploitation and protect victims should be
complemented by a comprehensive approach to address irregular migration.
Roundtable 3.3: Protecting Migrant Domestic Workers - Enhancing their Development
Potential
1. Countries of origin and destination to adopt an action plan that prioritizes short,
medium and long term programs to ratify and implement ILOC 189 as a way of
increasing the momentum for ratification.
2. Governments to adopt an inclusive approach in the formulation of policies and
regulations to reflect the standard in international instruments, and develop
comprehensive mechanisms for monitoring and compliance
3. Gender-sensitive checklist trialled in 2011 and launched at the GFMD Summit to be
posted on the GFMD website as a guide to governments. Good and effective
practical models to be uploaded on the GFMD Platform for Partnerships (PfP) to be
replicated and up-scaled by other governments.
4. Governments to seek support from international organizations for training and
capacity building programs for officials and other stakeholders for the implementation
of rights-based employment standards. Civil society to take an active role in the
monitoring of progress towards implementation of agreed standards
5. Gender equality perspectives and women’s empowerment issues to be addressed in
the context of the UN HLD 2013. A substantive speaker on gender equality to be
appointed to inform HLD outcomes.
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